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Abstract
There exists an increasing demand for higher accuracy, faster processing and ease of use of
modern total stations. The purpose of my work is to combine the strength of traditional user
controlled surveying with the power of modern data processing to satisfy the needs. The combination of the user’s experience and a higher degree of automation retains the efficiency of a
manually operated theodolite and enhances the reliability and accuracy of measurements
through automation.
The user identifies his targets mainly by their ‘structure’, which he usually interprets as simple geometrical shapes. Such ‘primitive’ features, however, can be handled effectively by
algorithms to either identify and measure single points or to guide the instrument to areas of
interest.
Thus the main goal is to find the 3D coordinates of a non-cooperative but structured target by
using a theodolite together with an imaging sensor. The surveyor no longer has to rely on active or cooperative targets like prisms, and this new freedom facilitates his work tremendously. However, the integration of 2D image sensors requires additional calibration effort.
My thesis presents a prototype of such an “Image Assisted Total Station” (IATS), models the
imaging process and outlines the calibration procedures. Image assisted measurements of artificial markers are compared with traditional measurements. The main effort, however, is focused on applications with natural objects: I try to assess the precision in terms of repeatability, the usability and the comfort of semi-automatic measurements.
A Leica Total Station of the TPS1100 Professional Series is modified into a prototype of an
IATS. A 2D CCD sensor is placed in the intermediate focus plane of the objective lens, replacing the eyepiece and the reticle, and an autofocus unit to drive the focus lens is implanted.
The image data from the sensor are transferred to a PC using a synchronized frame grabber.
To maintain the mechanical stability, the connecting cables transmitting the video signals are
guided through the hollow tilting axis. The pixel size of 9.8 µm (Hz) × 6.3 µm (V) corresponds to viewing angles of 2.7 mgon (Hz) × 1.8 mgon (V). To fulfill the specified precision
requirements of 0.5 mgon, a resolution of better than 0.2 pixels is required.
Traditional optical total stations measure ‘on-axis’ objects, i.e. determine both pointing angles
of the reticle crosshair. In case of an IATS viewing angles can be assigned to all CCD pixels
inside the optical field of view. To describe the relation between sensors pixel coordinates and
the angular viewing angles in the object space, a mathematical model is needed, which describes the optics used, and which specifies the contributions of various sources to the overall
error budget. In particular, the optical mapping model has to include the theodolites tilting
axis errors, the collimation error, the pointing error of the optical axis, and the vertical-index
error. Further errors result from a displacement of the projection center from the intersection
of the standing and tilting axis and from the optical distortions of field points.
The semi-automated measurement process is based on a permanent interaction between user
and instrument. The user supervises the measurement sequence while the IATS executes the
measurements. For example, the surveyor proposes a pattern – a geometrical ‘primitive’ –
which adequately represents the object of interest. The processing software estimates the posi-
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tion of the object by local and global template matching. This estimate is used to point the
range finder to the selected target to get a valid estimate for the third dimension (depth, distance).
Since the required coordinates of an object point are deduced from the theodolite pointing
angles, target distance and the image point location on the CCD, all sensors must be calibrated. It turned out to be useful to perform first a temperature calibration, then determine the
exact value of the camera constant with respect to the distance and finally extend the geometrical calibration to all pixels in the optical field of view.
Temperature calibration is similar to the calibration of an optical tacheometer. Using its image
processing capabilities, the IATS can automatically drive to measurement positions in both
faces, which increases the reliability of the test campaign at different temperatures. The
theodolite is positioned, that the object resides at the same sensor position within one pixel for
all measurements. This allows us to ignore the influence of deformations caused by optical
distortions and mechanical assembly during the calibration, because it is constant for all
measurements.
The transformation of the pixel position into viewing angles depends on the camera constant c
of the optical system. Its value is a function of the focus lens position, which is monitored by
an encoder. During calibration we measure the encoder values at the best focus position for
different target distances, using the autofocus option. Then c is determined from the optomechanical construction model.
The geometrical transformation for field pixels outside the optical axis (crosshair) depends on
the image deformation and on axis errors of the theodolite. Scanning a stationary object with
the theodolite performs the ‘off-axis’ calibration. For different theodolite positions the CCD
images are recorded and a “least squares template matching” algorithm is applied to increase
the mapping accuracy. The scanning is done in both theodolite faces with different objects.
The transformation parameters are calculated using the horizontal and vertical theodolite angles and the measured pixel locations.
In order to assess IATS capabilities and to check the calibration, a benchmark is used. Limits
of operation are tested with the aid of reference markers of circular shape whose positions are
known. Furthermore, the capability to measure non-cooperative targets is outlined. Finally,
two field tests are performed by measuring a historic building, the Löwenhof in
Rheineck/Switzerland, and by measuring the six degrees of freedom of a workpiece at different spatial positions.
The system described in this thesis can be profitably employed wherever today’s theodolite
measurement systems or close-range photogrammetric systems are deployed: Surveying, vehicle construction, surveillance, industrial measurement and forensic.

Zusammenfassung
Es existiert eine zunehmende Nachfrage nach höherer Genauigkeit, schnellerer und robusterer
Verarbeitung der Messergebnisse und einfacherer Handhabung moderner Total Stationen.
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist, die Stärken der traditionellen, benutzergesteuerten Vermessung mit den
Vorteilen moderner Datenverarbeitung zu kombinieren. Man behält die Effizienz eines manu-
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ell betriebenen Theodoliten bei and erhöht die Genauigkeit von Messungen mittels automatisch ablaufenden Bildverarbeitungsmethoden.
Ansatzpunkt ist die Beobachtung, dass ein Benutzer seine Ziele durch ihre ‘Struktur’ identifiziert, die er meistens als einfache geometrische Sachverhalte wahrnimmt. Diese ‘primitiven’
Merkmale können effizient durch Algorithmen zur Identifikation und Vermessung einzelner
Punkte oder zur Steuerung des Instrumentes verwendet werden.
Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die 3D Koordinaten von nicht-kooperativen, aber strukturierten Zielen
mittels eines Theodolits mit integriertem Bildsensor zu bestimmen. Der Anwender ist so nicht
mehr auf kooperative Ziele wie Prismen angewiesen, was seine Arbeit erheblich vereinfacht.
Es ist jedoch zu beachten, dass die Integration von 2D Kameras zusätzlichen Kalibrieraufwand erfordert. In dieser Arbeit werden ein Prototyp einer “Image Assisted Total Station”
(IATS), die Modellierung des Abbildungsprozesses und die benötigten Kalibrierverfahren
präsentiert. Bildgestützte Messungen von künstlichen Zielmarken werden mit traditionellen
Messungen verglichen, um die zu erwartenden Genauigkeiten festzustellen. Das Hauptgewicht der experimentellen Arbeit liegt jedoch auf der Messung natürlicher Objekte. Dabei
wird die Wiederholgenauigkeit, die Grenzen einer praktischen Anwendung und die Benutzerfreundlichkeit der halbautomatischen Messmethode untersucht.
Eine Leica Total Station der TPS1100 Professional Series wurde zu einem Prototypen einer
IATS umgebaut. Ein 2D CCD Sensor wurde in der Zwischenbildebene des Fernrohres montiert. Er ersetzt damit das Okular und das Strichkreuz, während eine Autofokuseinheit die Fokussierlinse bewegt. Die Bilddaten des Sensors werden mit Hilfe eines synchronisierbaren
Framegrabbers auf den PC übertragen. Um die Stabilität der Konstruktion zu gewährleisten,
wurden die Kabel für die Bildübertragung durch die hohle Kippachse verlegt. Die Pixelgrösse
von 9.8 µm (Hz) × 6.3 µm (V) entspricht einem Bildwinkel von 2.7 mgon (Hz) × 1.8 mgon
(V). Um die spezifizierte Genauigkeit von 0.5 mgon zu erreichen, wird eine Auflösung besser
als 0.2 Pixel benötigt.
Traditionelle optische Total Stationen messen Objekte entlang der optischen Achse, das
heisst, die polaren Zielwinkel entsprechen den Angaben der Hz- und V-Kreiswinkelsensoren,
da der Theodolit vom Benutzer so eingestellt wird, dass das Fadenkreuz mit dem Objektbild
koinzidiert. Im Falle einer bildunterstützten Total Station kann jedoch jedem Pixel im Bereich
des optischen Bildfeldes eine Zielrichtung zugeordnet werden, so dass die genaue und zeitraubende manuelle Anzielung entfällt. Um die Zusammenhänge zwischen den Pixelkoordinaten und den polaren Zielwinkeln im Objektraum zu beschreiben, wird ein realistisches mathematisches Modell benötigt. Dieses hängt primär von den Optikparametern ab, aber auch
von den Einflüssen unterschiedlicher Fehlerquellen. Speziell in der Beschreibung der optischen Abbildung müssen die Fehler des Theodolits, nämlich der Kippachsfehler, der Ziellinienfehler und der Vertikalindexfehler, berücksichtigt werden. Weitere Fehler resultieren aus
der Abweichung des Projektionszentrums vom Schnittpunkt der Steh- und Kippachse und von
der optischen Verzeichnung.
Der halbautomatische Messprozess basiert auf einer Interaktion von Benutzer und Instrument.
Der Benutzer spezifiziert und überwacht die Messung, während die IATS die Messung ausführt. Ein Beispiel: Der Vermesser wählt eine Struktur, genannt eine geometrische ‚Primitive’, welche am besten zum gewünschten Objekt passt. Die Verarbeitungssoftware schätzt
dann durch lokales und globales Template-Matching ihre Lage und somit im Rahmen der geometrischen Übereinstimmung die Position des Objekts im Bild. Zusätzlich kann der Laser-
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Distanzmesser auf das selektierte Ziel gerichtet werden, um die Tiefeninformation beizubringen.
Da die benötigten Koordinaten eines Objektpunktes von der Bestimmung der TheodolitZielwinkel, der Zieldistanz und von der Position des Objekts auf dem Bildsensor abhängen,
müssen alle Sensoren kalibriert werden. Es ist sinnvoll und üblich, zuerst eine Temperaturkalibrierung vorzunehmen. Danach wird der exakte Wert der Kamerakonstanten in Funktion der
Distanz bestimmt, und schliesslich wird die geometrische Kalibrierung aller Pixel im Gesichtsfeld ermittelt.
Die Temperaturkalibrierung entspricht der Kalibrierung optischer Tachymeter. Dank Bildverarbeitung kann die Objektzielung in beiden Fernrohrlagen jedoch automatisiert werden, was
die Zuverlässigkeit der Messung bei unterschiedlichen Temperaturen erhöht. Der Theodolit
wird so positioniert, dass das Objekt immer an derselben Sensorposition, innerhalb eines Pixels, zu liegen kommt. Dies ermöglicht es, die Einflüsse von Deformationen des Bildes durch
die optische Verzeichnung und fehlerhafte Justierung während der Kalibrierung zu vernachlässigen, da sie für alle Messungen konstant ist.
Die Transformation von Pixelablagen in Polarwinkel beruht auf der Kamerakonstanten c des
optischen Systems. Dieser Wert ändert sich durch die Bewegung der Fokussierlinse, deren
Position mittels eines Encoders überwacht wird. Während der Kalibrierung werden die Encoderwerte für die jeweils beste Fokusposition für Ziele bei unterschiedlichen Distanzen unter
Verwendung der Autofokusfunktion bestimmt.
Die geometrische Transformation für Pixelpositionen ausserhalb der optischen Achse (Fadenkreuz) hängt von der optischen Verzeichnung und den Theodolitachsfehlern ab. Durch ‘scannen’ eines stationären Objekts mit dem Theodolit wird die ‘Off-Axis’ Kalibrierung durchgeführt. Für unterschiedliche Theodolitpositionen werden Bilder mit dem CCD aufgenommen
und mittels “Least Squares Template Matching” Algorithmen analysiert. Dieses Vorgehen
erhöht die Zielgenauigkeit. Die Scanprozedur wird in beiden Fernrohrlagen auf unterschiedliche Objekte durchgeführt. Die Transformationsparameter werden schliesslich mittels der Horizontal- und Vertikal-Winkel des Theodolits und der Ablagen im Bild berechnet.
Um die Leistungsfähigkeit des Prototyps zu bestimmen, aber auch um die Güte der Kalibrierung zu testen, wird ein ‘Benchmarking’ durchgeführt. Dieser Test zeigt die Vorteile hinsichtlich Genauigkeit und Zuverlässigkeit einer IATS auf. Die erreichbaren Grenzen werden durch
die Auswertung bekannter, kreisförmiger Zieltafeln ermittelt. Weiter werden Möglichkeiten
der Messung nicht-kooperativer Ziele untersucht. Abschliessend wird durch die Vermessung
eines historischen Gebäudes, des Löwenhofs in Rheineck/Schweiz, und die Bestimmung der
sechs Freiheitsgrade eines Werkstücks an unterschiedlichen räumlichen Positionen die Praxistauglichkeit nachgewiesen.
Das im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelte System kann überall eingesetzt werden, wo heutige
Theodolit-Messsysteme oder Nahbereichsphotogrammetrie-Systeme zu Einsatz kommen:
Vermessung, Automobilherstellung, Überwachung, industrielle und gerichtsmedizinische
Messtechnik.
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1 Introduction
Surveying has undergone significant changes in recent years; examples are the digital level
and the incorporation of modern laser ranging technology into surveying instruments. Most
obvious is the transition from analog to digital operating modes. The ongoing rapid miniaturization and simultaneous improvement of electronic circuitry allows surveyors to employ ever
more powerful algorithms and devices. System software and graphical user interfaces lead the
way to powerful and user-friendly tools for recording, processing and analyzing data with
semi-automated and fully automated methods.
Image processing has become a powerful tool of science and industry. ‘State of the art’ processors and sensors reduce significantly hardware costs and improve system efficiency. It is
not surprising that this technological progress has changed terrestrial surveying, whereby a
higher degree of automation stands out as a particularly attractive new feature.
Automation of surveying instruments is indeed in high demand. First steps towards this goal
were already taken some years ago, e.g. with the automatic target recognition (ATR) and
tracking features of the Leica Total Station TPS1100 & TPS1200 and with the automatic
height and distance measurements with the Leica Digital Levels DNA03 & DNA10. These
new instruments, now widely accepted by the surveying community, opened the door to new
functionality and triggered a technological evolution of surveying instruments.
Dissatisfaction with the inefficiencies of traditional surveying instruments seems to be the
driving force behind the strong demand for increased automation. The shortcomings of conventional total stations are two-fold: they require highly qualified operators, and their measurement cycles take too much time. The latter is clearly a consequence of the still traditional
design of theodolites. Traditionally, the required accuracy of the measurements can only be
achieved by an experienced surveyor working with precise opto-mechanical hardware. This
implies high operating costs at low working speed. Latest with the advent of high speed scanning systems the theodolites lost on importance in the application fields where compromises
to the accuracy could be made, but not to the measurement speed and the operating costs. Examples are the fast recording of 3D data of existing objects such as refineries, bridges or
buildings and the determination of an accurate DTM and cross section of a busy highway.
Even with high-end total stations we are still faced with the fact that for natural targets measurement accuracy depends more on the surveyor’s skills than on the instrument’s performance.
How can these problems be alleviated? One of the most basic tasks of classical terrestrial surveying is the precise 3D-point measurement, which is already highly automated for artificial
reflectors. But there are many situations where it is impractical or even impossible to place
prisms at the objects of interest. In these situations modern image analysis methods could replace prisms, which means that CCD or CMOS sensors have to collect spatial, spectral and
radiometrical information of the target point and its environment. The combination of CCDcameras and theodolites was already described 15 years ago by [Gottwald, 1987; Huep,
1988]. A detailed description of the instrumental and algorithmic designs can be found e.g. in
[Wester-Ebbinghaus, 1988a; Wester-Ebbinghaus, 1988b]. Since more than 100 years, the
photo-theodolite is known in photogrammetry, where a photogrammetric camera is combined
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with components such as aiming device, pitch circle, level and tripod [Finsterwalder & Hofmann, 1968]. Examples are the light weight field-photo-theodolite after Sebastian Finsterwalder or the Wild P30.
Such a surveying instrument must know the position of its CCD sensor relative to its viewing
optics. One possibility to achieve this, preferred in the past, is to align the optics of the
theodolite and the CCD-camera biaxially, e.g. [Brandstätter, 1989; Huang, 1992; Uffenkamp,
1993; Anai & Chikatsu, 2000; Chikatsu & Anai, 2000; Zhang, Zheng & Zhan, 2003]. This
configuration, however, leads to parallactic errors, which are particularly harmful in situations
where range finders operate at close target distances. Consequently, a coaxial configuration of
camera and theodolite optics is more attractive, but also technically more complicated. Complex beam splitter elements must be installed. The Leica TM3000V video-theodolites are examples of best performance, widely used in academic research.
Another attractive technique for automated on-line measurement is to motorize videotheodolites. [Roic, 1996] developed a procedure to register non-signalized 3D structures for
visual observations. [Mischke, 2000] measured non-signalized points of simple structured
objects by applying image processing methods. These developments were stimulated by the
work of [Fabiankowitsch, 1990; Wieser, 1995]; they all used the motorized Leica videotheodolite TM3000V. The measurement of object points is based on a ‘Master-Slave’
theodolite concept. First, the object structure is captured by the master-theodolite applying
point operators such as the Förstner operator. After the identification of the points of interest
by the master, these are automatically captured by the slave-theodolite. The final calculation
of the coordinates of these points is performed by ‘spatial intersection’ routines. The most
recent investigations employ a ‘knowledge-based’ approach, which not only increases the
spectrum of applicability, but also facilitates operation [Kahmen, 2001; Reiterer, Kahmen,
Egly & Eiter, 2003a; Reiterer, Kahmen, Egly & Eiter, 2003b]. This is an important step towards relaxation of user’s skills and therefore towards cost reduction. [Niessner, 2003] used a
‘Color-CCD’ camera in the theodolite for a qualitative deformation analysis.
Many publications describe experiments with the TM3000V video-theodolite. [Kahmen &
Roic, 1995; Mischke & Kahmen, 1997; Kahmen, 1998; Kahmen & de Seixas, 1999a;
Kahmen & de Seixas, 1999b; Kahmen, Niessner & de Seixas, 2001a]. [Kahmen & de Seixas,
2000; Kahmen, Niessner & de Seixas, 2001b] describe an approach for deformation measurement using computer controlled rotating cameras.
Further research based on the TM3000V is presented by [Seatovic, 2000], who developed
control software for the instrument. The implementation is divided into two parts, steering the
theodolite and capturing plus processing of the video signal in an automatic measurement
mode.
Numerous combinations of theodolites with all sorts of cameras and range finders are described in recent publications, see [Uffenkamp, 1995; Hovenbitzer & Schlemmer, 1997;
Gong, Hunag & Ball, undated].
[Wasmeier, 2002] presents research done with a Leica TCA2003 theodolite using the internal
CCD camera, which is normally used for measuring the angular offsets to reflectors. The
camera optics is focused to distances greater 500 m, preventing to measure objects in the
close-range.

1.1 Thesis overview and research objectives
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A system for automatic object measurement with the option of visualization is developed at
the University of Bochum, described in [Scherer, 1995] and named TOTAL for Tacheometric
Object-Oriented Partly (Teil-) Automated Lasersurveying. A result of this research is a prototype including tacheometric, photogrammetric and scanning elements [Scherer, 2002;
Juretzko, 2001] describe the software to run a reflectorless operating total station from a notebook. The system is equipped with an eyepiece-camera and a wide-angle camera. A comparison between a photogrammetric scanning system with a resolution of 4200×6250 pixels and a
video-theodolite system can be found in [Riechmann, 1992].

1.1 Thesis overview and research objectives
The goal of our work is to incorporate into a total station a coaxial image sensor with autofocus capability. This opens the possibility to determine object coordinates more comfortably
using image processing algorithms and, at the same time extends the measurement field to the
full field of view of the optical subsystem. We call this prototype ‘Image Assisted Total Station’ IATS. One of the consequences of this incorporation of 2D image sensors is the need to
extend the usual geometrical, and eventually the radiometrical, calibration to all pixels of the
sensor array. As a result we will obtain the individual polar viewing angles of all pixels with
respect to some internal reference system. Thus, when recording the CCD-image of an object,
we can assign to each image element its angular pointing coordinates in the object space. To
determine the 3D object coordinates, we need additional information, either from the
magnification of the optics or from the built-in laser range finder.
Our method for detecting, identifying and measuring the 3D position of the object is best described as a permanent interaction between user and instrument. The user points the instrument to the interesting areas, defines the relevant features of the object, supervises the instrument and verifies the results, while the instrument automatically performs all tasks in between. This hybrid mode of operation leads to higher measurement efficiency that ultimately
improves the user’s productivity.
One of the key ideas of this hybrid concept is that the user describes the object via simple
geometrical templates. The software then attempts to match real and virtual object features.
The algorithms that implement this concept are constructed in a ‘bottom-up’ way. First,
methods for measuring simple objects like corner points are developed. Then these methods
are extended to measure more complex objects. Although natural objects are reduced to
primitive templates, the complexity to be handled by the algorithms is high since illumination
effects and unfavorable viewing directions have to be dealt with. We are thus led to keep the
templates simple and to apply only proven standard methods like edge detection and least
squares matching.
The algorithms are evaluated by benchmark tests performed under field conditions, and the
results are compared with those obtained by traditional measurement methods. The calibration
determines the internal accuracy.
As mentioned above, an image sensor at the ocular side and a motorization of the focus lens
gear up a Leica Total Station TPS1100 Professional Series. The image sensor is a monochrome CCD-camera, while for future use a CMOS camera is foreseen. The advantages of a
CMOS camera are the ability to read out parts of the image sensor (random access, windowing), its higher read-out speed, the absence of blooming and finally a better responsivity.
There are, however, some drawbacks, such as lower dynamic range and lower uniformity,
which are mostly not important. Image digitizing is done by a frame grabber, which can be
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synchronized with the camera for image acquisition. Programs are written in Matlab or C. A
computer controls the total station and the frame grabber. A graphical interface running on a
PC handles the interaction between user and instrument. Later industrial applications require
an integration of the complete functionality into the total station.
IATS operation is as follows: The user aims at the target and focuses coarsely. He selects a
suitable template from a database. Then the instrument takes over, performing exact focusing,
target identification by template matching, fine pointing and finally the determination of polar
coordinates. This is automatically repeated for all relevant points of the selected template. The
permanent interaction with the user allows a supervision of the measurement process; interruptions and modifications of the measurement sequence are possible at any time. In future
this mode of operation will be extended to line measurements and to more complex structures.
The IATS concept might also be considered as an ‘intelligent’ scanning device with the precision of high-end total stations. This is quite different to standard laser scanners, which produce large point clouds and need laborious post processing to extract the desired object information. The IATS identifies the relevant scenery in advance and concentrates all measurement efforts on it.
In conclusion, not full automation is the aim of this study, but rather meaningful interaction
between instrument and user. The user contributes his expert knowledge to increase overall
effectiveness while the total station is operated at a higher level of efficiency.
IATS can be used wherever total stations or close-range photogrammetric systems are deployed for surveying, vehicle construction, observance or industrial metrology [Gruen, 1992].
In conclusion the research objectives of this thesis are the:
• Determination of the stability of the imaging sensor and the actuators in the prototype.
Especially the stability of the image sensor position and the focus lens mechanics due to
environmental effects.
• Calibration routines to handle residual errors.
• Evaluation of the practical use of an IATS by performing benchmark tests.

1.2 Organization of the thesis
The IATS concept is outlined in chapter 2. The focus is on the measurement mode implementation of the hybrid approach. The chapter ends with a discussion of the hardware parts
and software modules needed.
Chapter 3 describes the prototype, the image sensor and the implementation of the autofocus.
Stability tests are performed and analyzed to inspect the behavior of the new components.
The reconstruction of the three-dimensional position of an object point from its location on
the image sensor and the measured slope distance is based on a model of the total station’s
opto-mechanical system. This model is described in chapter 4, and a transformation named
“back-transformation” is developed that computes the mapping from sensor plane into object
space. Each subsystem involved in the measurement process (angle, tilt, distance, image processing, etc.) contributes to the final error. To get an impression of the accuracy that may be
achieved, the measurement error is calculated in terms of the single contributions.

1.2 Organization of the thesis
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Chapter 5 is dedicated to the measurement algorithms. First, the basic approach of the hybrid
measurement mode is explained. This is followed by an examination of the basic parts of the
algorithms: Object approximation by the user, rough object determination, accurate reconstruction, and distance measurement. Finally those basic building blocks are combined to
form complex measurement procedures for different objects like corners, poles, and forms
that can be approximated by tangents.
To ensure reliable measurements, the instrument and its sensors must be calibrated. In chapter 6 the calibration of the line of sight over temperature, the camera constant, the mapping
parameter and the theodolite axis errors are discussed. From these results the expected precision of the measurement system is inferred.
Several benchmark tests are described in chapter 7. Measurements to well-known reference
markers provide first accuracy results. Next, we describe our measurements on natural targets
like window corners, heating pipes, circular objects, and document the repeatability and the
stability of these measurements. Furthermore, the results are compared with those of traditional reflectorless surveying measurements on the same targets. Then we report measurements of simple and of complicated geometrical structures of a famous historical building, the
Löwenhof in Rheineck. This allows us to delineate the current limits of the IATS prototype.
Finally we document the results of a kinematic test run, where a rigid body is moved around
by robot station, and where the total station had to determine the actual six degrees of freedom of the test body.
Chapter 8 concludes with an overview of applications where an Image Assisted Total Station
could be employed. An outlook into the future includes issues and problems to be further investigated.
Remark:
In the following tables, figures and texts the dimensions of physical quantities are written in
brackets, e.g. [mgon], while dimensionless quantities are symbolized by [1].

2 Concept for an image assisted total station
An Image Assisted Total Station represents a further evolution step of the traditional total
station by adding an image sensor and by performing operation in a semi-automatic (hybrid)
measurement mode. This allows increasing the degree of automation, leading to a better user
productivity. The main objective is, however, to relieve the user from routine work like fine
aiming to targets, data recording and to extend the measurement field from a single point to
the full field of view. But the user’s experience and skills are advantageously brought in to
pre-select the objects, interpret the scenery, be aware of deformations and check the consistency of the results.
Possible benefits are higher reliability, higher throughput rate and the reduction of fatiguebased errors. At the same time, we have to handle difficulties arising from the image-assisted
approach: Robustness of object identification and decision-making. These difficulties are circumvented by a hybrid measurement mode.
In the following, the hybrid measurement mode is presented, and the needed hard- and software is described.

2.1 Hybrid measurement mode
The hybrid measurement mode is the core of the IATS. The measurement is based on a tight
interaction between the user and the instrument, whereby the user still selects the object
manually and defines the measurement range, while the instrument completes the routine
work of the fine aiming and measuring sequence. In case of ambiguities, the user decides how
to proceed and corrects the object recognition. Also the final results have to be approved by
the operator.
Comparing the hybrid mode with the traditional one, we find the following advantages: Up to
now the user drives the instrument until the reticle image of the object point of interest coincides with the engraved crosshair pattern then registers the theodolite angles. The pointing
accuracy depends on the interpretation capability of the human visual system. In the IATS
mode, the user only drives coarsely to the object point and let the instrument determine the
exact object position by algorithmic treatment. The accuracy depends on the power of the
image processing algorithms but not on the human surveyor.
In the following we describe a typical procedure of the measuring sequence. Figure 2.1 shows
how user interaction and instrument action alternate within a measurement cycle.
The user controls the coarse aiming to the object with the help of the optical sight or of a
small wide-angle electronic camera. He decides how the object is best characterized by some
simple geometrical structures when interpreting the scenery around the object point. If for
instance an object point could be defined as intersection of two edge lines, the user would
place two straight lines along edges in the image of the object. Then the matching algorithms
will reliably retrieve the edges and the point of interest is deduced with high accuracy. Furthermore, the user specifies the point where to exactly measure the distance, by selecting a
point either directly on the object or slightly besides, whatever is more appropriate.
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Ambiguities

Object selection based
on user’s interpretation
capability

Object pointing,
measuring and
algorithmic
processing

Man-MachineInterface (MMI),
Database

Consistency check
of results
Figure 2.1: Iterative change of user and instrument tasks.

After finishing the object selection by the user, the automated pointing, measuring and algorithm processing part starts. The exact object position in the image is determined by employing different image processing algorithms. The instrument measures the axis angles and corrects them by the object deviation from the pointing axis supplied from the image evaluation.
Further the instrument inclination is corrected and finally the distance is measured.
If during the automated measurement process any ambiguities occur, such as multiple responses to the object borderline or invalid measured distances, the user has to check the
consistency of the results and how to reiterate the next processing steps. After acceptance of
all the results, they are stored in a database.
To provide a dynamic and ergonomic interactive communication between the user and the
instrument, an adequate MMI (Man-Machine-Interface) must be designed.
The described procedure above consists of different single tasks such as focusing and object
selection, which can be further automated. The manual focusing can be replaced by an autofocus. Preprocessing the image can support the object localization and overlay object features
in the image. Then the user has to select the object from a list and is unburdened from selecting the object on pixel basis.

2.2 Hardware
The new concept is based on the upgrade of a traditional total station. To measure the polar
angles of any object in the field of view, a CCD camera has been integrated in the instrument.
Ideally the camera is fixed on the theodolites pointing axis (corresponding to the optical axis)
to provide the same viewing field, as a surveyor is used to. Biaxial mounting should be
avoided not to introduce parallactic errors and stability problems. This ‘on-axis camera’ layout will be used to calculate the polar angles of an object in the image. Therefore, the orientation of the camera relative to the theodolite axis must be known to very high accuracy, requiring calibration as discussed in chapter 6.

2.3 Software
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Sharp focusing is a prerequisite for reliable image processing and to maintain a high degree of
automation a motorized focus lens is needed. The instrument must be modified with a motor
and controller to drive the focus lens with respect to an absolute origin. The actual parameters
of the optics can be derived from the absolute position of the lens.
The field of view of the telescope is rather small, in the order of 1 gon. Consequently, object
identification is difficult unless standing behind the instrument. An additional wide-angle
camera gives a broader overview of the scene. The camera can be attached to the instrument
handle due to its low accuracy requirements.
Image processing routines are rather complex and it made no sense to perform currently all
calculations in the instrument. Since especially the image grabbing would require severe
modifications of the electronics, we employed a commercial frame grabber for the ‘Analog to
Digital’ image conversion. The frame grabber is installed in a personal computer, where all
the computation work is carried out. At the same time the PC acts as user interface. We had to
choose a desktop computer rather than a laptop, because when we started work no frame
grabber cards were available for laptops to provide the synchronization with the CCD sensor.
To determine the 3D coordinates of a target point, the polar angles and the distance to the
objects must be measured. The polar angles are determined by the evaluation of the image
coordinates, while the distance is measured with the integrated laser range finder, allowing
reflectorless objects. Since at the beginning of the work we found no commercially available
instrument with a focusable CCD camera and a laser range finder, we decided to modify a
Leica TPS1100 Professional Series Total Station. A detailed description of the prototype can
be found in chapter 3.

2.3 Software
Various software packages had to be written to run the IATS experiments, like a graphical
user interface (GUI) for the user interaction and the visual control of the scenery and a special
program package to control and steer the total station. The serial communication interface is
based on the GeoCOM standard valid for most Leica Geosystems instruments [Leica, 2000].
Finally software for the Analog/Digital conversion of the image and for the image analysis
has to be written, cf. Figure 2.2.
Frame
Grabber

PC

GUI

Frame Grabber
Control

CCD

Software
Algorithm

Image Toolbox
Optimization Toolbox

Control
Package

Serial Communication
using GeoCOM

Figure 2.2: Software environment embedded in the processing and acting hardware.
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The software is mainly implemented in MATLAB, but time critical and hardware dependent
parts like for the frame grabber are coded in C. MATLAB provides different toolboxes like
these for image processing and for optimization, as well for GUI support, which helped to
speed up the development. The PC environment for the software development is Windows 2000.
It is not the aim of this project to develop software for real-time processing, but to demonstrate the feasibility of an image-assisted system. Therefore, the algorithms are not optimized
with respect to processing speed.

3 Prototype
Due to the unavailability of a total station with integrated camera, motorized focus lens and
reflectorless distance measurement it is decided to build a prototype based on a Leica
TPS1100 Professional Series instrument.
[Uffenkamp, 1995] describes the concept and the experimental realization of an optoelectrical pan-tilt camera with long focal length. This camera is not based on a theodolite system, and it cannot measure distances. [Juretzko, 2001; Scherer, 2002] describe a theodolite
system called TOTAL, which is equipped with an eyepiece camera that is primarily used for
guidance and for profile scanning.
Commercially available theodolites with CCD cameras are the Leica theodolite TM3000V
and the Kern E2-SE. Newer models like the Leica TCA2003 use their camera to measure only
the center of gravity of laser spots reflected by prisms for tracking and fine pointing purposes,
which allows to employ a fixed focus optics. These instruments are therefore not suitable for
an IATS.
In this chapter we present the layout of the basic instrument, its hardware modifications including the implementation of the autofocus unit and comment on the stability of the CCD
sensor.

3.1 Basic instrument
Figure 3.1 shows the basic instrument we use, a Leica TCRM 1101 of the Leica TPS 1100
Professional Series [Leica, 2002].

Figure 3.1: Leica TCRM 1101.

This instrument is equipped with motorized horizontal and vertical drives. It also has a laser
rangefinder (electronic distance meter EDM) to measure distances to prisms and to noncooperative surfaces (Reflectorless EDM), which uses the phase measurement principle. The
reflectorless EDM employs a visible red laser and is thus able to visibly mark the target with a
bright spot, while the range finder to prisms uses an infrared laser. The specified distance accuracy for the infrared EDM is 2 mm + 2 ppm and for the red laser 3 mm + 2 ppm. The
reflectorless EDM is well suited for measuring inaccessible objects, house corners, facades
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flectorless EDM is well suited for measuring inaccessible objects, house corners, facades and
interiors.

3.2 Hardware modifications
The total station is upgraded with a CCD camera, which produces an electronic image of a
slightly smaller field of view as seen by a human operator through the eyepiece. Furthermore
the focus lens is motorized, and a wide-angle camera for overview purposes is placed on top
of the handle of the total station.
Figure 3.2 a) shows a cross section of the telescope with the added parts. The CCD camera
replacing the eyepiece and the reticle is covered by a protective cap. The cables for transmitting the video and the synchronization signals are fed through the hollow tilting axis. This
minimizes the torque on the vertical axis that impedes vertical angle readings, cf.
Figure 3.2 b).
a)

Limit
switch
Motor controller

b)

CCD
camera

Motor

Cable for
image transfer

Figure 3.2: a) Cross section of the telescope showing modifications. b) Prototype
used in this thesis.

Both controllers for the focus motor and the CCD camera are placed on the upper side of the
telescope, where the ATR (Automatic Target Recognition) hardware is normally located.

3.2.1 CCD camera and frame grabber
The image registration is performed by a Sony camera module CCB-M35ACE [Sony, 1999]
with the CCD image sensor ICX055BL for CCIR B/W video cameras [Sony, undated]. The
eyepiece and the reticle are removed from the telescope, and the image sensor is placed in the
image plane using a mechanical adapter with adjustments means to shift and rotate the image
sensor.
The table below shows the specification of the image sensor
Horizontal
Pixel size
9.8 µm
Number of pixels
488
Instantaneous field of view (IFOV)
2.7 mgon

Vertical
6.3 µm
572
1.8 mgon

Table 3.1: Specification of the Sony ICX055BL image sensor.
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The camera control interface is a custom designed electronic board from Leica Geosystems,
which allows adjusting the image integration time (Shutter) in 8 steps:
Shutter
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Integration 0.1 ms
0.25 ms 0.5 ms
1 ms
2 ms
4 ms
8 ms
20 ms
time
Table 3.2: Integration time for the image sensor.

Integration times are set by an instruction from the extended GeoCOM command set [Leica,
2000], the communication standard for Leica Total Stations. Some of the commands used in
the current implementation are not for public use and provided from Leica Geosystems especially for this work. Furthermore, the electronics delivers a permanent analog video stream,
the horizontal and vertical sync signals and the pixel clock. To provide a stable image, a Matrox Meteor-II/Multi-Channel frame grabber [Matrox, 2001] is employed. The synchronization signals supplied by the image sensor accomplish the synchronization between camera and
frame grabber [Matrox, 1996].

3.2.2 Focus drive
The focus tube is moved by a Faulhaber DC-Micromotor 2224 U-SR with Encoder IE2–512,
controlled by a MCDC 2805 Motion Controller from Faulhaber [Faulhaber, 2000]. The default position of the focus lens is the infinity position marked by a limit switch.
The communication is performed by GeoCOM commands.

3.2.3 Wide angle camera
During the study we found as big advantage to attach as pointing help a wide-angle camera
Sony XC-77CE on top of the handle of the theodolite; see Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Prototype with wide-angle camera placed on top of the handle.

The Matrox Meteor-II/Multi-Channel digitizes the image. Since we need the image only for
the coarse pointing, a synchronization of the frame grabber is not necessary. The field of view
is about ±10 gon.

3.3 Autofocus
Autofocus systems are known for many applications, where their most popular use is seen in
consumer photography. Since the accuracy of image analysis methods depends on the information content in the image, a perfect focusing is needed, which must be automated. We can
distinguish between focusing on known targets, as for example markers, and on non-
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signalized, unknown objects. The autofocus function of the IATS will be addressed only on
the latter case, where no information of the object is available.
[Kessler & Fischer, 2000] describe an analytic model of an autofocus system with CCD cameras and [Liao, 1993; Blessing, 2000] outline different possibilities of applying a contrastbased method for autofocussing.
There exist different approaches of autofocus functions used in conjunction with the
TM3000V video theodolite. [Roic, 1996] uses the moments of second order of statistics,
namely the mean value and the standard deviation, to determine the image contrast. The
maximum of the standard deviation normalized with the mean value delivers the best focus
position. Unfortunately, this approach fails in situations, where we have extreme light conditions and depends highly on the structure of the aimed target, cf. [Mischke, 2000]. [Mischke,
1996; Mischke, 2000] developed this approach further. He proposes a contrast measurement
based on the sum of the gradient between pixels in column and row direction, where the pixels have a predefined distance. The number of registered gray-value changes is used to normalize. Only pixels above a certain threshold are taken into account for calculating the sums
to eliminate the influence of scintillations. To determine the best focus position, he proposes a
coarse search to roughly find the contrast maximum followed by a fine search in this region.
The contrast values of the fine search are used to fit of a polynomial of third order, which delivers the best focus position. He further indicates that his approach utilize the small field of
view of the TM3000V. [Seatovic, 2000] proposes two new approaches. He uses the Fourier
Transform to detect high frequencies in the image, which have to be maximized. The second
one is to fit a straight line into the image of a known target line. The standard deviation of this
fit increases for higher degree of defocus.
To find the best autofocus function for the IATS we have to consider, that the optics systems
of the TM3000V and the TPS1100 Professional Series theodolites differ significantly. The
TM3000V employs a panfocal optics where the optical magnification is not linear in terms of
the focused distance, while the TPS1100 optics design is analactic. The object area projected
onto the CCD sensor differs significantly, while at 10 m an area of 30 ×20 mm2 is projected
on the sensor in the TM3000V [Mischke & Wieser, 1995], the image sensor of the IATS capture an area of 226 ×170 mm2. As a consequence of this, the IATS has to deal with more disturbances and objects at different distances within the measurement field of view. Taking all
these differences into account, we cannot simply use the autofocus algorithms proposed
above.
The focusing procedure for the IATS is based either on the maximization of the image contrast or using the information about the object distance measured by a range finder or on a
combination of both. The disadvantage of the use of the range finder is the need to point the
theodolite on the object so that the laser of the reflectorless EDM hits the target to be focused.
In the following section we will outline different autofocus principles, active and passive systems, and then describe in more detail the contrast based method to be used in the IATS.
There, different contrast measurements are listed and a contrast measure based on Sobel filtering the image and measuring the pixel noise is derived. Further we will derive a mathematical
description of the contrast function in terms of the blur width, which is a function of the focus
lens position. Thus, the position where the blur is minimal describes the best focus position.
Additionally, we describe an iterative method to determine the best focus position. Finally, we
conclude this section by defining the autofocus method to be used with an IATS.

3.3 Autofocus
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3.3.1 Autofocus principles
An autofocus system should move the motorized focus lens to the position, which results in
best image quality on the sensor.
3.3.1.1 Passive systems
[Burkhardt, 1999] describes focusing systems based on triangulation procedures.
a)

b)

Figure 3.4: a) Basic setup for triangulation. b) Stereo setup with two cameras.

Figure 3.4 a) shows the principle of triangulation. From the following formulas the object
distance p can be calculated as a function of the base b and the observation angles α1 and α2.
p = b⋅

where

tan (α 1 ) ⋅ tan (α 2 )
tan (α 1 ) + tan (α 2 )

tan (α1 ) =

p
b1

tan (α 2 ) =

p
b2

(3.1)

b = b1 + b2

This is equivalent to the human depth viewing to estimate distances. Such systems are called
‘passive’ because they employ two sensors but no actuators. If, however, one of the sensors is
replaced by a light emitter like a laser diode, we speak of an ‘active’ system.
In Figure 3.4 b) a setup with two image sensors in a stereo arrangement is shown. Using the
theorem of intersecting lines we get:

p = b⋅

q
d1 + d 2

(3.2)

d1 and d2 are the deviations of the image position from a defined origin. Usually these two
deviations are calculated by correlation methods.
There are a large variety of triangulation systems. Figure 3.5 shows the one described in
[EPSIC, undated]. It uses one image sensor and two mirrors. The mirrors are either fix
mounted or can be angular adjusted. In the first case the offset between the images of the object relative to a calibrated center is used to compute the distance. In the second case the image of the object is moved to a central position by changing the angle of the mirror, from
which the distance is estimated.
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Figure 3.5: Stereo system using mirrors and one sensor.

Figure 3.6 shows the setup of commercial autofocus cameras. Here it is possible to generate
stereo images through a monocular objective. The diameter of the objective defines the distance between the two single images on the detector row.
OP:
PL:
DP:
FL:
AFR:
SV:

Object plane
Photographic lens
Detector plane
Field lens
Autofocus detector row
Signal voltage

Figure 3.6 Typical stereo setup for commercial cameras (Rollei).

The basic principle is as follows: The light rays emerging from a point in the object plane
pass through the upper and lower half of the photographic lens. Exactly at the position of the
detector plane, there is a prism or a field lens. If the camera is correctly focused, then the rays
pass through the center of the lens without refraction and are imaged on the two autofocus
detector rows. If the camera is not correctly focused, then the rays are diverted either to the
middle or to the outside of the detector. The image of the object point corresponds to the signal voltage, which is laterally shifted, and low pass filtered due to the defocus. The lateral
shift depends directly on the defocus. This principle is also known as Visiotronic, Correfot,
Comparison of Phase-Contrast or Correlation Contrast.
Figure 3.7 depicts the principle described above. The diagram is taken from the
US patent 6 124 924. The optics contains a slit aperture, which generates an image in the focal plane and two spatially separated images out of focus.

3.3 Autofocus
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Figure 3.7: Optic schematic / US patent 6 124 924.

Another possibility for control the autofocus motion is the maximization of the image contrast
on the sensor. These solutions are pure algorithmic, thus require no additional hardware and
are the preferred choice for IATS. We describe them in detail in section 3.3.2.
3.3.1.2 Active systems
Some active autofocus systems also use triangulation; as emitters one takes infrared diodes,
laser diodes or ultrasound sources to measure the object distance or to produce a intensity spot
on the sensor.
CCD

∆x

w

Object

d

Projecting
Lens

c

Infrared
Diode

Figure 3.8: Active autofocus: Distance measurement by triangulation. The spot of
an infrared LED is reflected from the object producing a spot on the CCD sensor.
The spot offset from the sensor center is proportional to the object distance.

Figure 3.8 shows a system with an infrared LED to generate a spot on a sensor array, cf.
[EPSIC, undated]. The emitted light is reflected from the target and imaged on a CCD, which
is at a distance c from the lens. The distance w between the center of the emitter diode and the
center of the CCD sensor is known by construction. From the spot offset ∆x on the sensor, the
distance d can be calculated.

d = c⋅

∆x
w

(3.3)

When measuring the distance to the object as control parameter for the autofocus several
technologies exist today: The time of flight of a light pulse or the phase deviation for amplitude modulated light rays. In the US patent US 5 923 468 we find a focusing method based on
the distance measurement of a range finder.

3.3.2 Contrast based autofocus
Although passive autofocus systems require more computing efforts than active systems, they
are often used in video cameras [Blessing, 2000].
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3.3.2.1 Contrast measure methods
[Liao, 1993] describes eight methods for measuring the image contrast and [Blessing, 2000]
extends those methods, which will be presented now.

We will use the following definitions in describing contrast measures:
g(x,y)
Image
L
Number of columns of g
R
Number of rows of g
M
Number of pixels
Variance of the gray level
VAR =

1
M

1
=
M

where

L −1 R −1

∑ ∑ [g (x, y ) − m g ]2

x =0 y =0

(3.4)

L −1 R −1

∑ ∑ g 2 (x, y ) − m g2

x =0 y =0

VAR
mg

Variance of the gray level to use as focus criteria
Mean gray value of the image

Entropy of the gray level
n

( )

ENT = − ∑ p g ⋅ log 2 p g

(3.5)

g =1

where

ENT
pg
n

Entropy of the gray level to use as focus criteria
Probability of the occurrence of the gray level g in the image
Number of gray levels

Sum modulus difference (SMD)
Measure for the absolute gradient of the image.

SMD1 =

1
M

∑∑

∂g ( x, y )
∂x
x =0 y = 0

(3.6)

SMD2 =

1
M

∂g ( x, y )
∂y
x =0 y =0

(3.7)

1
SMD3 =
M
where

SMD1
SMD2
SMD3

L −1 R −1

L −1 R −1

∑∑

L −1 R −1

∑∑

x =0 y =0

 ∂g (x, y )   ∂g (x, y ) 


 + 
 ∂x   ∂y 
2

2

Sum modulus difference in x direction
Sum modulus difference in y direction
Combination of SMD1 and SMD2 to form a focus criteria

(3.8)
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Power spectrum
The power spectrum can be used to calculate the degree of focus.
PS= ∑

∑ G1 (u, v )

(3.9)

u∈Ψv∈Ψ

where

G(u,v)
G1(u,v) = |G(u,v)|2
PS
Ψ

Fourier transformation of g(x,y)
Power spectrum
Summation of the power spectra in the high frequency range is used as focus criteria
Area of the high frequency, that corresponds to
all frequencies except in the origin of the image
(u,v) = (0,0)

Signal energy of the gray values

SE =

L −1R −1

∑ ∑ g (x, y )2

(3.10)

x=0y =0

where

SE

Signal energy to define the focus criteria

Threshold video signal pixel count
L −1 R −1

TV = ∑ ∑ S [g ( x, y ), µ , c ]
x =0 y =0

where

(3.11)

1 if g ( x, y ) − µ ≥ c
S [g ( x, y ), µ , c ] = 
0 else
TV
Number of pixels in the image where the gray values exceeds
a certain limit gives a focus criteria
µ
Depends on the image and is often chosen as average gray
value of the image
c
Constant has to be determined by an experiment

Laplace operator of the gray levels
The Laplace operator eliminates the regions of constant gray values and all uniform changes
of the gray values.
L −1 R −1

LO = ∑ ∑ ∇ 2 g (x, y )

2

(3.12)

x =0 y =0

where

∇ g ( x, y ) =
2

LO

∂ 2 g ( x, y )

∂ 2 g ( x, y )

+
∂x 2
∂y 2
Emphasizes the high frequencies in the image and thus is
used as focus function
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Derivative of the variance
The variance (VAR) of the gray values as function of the focus position p′ has a unimodal
behavior in the area of the best focus. Therefore this function has its maximum (p′ part of the
best focus area) when

∂VAR( p ′)
= DVAR( p ′) = 0
∂p ′
where

VAR

(3.13)

Variance of the gray levels

To solve the influence of the noise, a low pass filter is used:
DVAR ′( p ′) = a ⋅ DVAR( p ′) + b ⋅ DVAR( p ′ − 1)

where

(3.14)

DVAR( p ′) ≈ VAR( p ′) − VAR( p ′ − 1)
a, b Constants satisfying a + b = 1

Square plane sum modulus difference (SPSMD)
The approach of the SMD algorithm from [Liao, 1993] is extended to the SPSMD algorithm.
The equations are

SSMD x =

SSMD y =

L −1 R −1

∑ ∑ (g (x, y ) − g (x − 1, y ))2

x =0 y =0

(3.15)

L −1 R −1

∑ ∑ (g (x, y ) − g (x, y − 1))2

x =0 y =0

SPSMD = SSMD x + SSMD y

(3.16)
(3.17)

Factors affecting contrast measurement
Contrast measurements include the calculation of either
• the variance of the gray level,
• the entropy of the gray level or
• the Laplace operator of the gray level,
which depend on the pixel brightness, but ignore their spatial distribution. This produces undesired effects if parts of the images are over-saturated or perfectly dark. The maximum value
of the variance occurs if half of the pixels are perfectly dark and the other half of the pixels
are over-saturated. So if for example a small over-saturated spot happens to be in the field of
view, contrast measurements tend to defocus the spot to get more pixels over-saturated. The
defocus results in a bigger spot and thus produces a higher contrast value, because more pixels of high gray level change are involved in the calculation.
3.3.2.2 Modified Sobel filter for contrast measure
As mentioned in the previous section, many methods for contrast measurements are in use. A
common problem is their susceptibility to noise. We developed a ‘robust’ contrast measurement method with reduced sensitivity to noise. It is based on a Sobel filter that is a variant of
a gradient filter combined with a smoothing function. The averaging or smoothing part of the
filter performs a spatial frequency low-pass filtering, which reduces noise at the cost of reduced spatial resolution.

3.3 Autofocus
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Sobel filter kernel for horizontal and vertical edge filtering:
1 0 − 1 
S y = 2 0 − 2
1 0 − 1 

2
1
1
0
0  ,
S x =  0
− 1 − 2 − 1

(3.18)

The following pseudo code gives an impression how this contrast functions works.
• Take two consecutive images at the same focus lens position. Ensure that the discrepancy
between the two images is mainly due to noise.
• Calculate the image difference (Subtract corresponding gray values)
g D ( x, y ) = g 1 ( x, y ) − g 2 ( x , y )
• Apply a Sobel filter in both directions and calculating the squared sum yields the NoiseLevel:
L−2 R −2
1
(S x ∗ g D (x, y ))2 + S y * g D (x, y ) 2
NoiseLevel =
∑
∑
(L − 2) ⋅ (R − 2) x=1 y =1

(

•
•

)

We assume that image details to be taken into account have a higher contrast than the
NoiseLimit i.e. the NoiseLevel multiplied by some integer factor. A value between 5 and
10 is optimal for this application.
Apply the Sobel filter in both directions to one of the two images. If calculation time permits, the average of the two images can be used instead of either one. Calculate the
squared sum of all pixels and add up all pixels, which are above the NoiseLimit.
h( x, y ) = (S x * g1 (x, y ))2 + S y * g1 ( x, y ) 2

(

Contrast =

1
(L − 2 ) ⋅ (R − 2 )

)

L − 2, R − 2

∑ h ( x, y )

x =1, y =1
h > NoiseLimit

There are many ways to apply the contrast measure method. It is not necessary to calculate the
contrast based on the whole image; for most application it is sufficient to apply it to the central part. Another approach could be to apply it to different sub-images or to implement subsampling in the calculation of the filter convolution.
3.3.2.3 Mathematical background of contrast measurement
As already mentioned, the contrast calculation is based on a gradient calculation. In this section the mathematical background of this approach will be explained. The considerations are
made for a 1D step edge and can be expanded to the 2-dimensional case.

The contrast drops with increasing blur, means defocus. The blur can be modeled with a
Gaussian or a square function. For our purpose, the approximation with a square function is
sufficient. Instead of using the 2-dimensional Sobel filter, we will use the first derivative,
which fulfills the considerations in 1D. Therefore we get the following definitions:
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Step edge function: e(x,a)
x:
Spatial position
a:
Edge width

Blur function:
b(x,σ)
x:
Spatial position
σ:
Blur width

Figure 3.9: Step edge and blur definition.

The blur width σ is calculated based on the circle of confusion (COC). The COC depends on
the best focus position and the actual focus position. In Figure 3.10 the geometrical meaning
of the COC is outlined.
Main Lens
Object

Focus Lens

Image Plane

Focus Error
Circle of
Confusion
Figure 3.10: Definition of the circle of confusion.

The calculations concerning the COC for the prototype are based on TPS1100 Series optics.
The contrast depends on the slope of the edge and of the size of the blur as defined above. It
results in the following formula
C (a, σ ) =

∞

2

d

∫  dx (e(x, a ) * b(x,σ )) dx
−∞

(3.19)

The result for the contrast function in terms of a discrete sampling amounts to
C (a, σ ) =

1
a2 −1
, for a ≤ σ + 1
−
σ + 1 3a(σ + 1)2

(3.20)

C (a, σ ) =

1 σ (σ + 2 )
,
−
a 3a 2 (σ + 1)

(3.21)

for a < σ + 1
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The underlying contrast function used in the autofocus algorithm can now be defined by:
C ( p1K4 , σ ) =
where

p1
p2
p3
p4

p3
+ p4
p1 ⋅ σ − p 2 + 1

(3.22)

Peak width
Location of the peak maximum
Scaling
Bias

All four parameters could be used for validity checks. It is possible to determine these parameters by a least squares fit using sampled contrast data at different focus lens positions.
3.3.2.4 Optimization for maximization of contrast
Contrast based autofocus means maximizing the image contrast as a function of the focus lens
position. There are some obstacles that complicate this task.

Firstly, off-the-shelf optimization algorithms, e.g. Golden Section Search, tend to overly large
variations of the optimization parameter (focus lens position) in successive iterations. This
leads to excessive lens movements and unacceptable processing times. Accordingly, an optimization algorithm is needed that operates more local.
A second problem poses the noise in the images; it impedes contrast calculations. This problem is adequately dealt with organizing the optimization in such away that only significant
changes of contrast are taken into account.
Finally, the depth-of-field of the Leica theodolite optics is rather poor. This is a consequence
of the lens system designed to operate under severe light conditions.
All this amounts to small contrast changes if the object in sight is strongly defocused. In order
to improve this situation we derived a new algorithm.

Contrast

Contrast

0.8
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0.4
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0
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Contrast

1.0

a)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0

1 2 3 4 5
Lens Position

0

0

1 2 3 4 5
Lens Position

Figure 3.11: Finding the maximum contrast position. a) First contrast measurement. b) Adding a second contrast measurement. c) Adding a third contrast measurement.

In order to get an initial estimate of the NoiseLevel, the autofocus process starts with several
evaluations of the contrast function at a constant focus lens position. In Figure 3.11 and
Figure 3.12 the contrast for a single object in the field of view is drawn as a function of the
focus lens position. The contrast function is evaluated at the current focus lens position; depicted by a circle in Figure 3.11 a). Then the focus lens is moved towards focus position infinity; the step size has a prescribed value or is chosen as a function of the current focus lens
position.
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After the first lens position step the contrast is determined again (Figure 3.11 b), diamond).
The algorithm continues stepping in the same direction until the change of contrast compared
to the first try is significant (a certain factor higher than the Noise Level). From then on the
direction of search is clear, and the algorithm continues stepping towards higher contrast in
the same direction (Figure 3.11 c), cross) while it always keeps the two previous positions
(Figure 3.11 c) circle and diamond). In that way it “climbs up the hill” (Figure 3.12 a))...
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Contrast
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Figure 3.12: “Hill climbing strategy” for determine the maximum contrast position. a) Climb up the hill. b) Passing the maximum position. c) Refining the maximum peak. d) Final measurement situation.

… until it passes the optimal position (Figure 3.12 b)). The lens moves on until the current
image (cross) has significantly lower contrast than the preceding one (diamond). From that
point on the lens moves backwards and forward in a plausible way until it converges to a local
contrast maximum (Figure 3.12 c) and d)). This procedure has been tested extensively and it
turned out to be stable even in volatile environments.

3.3.3 Implemented algorithm
Our measurement equipment is well suited for two different autofocus systems. The obvious
choice is the use of the laser range finder to get the best focus position. A disadvantage of this
approach is that the ranger must point at the object to be focused on.
The second choice is maximization of the contrast as described above. Contrast calculations
are performed in a pre-assigned image region. If the initial image is totally defocused, search
time can get long since the whole focus range must be inspected. As an alternative to the iterative maximization of the contrast, contrasts can be evaluated at discrete positions and then
the contrast function (3.22) is used in a fitting yielding the maximum position.
Clearly, the two approaches can be combined: Use the ranger to roughly position the focus
lens, and then start contrast maximization.

3.4 Stability tests
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Manufacturers of surveying instruments already offer autofocus functionality in some of their
instruments:
Topcon
Digital Level DL-103AF with autofocus is available.
Pentax:
Digital Levels AFL-240, AFL-280, and AFL-320, and Total Station R-100 Series
with autofocus. The autofocus uses a phase contrast method, the method also used
for photo cameras.

3.4 Stability tests
Adding new measurement devices like the CCD, the limit switch and the motorization of the
focus lens should keep the specified stability of a total station. The stability tests we performed are presented in this section.

3.4.1 CCD switch-on drift
The aim of this test is to find out if there is any unacceptable mechanical drift of the CCD
sensor during the system’s warm-up. We check this by measuring an eventual image drift of a
stationary object. As test set up we take a high precision electro-optical collimator (EO) with
built in laser pointer and receiver.

Figure 3.13: Setup for measuring the CCD switch-on drift.

The theodolite and the EO are mounted on a granite plate (Figure 3.13). A mirror reflecting
50% of the incident laser light is placed on the front side of the telescope. The laser beam is
simultaneously recorded on the CCD of the theodolite and on the collimator detector. Since
the laser is modulated at 4 kHz, at least 10 images are averaged for one spot measurement.
Additionally, the theodolite angles and the tilt angles are recorded during the measurement.
To determine the dependence between the position measurements of the theodolite and the
EO-collimator, we need a calibration first of viewing angle versus spot position on the sensor.
We do this by measuring the spot position ∆x as function of different theodolite angles. The
exact dependence is found by applying a least squares matching algorithm. The measurement
principle is described in chapter 5. Furthermore, the measured values of the EO-collimator
∆EO are recorded. Knowing the angular movement of the theodolite, the relationship between
pixel shift ∆x, respectively between EO-collimator readings ∆EO and theodolite angles can be
derived.
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To eliminate warm up effects, the theodolite is switched on at least four hours in advance. The
CCD is switched off at least two hours before measurement started to be able to measure only
heating up effects caused by the image sensor and not by the instrument. The measurement
runs lasted 64 hours.
In the figures below the results over the full measurement time are summarized.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 3.14: Results for 64 hours. All results are shown relative to the first measurement. a) Position of the laser beam on the CCD. b) EO-collimator measurements. c) Theodolite horizontal and vertical angles during the measurement (The
theodolite is not moved). d) Theodolite tilt readings, longitudinal and transverse. e)
Internal theodolite temperature. f) Difference between the laser spot shift on the
CCD and the EO-collimator measurements.

We note a drift of the laser spot on the CCD of 0.3 mgon in the x-direction and of 0.9 mgon in
the y-direction. The same drift is seen in the EO-collimator results. The difference between
the two measurements indicates a variation below 0.4 mgon (Figure 3.14 f)).
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The theodolite angle variations are less than 0.2 mgon. Thus we can exclude a significant contribution of the theodolite axis due to thermal processes of the added components can be excluded. The tilt angle drift up to 1.2 mgon longitudinally and up to 3 mgon transversally can
be explained by the bending of the 2.0 m × 0.5 m granite plate (Longitudinal:
1.2 mgon ⋅ 2.0 m = 38 µm; Transverse 3 mgon ⋅ 0.5 m = 24 µm).
In the following figures, we show the measurement results of the first two hours:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 3.15: Pictures a)-f) show the same values as displayed in Figure 3.14, but
only for the first two hours.

We note that during the first two hours, the theodolite temperature increases slightly. We also
observe a linear drift of 0.1-0.2 mgon of the theodolite angles. The laser beam position on the
CCD drifts about 0.3 mgon and the EO-collimator measurement data show a maximum after
20 minutes. From Figure 3.15 f), where we plot the difference of the laser beam position on
the CCD and the EO-collimator readings, we see that the system is stable after 1.5 hours. The
overall drift is below 0.4 mgon.
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Two measurement series were performed to determine the temperature drift of the CCD independent of any uncontrolled theodolite motion. Both series show a small drift of the CCD
below 0.4 mgon during the first hour after switch-on. In most applications, a drift of below
0.4 mgon is acceptable and no ‘warm up’ time is needed between instrument switch-on and
start of the measurement. In applications of high accuracy the theodolite and the CCD sensors
should be switched on at least one hour before the measurement start to avoid thermal instabilities. Because this is a significant limitation in practice, the thermal drift should be eliminated. This could be realized by applying an additional temperature sensor near the CCD and
by calibrating the drift in terms of temperature and time. But this will be a task of the product
development.

3.4.2 Focus lens positioning
From the position of the focus lens along the optical axis we get the optical parameters needed
for the algorithms. We will test the lens positioning accuracy by driving the focus lens forward and backward.
The focus lens is first moved in positive direction and every 25 steps the contrast is calculated
using the contrast based autofocus algorithm, cf. section 3.3.2. After passing the best focus
position we repeat the procedure but now moving the lens in the negative direction. Both
measurements are performed twice. As object we placed a target picture at a distance of approximately 3 m.

Figure 3.16: Contrast values relative to the focus lens encoder position when moving the focus lens in both directions.

Figure 3.16 shows the normalized contrast for positive and negative positioning. There is a
significant difference in the maximum contrast position. Table 3.3 shows that both series lead
to the same result and the difference of the maximum positions is approximately 90 steps,
which corresponds to roughly 90 µm.
Series I [steps]
Maximum positive search
Maximum negative search
Maximum difference

Series II [steps]
-8765
-8853
88

-8765
-8852
87

Table 3.3: Best focus position for positive and negative lens moving.

We conclude that the positioning of the focus lens must always be executed in the same direction, especially to determine the zero position defined by the limit switch. Because the zero
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positioning is found when moving the lens in positive direction, all further positioning must
also be done in the positive direction. The positioning algorithm allows only positive positioning motions.

3.4.3 Limit switch accuracy
The accuracy of the absolute focus lens position is essential to the achievable accuracy of the
system. The focal length directly depends on the focus lens position, which is coupled to the
focus motor, explained in section 4.1. Here, the accuracy of the focus lens positioning in conjunction with the limit switch is examined. The position where the limit switch changes from
“closed” to “open” or vice versa defines the origin of the motor encoder of the focus lens.
This position should be very stable to provide a constant origin during lifetime of the instrument or until a new calibration is necessary. A shift of the origin influences directly the position of the focus lens relative to the front lens derived from the motor encoder measurements.
The influence of the limit switch to the positioning accuracy of the focus lens is determined
separately in two check runs. First a repeatability test of the position where the limit switch
changes its state, and secondly a long duration test, where the theodolite and the motion controller are switched off between the measurements, are employed.
3.4.3.1 Repeatability after initialization
The procedure for checking the repeatability of the limit switch is as follows:

1. The motion controller is initialized and the speed of the initial zero positioning selected.
2. The speed of the different positioning sequences is set (it differs from the initial speed).
3. Set zero position of the limit switch using the initial speed and moving in positive direction.
4. Set the edge trigger of the limit switch for the motion controller.
5. Start measurement series for each positioning speed
a) Motor is moved to the start position, either on the positive or the negative side of the
zero position. The distance to the zero position is 1000 steps.
b) Set triggers of the motion controller to stop when the limit switch changes its state
[Faulhaber, 2000]
c) Start positioning towards zero position
d) After stopping the position is saved
e) Repeat until the number of measurements is reached
6. Reset the speed of the motion controller
7. Terminate measurement
This procedure is applied using the initial speeds 10, 30, 60 and 120 rpm. Then the position
where the limit switch changes its state is evaluated using the speeds 10, 30, 60 and 120 rpm.
In Figure 3.17 the results for initial speed of 60 rpm is shown. Not surprisingly, the repositioning using 60 rpm yields the best results. Therefore, it is recommended to use 60 rpm for
all positioning. The positioning direction influences the result drastically. The difference between positive and negative direction is about 440 steps as can be seen in the right image
showing the average position found in the test. Therefore positioning should take place always in the same direction, as already stated in the previous section.
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Figure 3.17: Offset of the limit switch zero position for an initial speed of 60 rpm
compared with different moving speeds during operation.
3.4.3.2 Long term repeatability
In addition to the testing of different speeds used for setting the zero position, the long-term
stability of the zero position has to be inspected. If the zero position drifts with time, then an
adequate compensation must be found to calculate the absolute position.

The long-term repeatability test is defined as:
1. The motion controller is initialized. The speed of setting of the zero position is set to
60 rpm according to the results of the previous test.
2. Speed for all positioning is set to 60 rpm
3. Set the limit switch trigger to indicate a change of its state
4. Start series
a. Record time
b. Start zero positioning. Iteratively position towards the limit switch 40 times and save
the positions. This procedure is equal to the loop of the previous test
c. Go to zero position
d. Switch off theodolite and motion controller
e. Wait 30 minutes
f. Switch theodolite on
g. Enable motion controller (Focus lens is still at zero position)
h. Go back to a) until all series are executed.
5. Save all positions
6. Terminate procedure
This procedure yields the position where the limit switch changes its state over time relative
to an initial zero setting.
Figure 3.18 shows the average position and the standard deviation of each series. The average
position has a range of up to 12 steps, while the standard deviation is small compared to it.
This fact must be taken into consideration when calculating the optics configuration based on
the focus lens position.
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Figure 3.18: Average and standard deviation for setting the zero position of the
limit switch relative to an initial zero position using speed 60 rpm.

4 Modeling
Typical features of a theodolite and a small angle photogrammetric camera are combined in a
video theodolite, and thus holds for the IATS. The horizontal and vertical circles and the focus drives are motorized and electronically readable. For an object point observation, the
theodolite must be positioned, that the image of the object point is visible in the image. Using
image processing algorithms the point coordinates in the image are determined. The distances
relative to the principal point, the intersection point of the optical axis with the image sensor,
together with the inner orientation yields the polar angles in direction to the tilting and standing axis, respectively. By adding the theodolite angles (outer orientation), the final observations are derived [Deumlich & Staiger, 2002].
[Wester-Ebbinghaus, 1985] describes the combination of a photogrammetric camera system
with a terrestrial geodetic measurement system and extends the approach of the central projection. [Huep, 1988] shows how the pointing directions of the theodolite are to be corrected by
image coordinates to derive the horizontal and vertical angles of an object. This calculations
are made with respect to the video theodolite TM3000V, which has a field of view about ten
times smaller the IATS prototype. As a result of this, it is not necessary to consider, that the
vertical pointing direction of pixels on a horizontal CCD line differ if the theodolite vertical
angle is different from horizontal. Further, the TM3000V employs a reference frame to derive
the inner orientation and to compensate thermic effects.
[Uffenkamp, 1995] proposes an opto-electronic tilting-turing-camera and outlines the imaging
model. For focusing purpose he moves the image sensor and the use of a reseau plate enables
to provide constant transformation geometry. However, this optics concept is completely different from that of the IATS.
The system modeling for the TM3000V and the tilting-turning-camera are highly focused on
the corresponding optics and mechanics, which differ significantly from those of the IATS.
Further, that the IATS has not reseau plate or reference frame to determine the inner orientation and the optical concept and the focusing mechanism are also different. According to all
those differences we are forced to reconsider the modeling of the object point transformation
from the sensor plane into the object space.
In following sections we describe the relation between the optical and the mechanical parameters and derive effects on the image caused by those parts. The complex optics relations are
simplified to a pinhole model and the influence of defocusing is examined. Further the
theodolite axis errors are outlined and considered in the development of the mapping function
from sensor plane into 3D object space. The chapter is concluded with an analysis of the system accuracy in terms of the single sensors.

4.1 Optics and mechanics
The imaging relation from the object plane to the sensor array depends on the actual optical
parameters, which are altered when moving the focusing opto-mechanical subsystem. We will
derive the geometrical transformation from the 3D object space to the 2D image plane and
consequently its inverse, which we need to reconstruct the object coordinates back from the
measurement data.
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To get a better understanding we shortly line out how a optical system works: Any optical
system must be understood as a ‘dual’ system, imaging the object field OBJ on its conjugate,
the image field IMA on the sensor, but also images the entrance pupil ENP on the exit pupil
EXP (Figure 4.1).

OBJ

ENP

IMA

s

EXP
s'

Figure 4.1: Relation between the object and the image field.

The meaning of the entrance pupil is best understood by considering a single object field
point. We assume that light from point OBJ is emitted into a broad angular cone and only
some part of it is picked-up by the aperture YOBJ of the entrance pupil. The sinus of the collecting angle, as seen by the object point and defined as ratio of the ENP diameter YENP and
the distance s between Obj and ENP, is called the numerical aperture NA. The product NA
with YOBJ yields a quantity Inv = (YOBJ ⋅ YENP) / s, which might be in an analog way defined at
the image side as Inv’ = (YIMA ⋅ YEXP) / s′. As can be seen by simple optical construction:
Inv = Inv’, thus called the ‘invariant’.
It describes the optical system in many aspects: First, when squared and multiplied with the
object radiance πS*, one gets the amount of picked-up energy by the optics, which is completely transferred to the sensor, assuming no absorption inside; i.e. Inv describes the conservation of energy.
Another important property is the optical resolution: light is diffracted at the entrance aperture
and shows an angular diffraction spectrum δω = m ⋅ 1.22 ⋅ λ / YENP, where m is the integer
diffraction order and where we obtain the first intensity minima at m = ±1. Ignoring for the
following the factor 1.22 and multiplying the angular spread δω by s results in an equivalent
object resolution δy = s ⋅ δω ≈ λ / NA. Then the number of resolvable object points by the
optics in both lateral dimensions is N = (YOBJ / δy)2 = (Inv / λ)2, the ratio of the system invariant Inv and the wavelength of light as information carrier. N is also called the spacebandwidth product, which clearly indicates that all optical systems can transfer only a limited
amount of information. It is interesting to see that N depends on the amount of collected energy, i.e. N couples both: energy and information (the fundamental first and second law of
thermodynamics). Back to the object field: The light ray from an object point to the center of
the entrance pupil, i.e. where the optical axis hits the ENP, is called the ‘chief ray’. In most
cases this ray characterizes the center of gravity of the traveling light intensity everywhere in
the system. Following this ray will allows us to describe e.g. defocusing effects, but also allows us to apply a ‘pinhole’ model for the reconstruction process.
Both imaging processes, OBJ to IMA and ENP to EXP, have different magnifications, which
depend however on each other:

β Obj =

YIMA YENP s′
s′
1
=
⋅ =
⋅
YOBJ YEXP s β Pupil s

(4.1)
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On the other hand, they are differently aberrated by distortions, which the lens designer has to
control carefully.

4.1.1 System description
The optical system of the theodolite telescope consists of two lenses, the objective, called the
main lens, and the focusing lens. The beam splitter cubes for in and out coupling laser radiation, and the erecting prisms are irrelevant for our purposes and will be ignored, cf.
Figure 4.2. For well-corrected optics and for small field angles, both being the case of our
theodolite, we can describe the imaging properties in paraxial approximation.

Image
Sensor

Focus
Lens

Main
Lens
Optical
Axis

Tilting
Axis

Figure 4.2: Theodolite telescope with two lenses.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the optical system. The main lens and the image plane are fixed inside
the body, while the focus lens is moved in z-direction, called the nominal optical axis. This
axis should also be the mechanical pointing axis, defined as orthogonal axis to the tilt and
standing axis of the theodolite. In case of lateral decentering errors of the focusing lens, the
overall optical axis would show pointing errors and would no longer coincide with the mechanical pointing axis. However, extreme careful mechanical construction and manufacturing
assure that both axes coincide during refocusing even under severe environmental conditions.
The origin of the optical system is placed in the front vertex of the main lens.
Tilting Axis
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(+) doffset
(-) dENP ENP
H11

Object
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(+) xI2
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Figure 4.3: Optical parameter definition in terms of the mechanics.
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The table below describes the relevant optical parameters:
f1
Focal length of the main lens (f1 = f11 = −f12).
h11
Distance between the front principal plane and the front vertex of the main lens.
h12
Distance between the back principal plane and the back vertex of the main lens.
dL1
Thickness of the main lens
f2
Focal length of the focus lens (f2 = f21 = −f22).
h21
Distance between the front principal plane and the front vertex of the focus lens.
h22
Distance between the back principal plane and the back vertex of the focus lens.
dL2
Thickness of the focus lens
Distance between the principal planes of the focus lens
∆H2
Distance between the back principal plane of the front lens and the front principal
e
plane of the focus lens.
Distance between the image sensor and the back principal plane of the main lens.
LS
dL21
Distance between the main and the focus lens measured from rear to front vertex.
Distance between the tilting axis and the front vertex of the main lens.
doffset
Distance between the entrance pupil and the front vertex of the main lens.
dENP
Table 4.1: Definition of the relevant optical parameters.

In the following calculations, we will use the notation and the sign convention as defined in
[Hecht, 2002].
sOj, fOj
xOj
sIj, fIj
xIj
yO, yI

+
+
+
+
+

Left of the front vertex of lens j
Left of the front focal point Fj1 of lens j
Right of the rear vertex of lens j
Right of the rear focal point Fj2 of lens j
Above the optical axis

Table 4.2: Sign convention for optical parameters.

The optical parameters of both lenses and their intermediate distance define the optical system, which can be expressed by a joint focal length and two principal planes. The parameters
of the total system are given by
f =

f1 ⋅ f 2
f1 + f 2 − e

(4.2)

h1 =

e ⋅ f1
f ⋅e
+ h11 =
+ h11
f2
f1 + f 2 − e

(4.3)

h2 = −

where

f
h1
h2

e ⋅ f2
f ⋅e
+ h22 =
+ h22
f1
f1 + f 2 − e

(4.4)

Focal length of combination of main and focus lens
Distance between the front principal plane H1 and the front vertex
of the combination of main and focus lens
Distance between the back principal plane H2 and the back vertex
of the combination of main and focus lens

The following imaging equations are valid with respect to a fixed point of the theodolite, the
front vertex of the main lens.
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The intermediate distance between the main and the focus lens determines the focal length
and the position of the principal planes. To this purpose we take the encoder values of the
focus motor and use a linear relation between encoder readings and the values of the focus
lens position.
p = S L ⋅ d L 21 + OL

= S L ⋅ (e + h12 − h21 ) + OL

where

(4.5)

Encoder position [steps]
Scale to convert encoder steps into movements in mm. The gear of
the focus lens motor has a relation of 27 / 123, the encoder a resolution of 2048 steps per rotation and the focus lens moves 8.6 mm
per rotation of the focus tube. Therefore the scaling factor calculates to
123 1
2048 ⋅
⋅
= 1084.86 steps/mm
27 8.6
Offset parameter that defines the origin of the encoder counting.
This depends on the position of the limit switch. The limit switch
is placed at a distance of ca. 77 mm from the rear vertex of the
front lens. If 1084.86 steps/mm is used this yields a value of
83534.2 steps for the offset.

p
SL

OL

Next the relations between the object distance, respectively the object magnification and the
encoder position are derived, where we use equations (4.2) through (4.4) and geometric optics
relations.
d = xO1 + f1 − h11 + d offset

β=
where

e 2 + (e − f 2 ) ⋅ (∆H 2 − LS ) − f1 ⋅ (e + f 2 − LS + ∆H 2 )
f1 ⋅ f 2

xO1 =

(4.6)
(4.7)

f12 ⋅ (e − LS + ∆H 2 + f 2 )

e 2 + (e − f 2 ) ⋅ (∆H 2 − LS ) − f1 ⋅ (e − LS + f 2 + ∆H 2 )
p − OL
e=
− h12 + h21
SL

4.1.2 Pinhole model
We mentioned above that the true physical imaging of the object point OBJ on the image
point IMA must include the relation between both pupils ENP and EXP. We showed that the
invariant Inv, which has a rather fundamental physical meaning, couples both conjugate pairs.
Now we describe the light transfer more in detail, which allows us to understand the validity
of a pinhole model for the reverse mapping IMA to OBJ.
In a first step the entrance pupil ENP is illuminated by radiation emerging from the object
point OBJ. We receive in the ENP a wave front, which is normally plane for distant object
points or spherical for near objects, when no deformations like atmospheric turbulences are
present. This wave front is transferred by the optical system from the ENP to the EXP: Since
the EXP is the optical conjugate of the ENP, the shape of the EXP wave front should be ide-
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ally unaltered, eventually up or down scaled in its spatial extension dependant on the pupil
magnification.
However, we have to accept unavoidable wave front degradations: The first one we mentioned is the light diffraction at the finite aperture of the ENP, which limits the spatial frequency content. Even if the wave front deviation from the plane is zero, the diffraction at the
aperture boundary alone let each optical system act as ‘low pass’ information filter, which
smears out fine details in the object wave front. The higher the NA, the better the resolution,
but clearly also, the lower the wavelength, the better.
The spatial resolution is further lowered by lens aberrations, but also by surface errors of the
lenses or by mechanical mounting errors like lens decentering. Consequently, the wave front,
which is reemitted by the exit pupil EXP to converge at point IMA, is more or less disturbed
leading to a blurred image spot. In a best case situation the spot image of a single object point
is the Airy function, well described in any optical handbook.
Both propagations, the one from object OBJ to ENP, and the other EXP to image IMA are
described by a 2D-Fourier transformation of the complex optical wave front, an approximation of the diffraction mechanism, allowable for well-corrected systems.
If the optical system is carefully designed, the intensity maximum of the diffracted spot is
found in the image plane where the ‘chief ray’ hits the image plane. Thus we can replace the
complex wave front propagation process by ray optics. Especially tracing the chief ray back
from the image plane to the EXP, then to the ENP and from there in direction OBJ is a good
approach for the desired back transformation.
In conclusion, we work in the following with a simplified optical system where the light emitted from the object point as light cone and filling the aperture ENP is reduced to its chief ray,
hitting the ENP on the optical axis. The interesting reverse process can be then thought that a
pinhole, located at ENP, emits or receives only one light ray, the chief ray. But it must be
clearly emphasized, that any kind of distortion introduced by the optical system like a wave
front degradation, a geometrical distortion or even a vignetting must be identified in the
‘measurement space’ (EXP, IMA) and from there be transferred to the ‘object space’ (ENP,
OBJ) for a correct reconstruction.
There is finally another important property of the pupils: their position defines the perspective
of the image. Modern digital photogrammetric cameras are telecentric at the image plane
meaning that the exit pupil is located at infinity. There are several reasons for it: the most important is to avoid color shading. Color filters, consisting of many dielectric thin layers, must
be placed near to or at the sensor plane. To achieve the required sharp bandpass characteristic,
all chief rays must be incident under the same angle, i.e. normal to the sensor plane. Otherwise pixel dependent color shifts occur, which are difficult to correct for color pictures, but
are a true loss of information in case of remote sensing applications. There are more arguments favoring telecentric systems like the avoidance of ghost images and the insensitiveness
to defocus. This is different in classical photogrammetric systems like the film cameras,
[Kraus, 1997]. Here the pupils are at finite location and the optical mapping process is described by a central perspective transformation with the projection center in the entrance pupil
ENP of the optical system.
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Then the mathematical image plane can be found in a distance c, called the camera constant.
This plane, however, has to be known with respect to the instrument’s origin T0, which is defined as the intersection of the standing and tilting axis.
ENP EXP

Q
yQ

Image
Plane

Mathematical
Image
Plane

c

τ

τ'

sENP

yq
q

Figure 4.4: Camera constant and projection center definition.

The angle τ of the incoming chief ray from Q is not equal to the angle τ′ of the outgoing chief
ray. If we select the ENP as projection center, we must mathematically move the image plane
to a new position yielding a mathematical image plane (MIP). The camera constant c is then
defined as the distance between the ENP and the MIP. Further, we have the relation
tan(τ) = yq / c. The camera constant can be expressed in terms of magnification and object
distance or directly by the optics-mechanics parameters.
c=

yq
yQ

⋅ s ENP

= β ⋅ s ENP
1
=
f1 ⋅ f 2

(( f

1

(

)

− h11 − d EP ) e 2 + (e − f 2 )(∆H 2 − LS ) + K

(4.8)

f1 (d ENP + h11 )(e + f 2 − LS + ∆H 2 ))

where

sENP

β
dENP

∆H2

Distance between the entrance pupil and the object. This distance
is measured along the optical axis.
Magnification; defined by the focus lens position described by e
Distance between the entrance pupil and the front vertex of the
main lens (Figure 4.3).
Distance between the principal planes of the focus lens
(Figure 4.3); ∆H2 = dL2 – h21 + h22

The camera constant increases with larger object distance and, by construction, with decreasing encoder position of the focus lens motor, respectively. Further, the changes per distance
tend to zero for objects at farer distance as can be seen in Figure 4.5. The reason therefore is
the fact, that the focal length and the image distance changes if the focal lens is moved. In
photogrammetric cameras where the focal length is fixed, the camera constant decreases with
larger distances.
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Figure 4.5: Camera constant in terms of object distance and encoder position of
the focus motor.

As we will see in the next section, it is important to have the projection center in the
theodolite origin, which makes the object polar angle calculation independent of the object
distance. If the projection center does not coincide with the standing axis, the object distance d must be known to get the object polar angle ϕ relative to the theodolite origin. The
problem is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Offset between projection center and theodolite origin.

The angle τ is defined by the camera constant c and the position q in the image. The angle ϕ is
then calculated by
tan (ϕ ) =

s ENP
⋅y
(s ENP + ∆ ENP ) ⋅ c q

(4.9)

If the offset between entrance pupil and theodolite origin goes to zero, the angle ϕ equals the
angle τ.

4.1.3 Influence of defocusing
We will measure the polar angles of any object in the field of view. Since objects outside the
object plane, which is the paraxial-conjugated plane to the image plane, are unsharply imaged,
their 3D-reconstruction may lead to positions errors. We can study these errors by considering
the influence of defocused optics.
Defocus means, that an object at a certain distance d1 is imaged through the optics onto the
sensor plane, while the optics is focused nominally on distance d2.
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Figure 4.7: Defocus; Object at distance d1 while focused to distance d2.

If the focus lens is moved a certain amount ∆e at a given distance, the focus distance changes
by ∆d. This relation is outlined in Figure 4.8. Due to defocus, a point in the object space is
imaged to a spot of finite extension. The diameter of the spot is called circle of confusion and
will be treated in the following sections.

Figure 4.8: Relation between focus lens displacement and change of focus distance.

A small change of focus lens position, only in the range of several microns, changes the focus
distance for many meters, especially at distances beyond 50 m. On the other hand, we can
conclude that all objects in this distance range are in focus for a tolerable uncertainty of the
focus lens.
4.1.3.1 Circle of confusion
The circle of confusion (COC), Figure 4.7, is defined as the diameter of the blurred spot of an
object point in the image plane [Luhmann, 2000; Neumann & Schröder, 1992]

The circle of confusion shown in Figure 4.9 is calculated at the given distance, if the focus
lens is moved by ∆e. For a lens movement of 20 µm the circle of confusion equals approximately one pixel.
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Figure 4.9: Diameter of the circle of confusion for fixed lens displacement ∆e over
the distance.
4.1.3.2 Influence on the object polar angle reconstruction
The defocus causes an object displacement on the sensor, but if the camera constant is derived
from the known focus lens position, the object polar angle ϕ can be determined correctly,
Figure 4.10. The reason for this is, that the object angle is calculated based on the chief ray.
The camera constant c is determined from the current focus lens position, means for the distance d2.
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Figure 4.10: Object displacement on the sensor for defocused optics.

An object at distance d2 will be imaged to the position yI,2. The mathematical image plane
(MIP) is defined by yI,2 and the chief ray. The image of the object at d1 results in a blurred
spot on the sensor. We assume, that the gravity of this spot coincide with the intersection
point of the chief ray. Based on this assumption, the object polar can be found correctly. But it
is not possible to reconstruct the 3D coordinates, because the distance information is erroneous.
4.1.3.3 Entrance pupil
Next the influence of an erroneously selected entrance pupil position is inspected. This is
relevant in cases of defocused systems, which leads to different spot positions on the sensor.
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H
yO,2

ϕ
d2

ϕ'

yO,1
d1

MIP

MIP'

Image
Sensor

ENP'

ENP

sENP

yI,2
c

sENP'

c'

Figure 4.11: Erroneously entrance pupil position.

The image of the object is constructed using the correct entrance pupil ENP and reconstructed
using the erroneously pupil the ENP′. The mathematical image plane is defined by the focusing distance d1, the entrance pupil ENP and the chief ray, while MIP’ is defined by the same
focusing distance and chief ray, but with ENP′ yielding c′. The object polar angle is defined
by the relation between c′ and yI,2. The difference ϕ - ϕ′ is calculated as follows:
Correct object angle
yO,1
tan (ϕ ) = (1)
s ENP

(4.10)

The image is defined by:
y I ,2

(2 )
f s ENP
=
⋅ (1) ⋅ yO,1
xO s ENP

(4.11)

The camera constant c'
c' =

y I ,2
yO , 2

(2 ) = f ⋅ s (2 )
⋅ s EN
P′
xO ENP′

(4.12)

And finally the object angle for ENP′
tan (ϕ ′) =
=
where

y I ,2
c'
(
s 2)

ENP
(1)
s ENP

1
⋅ (2 )
s

(4.13)
⋅ yO,1

ENP′

(i ) , s (i )
s ENP
ENP′ Distance between the object at distance di and the entrance

f
xO

pupil (Either ENP or ENP′)
Focal length for focus distance d2
Distance between object at distance d2 and focal point f
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The angle difference depends on the distance between the correct and the erroneous position
of the entrance pupil and on the distance of the object from the optical axis. The farer the object is from the optical axis, the bigger the error is.
(2 ) 

1 − s ENP 
 s (2 ) 
ENP′ 

(2 ) − s (2 )
yO,1  s EN
ENP
P′
= (1)
2
(
)
s ENP 
s ENP′

yO,1
tan (ϕ − ϕ ′) = (1)
s ENP






(4.14)

The main lens is the aperture stop for the lens system. Therefore, the entrance pupil equals the
aperture stop. But this does not coincide with the standing axis. As stated above, the projection center should be in the intersection of the standing and tilting axis of the theodolite.
Hence, we move the ENP artificially into this point and inspect the error of object angle reconstruction using formula (4.13), if the image point is 3 mm from the optical axis.

Figure 4.12: Object angle error for ENP in the theodolite origin.

Assuming a focus lens uncertainty of ∆e = 10.0 µm, where the circle of confusion is half a
pixel, the object angle error is below 0.05 mgon for a image point at radius 3 mm from the
center. Therefore, the assumption that the entrance pupil (Projection center) is located at the
theodolite origin is valid.

4.2

Theodolite axes errors

Ideally, the theodolite should meet the following requirements:
a) Line of sight perpendicular to the tilting axis
b) Tilting axis perpendicular to the vertical axis
c) Vertical axis strictly vertical
d) Vertical-circle reading precisely zero at the zenith
If these conditions are not met, the following terms are used to describe the particular errors
[Zeiske, 2000]
a) Vertical- or height-index error; angle between the zenith direction and the zero reading of
the vertical circle. We will use the symbol e1.
b) Line-of-sight error, or collimation error e2; deviation from the right angle between the line
of sight and the tilting axis. We will use the variable e2 instead of the commonly used
symbol c to prevent from confusion with the camera constant.

4.2 Theodolite axes errors
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c) Tilting-axis error; deviation from the right angle between the tilting axis and the vertical
axis. We will use the symbol e3.
d) Vertical- or standing-axis tilt; angle between the plumb line and the vertical axis. We will
use the symbol e4.
Taking measurements in both telescope faces eliminates the vertical-index, the collimationand the tilting axis error. Vertical-axis tilt does not rate as being an instrument error; it arises
because the instrument has not been adequately leveled up and measuring in both telescope
faces cannot eliminate it. Its influence on the measurement of the horizontal and vertical angles is corrected by means of the two-axis inclination sensor. The Figure 4.13 depicts the four
errors schematically.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4.13: a) Vertical-index error. b) Collimation error. c) Tilting-axis error.
d) Vertical- or standing-axis error.

The following description shows, how the influence of those errors can be determined and
eliminated [Deumlich & Staiger, 2002]. We will not consider the vertical-axis error, because
this error cannot be found a priori by a calibration because it is a setup error. The correction is
calculated using the tilt measurement, cf. section 4.3.3.
The sign convention for applying the corrections is chosen with respect to the definition used
in Leica instruments.

4.2.1 Vertical-index error
To compensate the vertical-index error, the vertical angle derived from the theodolite system
is corrected by
VT ,C = VT − e1
where

VT
VT,C
e1

(4.15)

Vertical angle measured by the theodolite without any correction
(Raw angle)
Corrected vertical angle
Vertical-index error

The determination of the vertical-index error is evaluated with a two face measurement,
which should be in the vertical range of 90−110 gon. The mean value of the vertical angles of
both measurements equals the vertical-index error.
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e1 =

where

VT(1) + VT(2 )
−π
2

VT(i)

(4.16)

Raw vertical angle measured in telescope face i (1 and 2).

The influence of the vertical-index error is independent of the pointing direction, both horizontal and vertical angle.

4.2.2 Collimation and tilting-axis error
The collimation- and the tilting-axis error both influence only the horizontal angle. The horizontal angle is correct by two terms.
HzT ,C = HzT −
where

HzT
HzT,C
e2
e3

e3
e2
+
sin(VT ,C ) tan (VT ,C )

(4.17)

Horizontal angle measured by the theodolite without any correction (Raw angle)
Corrected horizontal angle
Collimation error
Tilting-axis error

The influence of the collimation error is highest for horizontal pointing, while the tilting-axis
error then vanishes.
To determine the collimation error a reasonable point is measured in both telescope faces. The
vertical angle of the point relative to the horizon should not exceed ± 20 gon. Thus, any influence of the vertical-index error and of the tilting-axis error can be neglected.

(

HzT(1) − HzT(2 ) + π
e2 =
2
where

HzT(i)

)

(4.18)

Raw horizontal angle measured in telescope face i (1 and 2).

Finally, the tilting-axis error can be found by pointing an object at vertical angle of ca. 50 gon
in both telescope faces. An important requirement is, that immediately before the tilting-axis
error is measured, the collimation error is determined.
e3 =
where

(

HzT(1,)e − HzT(2,e) + π
2

2

2

) ⋅ tan(V ( ) )
2
T ,C

HzT,e2(i) Horizontal angle measured in telescope face i (1 and 2) and corrected by the collimation error
e2
HzT ,e2 = HzT −
sin(VT ,C )
(2)
VT,C
Vertical angle in second face fully corrected

(4.19)
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4.3 Mapping from sensor plane into object space
After defining the camera constant in terms of known, fixed or calibration determined parameters we can use the pinhole camera model to derive the mapping function. We will distinguish between an inner orientation, describing the camera to image transformation, and an
outer orientation, describing the scene to camera mapping, [Horn, 2000].
The transformation will use theodolite angles and tilt measurements to describe the outer orientation. Further the theodolite axis correction terms, vertical-index, collimation and tiltingaxis error are used to define the theodolite pointing axis. We must be aware, that the optical
axis does not coincide with the theodolite axis. This deviation must be adequately modeled.
We have two important points on the sensor, the principal point P, defined by intersection of
optical axis with the sensor, and the intersection point TA of the theodolite axis with the sensor. Because of mechanical tolerances those two points do not coincide. For reliable polar
angle calculation from the object position in the image, we have to know the relative position
to the theodolite axis TA.
[Huang & Harley, 1989] describes a procedure to calibrate photogrammetric cameras without
a control field as long as it can be mounted on the telescope of a theodolite. The principle of
this calibration method is used to derive the modeling of the mapping function.

4.3.1 Inner orientation
The parameters of the inner orientation of a camera describe the location of the projection
center and the deviation from the mathematical model of the central perspective. The camera
is a spatial system that consists of the (plane) image sensor and the objective with the projection center.
The coordinates of targets measured in digital images refer to the pixel coordinate system.
Y(I)
x (P)
P

X(P)
Pixel

yP(P)
P

X(I)

psy
Y(P)

psx

Figure 4.14: Pixel and image coordinate system.

A shown in Figure 4.14 the pixel coordinate system is defined as a left handed coordinate
system with the point (1,1) at the center of the left topmost pixel and with the x-axis parallel to
the rows and the y-axis parallel to the columns of the digital image. Image coordinates refer to
the right-handed image coordinate system. Its origin is usually placed that it coincides with
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the location of the principal point in the image plane, [Bayer, 1992]. The transformation from
pixel to image coordinates is defined via the pixel-to-image coordinate transformation:

(
)
y ( ) = psy ⋅ (− y ( ) + y ( ) )

x (I ) = psx ⋅ x (P ) − x P(P )
I

where

x(I), y(I)
x(P), y(P)
psx, psy
xP (P), yP(P)

P

P
P

(4.20)
(4.21)

Image coordinates
Pixel coordinates
Pixel spacing (Units: mm)
Location of the principal point in the pixel coordinate system (Units: pixel)

The parameters of the inner orientation are:
• Principal point P:
Intersection of the plumb line trough the projection center with the image plane.
• Camera constant c:
This is defined in section 4.1. It specifies the orthogonal distance between the projection
center and the principal point. If the optics is focused to infinity, it corresponds approximately to the focal length: c ≈ f
• Parameter describing the optical distortion:
[Brown, 1971] defines various parameters describing the radial-symmetric and the radial-asymmetric and tangential distortion. Especially for CCD cameras, [Bayer, 1992]
extended the parameter set with affinity and shear to describe the influence of the image digitizer.
[Huep, 1988] proposes, that because of the small field of view compared with photogrammetric camera systems, the optical distortion has not to be modeled separately.
Thus, we have two possibilities for modeling the deformations caused by optical distortion
and mechanical assembly. We can use the traditional approach used in photogrammetry
[Gruen & Huang, 2001], using the following individual parameters:
• Change of the principal point position
• Change of the camera constant
• Scale factor (“affinity”)
• Shear factor (jointly in x, y)
• First three parameters of radial symmetric lens distortion
• First two parameters of decentering distortion
We will not go into detailed description of these approaches, because it is well known and
described in various publications and textbooks, for example [Kraus, 1997; Maas & Niederöst, 1997; Luhmann, 2000].
Secondly, a linear function A is used to correct the deformations. The optical distortion (radial
symmetrical lens distortion) can be approximated by a linear function resulting in residuals
below ± 0.3 µm, for an image radius of 1.8 mm, as can be shown by optical system analysis.
Considering the pixels size of 9.8 ×6.3 µm the error due to the linear approximation can be
neglected, it is below a tenth of a pixel. This is a consequence of the optic design and of the
small field of view. There remain two different error sources causing the deformation of the
image. The mechanic assembly can result in a rotation and a tilt of the image sensor. Further a
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scale difference coming from the pixel size variation. Those influences are modeled by an
affine transformation without shift, separated into scale, shear and rotation.
a
A =  11
a 21
with

sx, sy
s

α

a12   s x
=
a 22   0

0  1 s  cos(α ) − sin (α )
⋅
⋅
s y  0 1  sin (α ) cos(α ) 

(4.22)

Scale factor in both directions
Shear factor
Rotation angle

The transformation A is a linear function and thus independent of the principal point.
We will use lower case letter q describing the undistorted image of the target point Q, while q′
identifies the measured image coordinate including all deformations. The point q corresponds
to that position in the sensor plane got by the central projection of the target Q. We must be
aware, that the deformation is modeled relative to the principal point, which is the symmetrical point of the central projection. The deformations are labeled with ∆ri.

Y(I)

∆rTA

q'

TA

∆rq
q

TA'

X(I)
P

Figure 4.15: Deformation correction in the image plane using affine transformation without shift.
The relation between to position q and q′ is illustrated in Figure 4.15 and given by:

rq′ = A ⋅ rq

(4.23)

An important point in the image plane is the theodolites crosshair. The pointing direction of
the crosshair is defined as invariant in both theodolite faces. That means, the image q′ of any
target coinciding with the crosshair TA′ in face one coincides also with TA′ in second face.
TA′ describes the location of a target image that is invariant when measuring in both
theodolite faces. Because TA′ is defined in the digital image and thus is also distort, as illustrated in Figure 4.15. Finally, we are interested in the image distance between the TA′ and q′,
because this defines the object polar angle relative to the theodolite axis.
TA′ can be arbitrarily set, because using the theodolite axis correction terms (vertical-index-,
collimation- and tilt-axis-error) the pointing position invariant in both faces can be calibrated
to any point in the reticle plane.
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4.3.2 Outer orientation
The goal of the mathematic model is to find a transformation to express the measured pixel
position on the sensor as field angle in the object space. In this section we will derive the
geometrical relation between the object space and the sensors 2D coordinates. First the different coordinate systems are defined and some assumptions are made. Then the transformation
is described.
We will use Σ(.) to describe a general coordinate system with the axis X(.), Y(.), Z(.). The position vector rQ(.) with components [xQ(.),yQ(.),zQ(.)]T symbolizes a point Q in Σ(.). The direction
vector to Q is denoted by vQ(.), which can be of arbitrary length.

The coordinate systems used are defined as:
Theodolite basis system, where the Z(0)-axis is the upward vertical axis and X(0) is
Σ (0 )
parallel to some zero direction on the horizontal circle of the theodolite. The system is right-handed as shown in Figure 4.16. The origin of the theodolite is located in the origin of Σ(0), which is the entrance pupil (Projection center).
Theodolite telescope fixed coordinate system. The Z(Th)-axis depicts the
Σ (Th )
theodolite-pointing-axis and is pointing towards the image sensor and the X(Th)axis coincides with the tilting axis. The Z(Th)-axis is not perpendicular to the image sensor and intersect with the sensor plane in the point TA.
(
Op )
Coordinate
system corresponding to the optical system. The Z(Op)-axis is defined
Σ
by the connection line from the entrance pupil (projection center) to the principal
point P on the sensor. The X(Op) and Y(Op) axes are parallel to the image sensor
edge and the origin is the entrance pupil.
(
I)
Image
coordinate system in the senor plane, cf. section 4.3.1. The axis X(I) and
Σ
Y(I) are parallel to those of Σ(Op) and the origin lies in the principal point P.
Transformations:
Object space coordinate system Σ(0) is transformed into the theodolites coordinate system Σ(Th)
using the measured theodolite horizontal and vertical angles.
Y(0)
Zenith
Q
Z(0)
Image
Sensor

Y(Th)

Z(Th)
(Pointing Axis)

rQ(0)

VT,C

HzT,C

q
X(Th)
(Tilting Axis)

X(0)

Figure 4.16: Object space coordinates into theodolite coordinates.
The transformation is given by two consecutive rotations based on the corrected theodolite
horizontal HzT,C and vertical or zenith VT,C angles. We will use the term vertical angle and
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zenith angle similarly. It describes the angle measured between the local vertical and the
pointing line. The horizontal angle is positive as measured from the X(0)-axis in a clockwise
direction seen from the zenith [Torge, 2001].Because of the different orientations of the two
coordinate systems, we additionally have to add rotations. Thus, the rotations are defined as:
1. Rotation by −HzT,C − π/2 around the Z(0)-axis
2. Rotation by VT,C + π around the rotated X(0)-axis (by step 1)
The additional terms −π/2 and π are to provide that the Z(Th)-axis points toward the image sensor. The rotation is calculated as:
⋅R
⋅ r (Th )
r (0 ) = R
Q

− HzT ,C −π 2

−VT ,C + π

Q

 − sin (HzT , C ) cos(HzT , C ) 0
= − cos(HzT , C ) − sin (HzT , C ) 0 ⋅ K

0
0
1
1

0
0

 (Th )
0 − cos(VT , C ) − sin (VT , C ) ⋅ rQ
0 sin (VT , C ) − cos(VT , C )



(4.24)

 − sin (HzT , C ) − cos(HzT , C )cos(VT , C ) − cos(HzT , C )sin (VT , C )


= − cos(HzT , C ) sin (HzT , C )cos(VT , C )
sin (HzT , C )sin (VT , C )  ⋅ rQ(Th )


− cos(VT , C )
0
sin (VT , C )



rQ(0 ) = R ⋅ rQ(Th )

(4.25)

In the following we are only interested in the pointing vector towards point Q, because the
distance information is not a priori available.

(
(

) ( )
) ( )
( )

 cos Hz Q ⋅ sin VQ 


(
0)
v Q = − sin Hz Q ⋅ sin VQ 

cos VQ 


(4.26)

And using the rotation yields:
(Th ) = R T ⋅ v (0 )
vQ
Q

(
(
(

) ( )
) ( )
) ( )

(
(
(

)
)
)

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

 r11 cos Hz Q ⋅ sin VQ − r21 sin Hz Q ⋅ cos VQ + r31 cos VQ

= r12 cos Hz Q ⋅ sin VQ − r22 sin Hz Q ⋅ cos VQ + r32 cos VQ
 r13 cos Hz Q ⋅ sin VQ − r23 sin Hz Q ⋅ cos VQ + r33 cos VQ

where

rij

(4.27)

coefficients of the rotation matrix R

The projective transformation must be performed relative to the optical axis that means the
axis perpendicular to the image plane through the principal point P and the entrance pupil.
From the calculation above we know the pointing direction of the theodolite given by the axis
Z(Th). This coordinate system must be rotated that the Z(Th)-axis coincide with the optical axis
Z(Op). The relations are defined in Figure 4.17.
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Y(Th)

q

Y(I)

Y(Op)

rq(I)

rQ(Th)

Q

TA

µ
rTA(I)

ν
µ

Z(Op)
-c
Z(Th)

ν

X

(Op)

X(Th)

X(I)

P
Sensor
Plane

Figure 4.17: Theodolite coordinates into optical system coordinates.
The intersection of the theodolite pointing axis Z(Th) with the image plane defines the not distort position of the crosshair TA. The theodolite coordinate system Σ(Th) must be rotated, that
the Z(Th)-axis coincide with the Z(Op)-axis. This rotation is given by first rotating around X(Th)axis by angle ν followed by a rotation around the rotated Y(Th)-axis by the angle µ.
r (Th ) = R ⋅ R ⋅ r (Op )
ν

Q

µ

Q

= R Op ⋅ rQ(Op )
0
0   cos(µ ) 0 sin (µ )
1

= 0 cos(ν ) − sin (ν ) ⋅  0
1
0  ⋅ rQ(Op )
0 sin (ν ) cos(ν )  − sin (µ ) 0 cos(µ )

(4.28)

cos(µ )
0
sin (µ )



=  sin (ν )sin (µ ) cos(ν ) − sin (ν ) cos(µ ) ⋅ rQ(Op )
− cos(ν )sin (µ ) sin (ν ) cos(ν ) cos(µ ) 

The position of TA can be calculated using the affine transformation without shift describing
the deformation derived in section 4.3.1.
r (I ) = A −1 ⋅( I )
TA′

TA

 x (I ) 
=  TA
(I ) 
 yTA 

(4.29)

Thus, the rotation angles are define
(I )
xTA
tan (µ ) =
c

tan (ν ) =

(4.30)

(I )
− yTA
(I ) + c 2
xTA
2

(4.31)
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Because of the small field of view and the mechanical adjustment, the angles ν and µ are
small. Therefore, we are allowed to do the following simplifications:
cos(µ ) = 1
cos(ν ) = 1
sin (µ ) = µ
sin (ν ) = ν
tan (µ ) = µ
tan (ν ) = ν
The simplified parameter of the rotation are then found by:
R Op

0 µ
 1

≈ ν ⋅ µ 1 − ν 
 − µ ν 1 

1


 x (I ) ⋅ y (I )
= − TA 2 TA
c

(I )
xTA

−
 −
c


0
 1


≈ 0
1
 (I )
(I )
yTA
 xTA
−
− c
c


0
1
(I )
yTA
c

(I ) 
xTA

c 
(I ) 
yTA

c 

1 


(4.32)

(I ) 
xTA

c 
(I ) 
yTA

c 

1 


The projective transformation of the target point Q yields the image point q in the image
plane. In analogy to the collinearity equations we find:
 x q(Op ) 


rq(Op ) =  y q(Op ) 
 −c 


= m ⋅ r (Op )
Q

= m ⋅ R TOp ⋅ rQ(Th )

where

x q(I ) = x q(Op )
y q(I ) = y q(Op )

(4.33)
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c
The relation − (Op ) defines the scaling factor m. Using all the formulas from above, the imzQ
age coordinates can be derived:
xq(I ) = xq(Op )
= m ⋅ x (Op )
Q

xQ(Op )
= −c ⋅ (Op )
z

(4.34)

Q

(I )
xTA
⋅ z Q(Th )
c
= −c ⋅
I)
(
(I )
yTA
(
Th ) xTA
(
Th )
zQ +
⋅ xQ +
⋅ yQ(Th )
c
c

xQ(Th ) −

y q(I ) = y q(Op )
= m ⋅ y (Op )
Q

yQ(Op )
= −c ⋅ (Op )
z

(4.35)

Q

(I )
yTA
⋅ zQ(Th )
c
= −c ⋅
(I )
(
I)
yTA
(
(
Th )
Th ) xTA
zQ +
⋅ xQ +
⋅ yQ(Th )
c
c

yQ(Th ) −

Those formulas can further be simplified. xQ(Th) and yQ(Th) are at least 76 times smaller than
x (I )
zQ(Th) because of a maximal field of view of 1.66 gon. Therefore, the terms TA ⋅ xQ(Th ) and
c
(
I)
yTA (Th )
⋅ yQ in the denominator can be neglected. Note this assumption is only valid for the
c
actual theodolite optics of the Leica TPS1100 series. If the field of view changes, this has to
be checked. This simplification yields the formulas for calculating the image coordinate of the
target point.
xQ(Th )
(I )
(
I)
xq = −c ⋅ (Th ) − xTA
(4.36)
zQ
yQ(Th )
(I )
(
I)
y q = −c ⋅ (Th ) − yTA
zQ

(4.37)

As already noted, because the deformation is a linear function, the position of the principal
point has no influence on the result, as can be seen in the following calculation:
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xQ(Th )
(
(P ) − x (P )
P)
(
P)
psx ⋅ x q − x P = −c ⋅ (Th ) − psx ⋅ xTA
P
zQ

(

)

(

)

xQ(Th )
(
P)
(
P)
psx ⋅ x q − xTA = −c ⋅ (Th )
zQ

(

)

(4.38)

xQ(Th )
(
I)
x q,TA = −c ⋅ (Th )
zQ
yQ(Th )
(
I)
y q,TA = −c ⋅ (Th )
zQ
where

) , y (I )
x q(I,TA
q ,TA

(4.39)

Difference vector between the target point and the crosshair position. It is directed from the crosshair to the target
point.

Remark:
This simplification under the assumption that the field of view is small means, that the rotation ROP has been replaced by a translation TOP:
rq(Op ) = m ⋅ R TOp ⋅ rQ(Th )

(4.40)

≈ TOp + m′ ⋅ rQ(Th )
where

TOp

[x ( )
I
TA

(I ) 0
yTA

m

c
− (Op )
zQ

m′ =

c
− (Th )
zQ

]

T

Summarizing all transformations:
Finally, the relation between object in the 3D space and the measured object point in the image is given by

x (I )

a11 ⋅ xQ(Th ) + a12 ⋅ yQ(Th )
(
TA )
= x q′ = −c ⋅
z Q(Th )

(4.41)

y (I )

a 21 ⋅ xQ(Th ) + a 22 ⋅ yQ(Th )
(
TA )
= y q′ = −c ⋅
z Q(Th )

(4.42)

q′,TA′

q′,TA′
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4.3.3 Tilt correction
The TPS1100 Professional Series Total Station is equipped with a two-axis tilt sensor. This
sensor provides a tilt measurement relative to the current pointing direction, longitudinal tilt,
and orthogonal thereto, lateral or transverse tilt. Using the tilting angles to calculate the incline plane:
I A = I L2 + I T2
I
I P = arctan L
 IT

where

IL
IT
HzT,C

(4.43)


 − HzT ,C


Longitudinal inclination angle (in pointing direction).
Transverse inclination angle.
Horizontal angle of the pointing direction (Corrected by the axis
errors).

The inclination angles for the new pointing direction HzQ is then given by:

(
)
I T ,Q = I A ⋅ cos(I P + Hz Q,C )
I L,Q = I A ⋅ sin I P + Hz Q,C

(4.44)

And finally the corrected horizontal and vertical angles of the target can be calculated as:

VQ, C = VQ + I L, Q

(

HzQ, C = HzQ + I T , Q ⋅ cot VQ, C

)

(4.45)

The vertical angle is directly influenced by the longitudinal tilt, while the transverse tilt and
the corrected vertical angle are used to correct the horizontal angle. The subscript I denotes an
incline corrected angle.

4.3.4 Summarizing the transformations
To determine the object polar angle in the superior coordinate system, all the transformations
from the previous sections must be linked to get the transformation from image space into 3D
space, which we will call back-transformation. It will only be possible to reconstruct the
object polar angles and not the 3D coordinates, because the optics magnification is not known
accurately enough. Hence we will derive a transformation describing the calculation of the
fully corrected object polar angles HzQ,C and VQ,C given in the coordinate system Σ(0) from the
measured target position rq′(P) in the pixel coordinate system Σ(P).
The direction vector vQ(Th),which is not incline corrected, is used to derive the transformation.
It is defined as shown in Figure 4.18 and expressed by the formula below

 x (I ) 
 q(I,TA
(
Th )
) 
v Q =  y q ,TA



 − c 

(4.46)
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Y(Th)
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-c
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P

Figure 4.18: Object polar angles definition in the theodolite telescope fixed coordinate system.
4.3.4.1 Forward transformation
To finally derive the back-transformation from image sensor into the 3D space, the forward
transformation from 3D onto the sensor is described. The transformation does not consider the
inclination error, which will be added in the back-transformation to yield the correct pointing
direction.
From superior coordinate system into the image sensor

rq(OP ) − TOp =

1
⋅ R T ⋅ rQ(0 )
m′

 x q( I )   x (I ) 
 r11
 (I )   TA
1 
(
I )
⋅ r12
 y q  −  yTA  =
′
m
−c   0 
 r13

 


(4.47)

r21
r22
r23

(0 )
r31   xQ 


r32  ⋅  yQ(0 ) 


r33   z (0 ) 
Q



(4.48)

This yields two equations similar to the collinearity equations known from photogrammetry.

r11 ⋅ xQ(0 ) + r21 ⋅ y Q(0 ) + r31 ⋅ z Q(0 )
(
(
I)
I)
(
I)
x q − xTA = x q ,TA = −c ⋅
r13 ⋅ xQ(0 ) + r23 ⋅ yQ(0 ) + r33 ⋅ z Q(0 )

(4.49)

r12 ⋅ xQ(0 ) + r22 ⋅ y Q(0 ) + r32 ⋅ z Q(0 )
(
(
I)
I)
(
I)
y q − yTA = y q,TA = −c ⋅
r13 ⋅ xQ(0 ) + r23 ⋅ yQ(0 ) + r33 ⋅ z Q(0 )

(4.50)

After mapping into the senor plane, the deformations must be corrected.
)
rq(′I,T) A′ = A ⋅ rq(I,TA

(4.51)
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) + a ⋅ y (S )
x q(S′,T) A′ = a11 ⋅ x q(S,TA
12
q ,TA

(4.52)

) + a ⋅ y (S )
y q(S′,T) A′ = a 21 ⋅ x q(S,TA
22
q ,TA

And finally the transformation into the pixel coordinate system is calculated
1
x q(P′,T) A′ = x q(P′ ) − xT(PA′) =
⋅ x q( I′,)TA′
psx
1
y q(P′,T) A′ = y q(P′ ) − yT( PA′) =
⋅ y (I )
psy q′,TA′

(4.53)

The position (xTA′(P), yTA′(P)) of the crosshair TA′ can be freely defined and is normally placed
in the central pixel of the image sensor.

4.3.4.2 Backward transformation
The goal of the back-transformation is to find the direction vector to the target point in 3D
from the measured image position. For reconstruction, only the difference vector between the
crosshair and the target image point has to be used.
From a position measurement in the 2D image plane only two parameter of the 3D coordinates can be derived. The third dimension is obtained by using the EDM. The incline corrected direction vector vQ,C(0) is specified by the polar angles of the object point Q and expressed by the following relation:

(
(

) (
) (
(

 cos HzQ, C ⋅ sin VQ, C
(0 ) = − sin Hz
vQ
Q , C ⋅ sin VQ , C
,C


cos VQ, C


)
)
)

Pixel-to-Image coordinate transformation
x ( I ) = psx ⋅ x (P ) − x (P )

(

q′,TA′

q′

TA′

(

(4.54)

)

(4.55)

)

(4.56)

y q(I′,)TA′ = psx ⋅ y q( P′ ) − yT(PA′)

Note, that the position of the distort crosshair TA′ is arbitrary selected.

Deformation correction
r (I ) = A −1 ⋅ r ( I )
where

(4.57)

q′,TA′

q ,TA

[

rq(′I,T) A′ = x q(I′,)TA′

y q(I′,)TA′

]

T

(4.58)
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From 2D image coordinates into the 3D theodolite fixed coordinate system
We are only interested in the direction vector vQ(0). Thus, the direction vector in the theodolite
fixed coordinate system is given by:

rq(Th )
r (Th )

(Th ) =
vQ

(4.59)

q

where

[

)
rq(Th ) = x q( I,TA

)
y q( I,TA

−c

]

T

(4.60)

From the 3D theodolite fixed into the superior coordinate system
The theodolites horizontal and vertical angles define this transformation.
(0 ) = R ⋅ v (Th )
vQ
Q

where

[

(0 ) = v (0 )
vQ
Q, x

(4.61)

vQ(0,)y

vQ(0,)z

]

T

The polar angles of the object point Q are given by

 v (0 )
Q, y
HzQ = arctan − (0 )
 vQ , y






(4.62)

 (0 ) 2
(0 ) 2

+
v
v
Q, x
Q, y
π
VQ = − arctan
(
)
0
2

vQ , z










(4.63)

But in case of an instrument tilt, corrections due to the inclination must be added.



I 
VQ, C = VQ + I L2 + I T2 ⋅ sin  arctan L  − HzT , C + HzQ 
 IT 


= VQ + I L, Q
HzQ, C



I 
= HzQ +
+ ⋅ cos arctan L  − HzT , C + HzQ  ⋅ cot VQ, C
 IT 


= HzQ + I T , Q ⋅ cot VQ, C
I L2

(

I T2

(

)

(4.64)

)

And finally, the Cartesian coordinates are given by

(

) (

)

(4.65)

(

)

)

(4.66)

H = d ⋅ cos VQ, C + St H + H T

(

)

(4.67)

E = d ⋅ sin VQ , C ⋅ sin HzQ, C + St E

(

N = d ⋅ sin VQ, C ⋅ cos HzQ, C + St N
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where

St i
HT
d

Station coordinates; i = {E, N, H}
Theodolite height over the station point
Object distance

Using these formulas, we are able to calculate 3D coordinates of any point measured in the
image, provided that the distance to the object is available. If no distance information is to be
used, then only the polar angles of the object can be reconstructed.

4.4 Accuracy considerations
The accuracy of the system depends on the accuracy of the single sensors. The IATS has two
additional sensors compared with a traditional total station, the image sensor and the focus
lens motor. We will evaluate the influence of the focus lens positioning accuracy on the determinable accuracy of the object polar angle. The results of this evaluation are used to check
the calibration parameter. Further, error propagation for the whole system is calculated to determine the influence of the single sensors to the final 3D error. Especially the influence of
the new sensors is of interest.

4.4.1 Focus lens positioning
The position of the focus lens is used to calculate the camera constant for the actual optics
configuration, section 4.1. Here we will derive the influence of the focus lens position to the
calculation of the camera constant and finally to the object polar angle. Further it is derived,
how accurate the calibration of the mechanics and optics parameter must be to satisfy an angular accuracy of 0.3 mgon. The error calculation presented bases on Gaussian error propagation.
The camera constant equals the product of the magnification and the distance between the
entrance pupil and the object.
c = β ⋅ s ENP

(4.68)

Further, the camera constant c can be calculated in terms of the encoder position p, the encoder origin position OL, the gradient SL of the encoder gear and the distance LS between the
rear principal plane of the front lens and the image sensor as defined in section 4.1.1. The
polar angle depends on the camera constant and the object position in the image and thus is
independent of the object distance. The evaluation is done in 1 dimension for the sake of simplicity.
Image
Sensor

yO

Pointing Axis

sENP

ϕ

ENP

yI

c

Figure 4.19: Relation between object polar angle, camera constant and object position in the image in one dimension.
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The object polar angle is due to the field of view smaller than 0.83 gon (Half field of view).
Therefore, we are allowed to replace tan(ϕ) by ϕ. The relation between polar angle, camera
constant and radial position yI in the image is given by:

ϕ=

yI
c

(4.69)

Using the relation above, the error propagation with respect to the polar angle ϕ is calculated:

 ∂ϕ
σ ϕ = 
⋅ σ yI
 ∂y I

2

  ∂ϕ

 + 
⋅σ c 

  ∂c

2

(4.70)

The standard deviation of the object position σ yI in the image depends on the image processing algorithms. The LSM provides an accuracy of better than 0.1 pixel in real environment
[Gruen & Stallmann, 1993]. Because of the different pixel dimension this equals an accuracy
of 0.7 to 1.0 µm.
We are interested in the required standard deviation of the camera constant satisfying the required standard deviation of the polar angle. Separating σc in the above equation we get:

σc =

c
⋅ c 2 ⋅ σ ϕ2 − σ y2I
yI

(4.71)

The standard deviation of the camera constant is numerically calculated using an object point
in the image at position yI = 1.8 mm, which equals the radius of the maximal possible circle
on the image sensor. The calculations are done for two different assumptions for the localization accuracy of the target in the image to meet the different pixel size on both dimensions.
The standard deviation of the polar angle ϕ is set to 0.3 mgon.

Figure 4.20: Maximum σc for different localization accuracies to fulfill the requirements of the polar angle accuracy.

In Figure 4.20 the maximal allowed standard deviation for the camera constant in terms of the
target position on the image and the required polar angle accuracy is given. We can derive,
that the standard deviation of the camera constant should be below 100 µm.
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The standard deviation of the camera constant is defined via the standard deviations of the
optical-mechanical parameters. Error propagation for c using formula (4.8) yields:
2

2

σ c2

2

 ∂c

 ∂c

 ∂c

 ∂c

=  ⋅ σ p  + 
⋅ σ OL  + 
⋅ σ S L  + 
⋅ σ LSL 
 ∂p

 ∂OL

 ∂S L

 ∂LS


2

(4.72)

And with numerical calculation of the derivatives we get:

(

σ c2 = 8.5 ⋅ 10 −4 σ p

) + (8.5 ⋅10
2

−4

σ OL

) + (0.07σ ) + (2.78σ )
2

SL

2

LSL

2

(4.73)

The result of this evaluation will be used to quantify the results of the estimation of the opticsmechanics parameters described in section 6.2. It is assumed that all parameters contribute the
same amount to the variance of the camera constant. Thus, we get

σ c2 = 4 ⋅ σ 2j

(4.74)

σ c = 2 ⋅σ j
where

σ j2

Variance of each parameter weighted with the derivative of
the camera constant function

From these calculations the required standard deviation of each parameter under the assumption of contributing the same amount to the final error can be found.

σ p = 60 step
σ OL = 60 step
σ S L = 0.8 step/mm
σ LS = 0.018 mm
Those results are used in the following to check the results of the camera constant calibration.
We made the assumption, that all parameters contribute the same amount to the final error. If
in the calibration of any parameter can be determined much more precisely than required in
the above specification, the requirements of the other parameters can be relaxed.

4.4.2 Theodolite sensors
Based on the back-transformation including the tilt correction, the distance measurement and
the theodolite station setup, the error propagation related to 3D coordinate calculation is
evaluated. The purpose of this is to get an idea of how the new sensors, the camera and the
motorized focus lens, influence the overall measurement error.
The Cartesian coordinates defined in formulas (4.65) – (4.67) are extended by the setup error
due to the laser plummet variation.

(

) (

)

E = d ⋅ sin VQ,C , I ⋅ sin Hz Q ,C , I + St E + LP

(4.75)
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(

)

(

)

(

)

N = d ⋅ sin VQ,C , I ⋅ cos Hz Q,C , I + St N + LP
H = d ⋅ cos VQ,C , I + St H + H T

where

Sti
LP:
HT

(4.76)
(4.77)

Station coordinates; i = {E, N, H}
Setup error in the horizontal plane due to laser plummet (LP)
deviation from the plumb line
Theodolite height over the station point

To calculate the final error we first have to define the accuracy of the single sensors and
measurement.
4.4.2.1 Definition of the sensor contributing to 3D coordinate calculation
The coordinates, Easting, Northing and Height, depend on various sensor measurements,
which will be described in the following. The accuracies given are extracted from [Leica,
2003] if not otherwise stated.
Measuring the object position in the image
The object position is determined using least squares template matching, cf. section 5.2.3,
where we can assume to get an accuracy of object localization of 0.1 pixels. Because the pixel
size differs in both directions by a factor 1.5, we will define the standard deviation not in
pixel but in mm. The standard deviation in x- and y-direction is chosen with 1.0 µm. This
equals an accuracy of 0.1 and 0.16 pixels, respectively.
Camera constant
In section 4.4.1 we derived that the accuracy of the camera constant should be below 100 µm
to get an angular accuracy of 0.3 mgon. The online calibration of the camera constant, which
is explained later in section 6.2, yields an accuracy of 60 µm. This fulfills the expectations
and thus will be used to in the error propagation.
Theodolite angle measurement
The angular accuracy of the TPS1100 series type 1101 is given with 0.5 mgon. This accuracy
is determined according the definition of [ISO 17123-3, 2001]. The accuracy is derived from
manually measuring several targets in both telescope faces. Thus, the specified standard deviation include different error sources, such as raw angle measurement, user pointing capability etc. But at the same time, the accuracy is determined by averaging using two-face measurement and multiple measurement of the same target. For the error propagation, we need a
standard deviation describing the raw angle measurement. We will choose the raw angle accuracy as 0.3 mgon. This value is confirmed by the theodolite calibration described later in section 6.3.
Theodolite inclination measurement
The setting accuracy of the dual axis compensator is given with 0.2 mgon for Leica Total Stations Type 1101 and 1102.
Electronic laser distance measurement (EDM)
The instrument is equipped with an extended range distance measurement system based on a
special frequency measurement system using a visible red laser. The accuracy for a reflectorfree measurement is specified with 3 mm + 2 ppm. Beam interruptions, severe heat shimmer
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and moving objects within the beam path can result in deviations of the specified accuracy.
The distance range for measuring is up to 170 m for a white target under good atmospheric
conditions. Usually, the working range is up to 100 m. Because variable error of 2 ppm corresponds to only 0.2 mm at 100 m we will neglect it. The standard deviation used for error
propagation is 3 mm.
Laser plummet
The laser plummet is used to setup the instrument over a defined ground point. Any deviation
from the plumb line yields a setup error, which influences the 3D coordinates. The deviation
from the plumb line at 1.5 m height is specified with LP = 0.75 mm. This deviation represents
a radius of a circle around the ground point. Consequently we should use the term
LP⋅sin(HzQ,C) in the Easting and the term LP⋅cos(HzQ,C) in the Northing calculation. But for
simplicity we only use the additional term LP.
Station height measurement
The station height above the ground point is measured manually using a meter. Due to the
bending of the meter and the height reading we assume a standard deviation of the height
measurement of 0.5 mm.
Summarizing
Table 4.3 summarizes the single sensor measurement and the corresponding standard deviation to use for the error calculation.

Description
Object position in the image
x coordinate
y coordinate
Camera constant
Theodolite angle measurement
Horizontal angle
Vertical angle
Theodolite inclination measurement
Longitudinal
Transversal
Reflectorless distance measurement
Laser plummet
Height measurement of the total station

Symbol

Standard deviation

xq′
yq′
C

1.00 µm
1.00 µm
0.06 mm

HzT
VT

0.30 mgon
0.30 mgon

IL
IT
D
LP

0.20
0.20
3.00
0.75
0.50

HT

mgon
mgon
mm
mm
mm

Table 4.3: Defining the values and their standard deviation used to calculate the
3D coordinates.
4.4.2.2 Calculating the over all error in terms of the single sensor error
The variance of the single parameters E, N and H can be calculated using again Gaussian error
propagation.
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2

Substitute for the functions for calculating Easting, Northing and
Height defined at the beginning of the section.

The standard deviation of each dimension depends differently on the parameters. To give an
overall specification of the accuracy we will use the joint standard deviation, which we will
define as:

σ ENH = σ E2 + σ N2 + σ H2

(4.79)

Further we are also interested in the variance of the polar angles HzQ,C,I and VQ,C,I derived
from the image measuring. The distance measurement and the setup error is not included
there.
2
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Substitute for the functions for calculating HzQ,C and VQ,C

For the numerical evaluation we use the standard deviation of the single measurement parameter as defined in Table 4.3. The values for the object position in the image are chosen in
the sensor center and at 2.2 mm diagonally away from the center. The theodolite angles for
HzT are selected in the range of 0-20 gon and for vertical angle VT in the range of 80-100 gon.
Inclination is assumed to be between 0 and 100 mgon. The distance used is 100 m and the
station position is set to zero in all three dimensions.
We get the standard deviation for the single coordinates E, N and H, for the joint standard
deviation for σENH and for the corrected horizontal and vertical errors as shown in Table 4.4.
The standard deviation in Northing direction is significant higher than the others. This is because the pointing direction is towards Northing and therefore, influenced mainly by the distance measurement, which has the highest uncertainty. The joint error is slightly worse then
the distance measurement. Also the horizontal and vertical angles are worsening only by a
factor 1.5 compared with the raw angle measurement.
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Parameter

Standard
[mm]

deviation

Parameter

1.0 – 1.3

σ HzQ ,C

σN

2.8 – 3.0

σ VQ ,C

σH
σ ENH

0.9 – 1.2
3.4

σE

Standard
[mgon]

deviation
0.43
0.47

Table 4.4: Standard deviation of the 3D Cartesian coordinates and the polar angles
for the numerical calculation for a distance of 100 m.

It is interesting to inspect the contribution of each parameter to the final variance. Table 4.5
shows the percentage of each parameter, where the parameters with the highest influence are
marked in gray.
%

σ

2
ENH

2
σ Hz

σ V2

Q ,C

Q ,C

1.8

1.8

HzT
VT
IL
IT
d
PL
HT
79.2
9.9
2.2
0.3
1.9
2.0
0.9
0.0

47.2

0.0

3.4

48.5

0.0

0.0

0.9

-

-

-

0.0

39.6

2.9

0.0

43.1

14.4

0.0

-

-

-

xq′

c

yq′

Table 4.5: Contribution of each parameter to the overall variance.

When calculating the Cartesian coordinates E, N and H the influence of the reflectorless distance measurement device becomes significant. The result of the image processing influences
the horizontal and vertical angles with about 40−50%.

5 Measurement algorithms
Objects of different shape and structure will be measured by the IATS. It is the underlying
idea to decompose objects of high complexity into basic geometric primitives, which can be
treated with algorithms of reasonable complexity.
In this study, we limit our considerations to discs and objects with linear boundaries. Thus the
geometric primitives will be a line or a line segment and a disc. The line is defined by an intensity edge in the image.
The disc object is mainly used for measurements with reference targets. The disc is chosen
because of its symmetry and because it can be easily identified automatically in the image, for
example by cross-correlation [Lewis, 1995; Haralick & Shapiro, 1992].
The majority of objects structures are defined by line boundaries. Very often an object point
can be defined by the intersection of two boundary lines in a natural scene, for example a
window frame, a door or a roof. For small objects where it might be difficult to find two intersecting lines, we use a corner as dedicated geometric primitive. Two quasi-parallel lines define objects, such as tubes, street lamps or pillars. If those boundaries are found, then the central line can be extracted to specify the pole direction vector.
To provide a 3D measurement, the distance to the object has to be measured in addition to the
angles, for which we will use the internal reflectorless EDM. It is necessary to know exactly
from where the distance is measured. In particular with objects that exhibit changes of depth
information due to changes on the object boundary, the EDM laser beam must be pointed exactly to a well defined planar surface rather than to an edge to prevent a loss of laser energy or
to avoid multiple target situations [Deumlich & Staiger, 2002].
In section 5.1 we outline the basic algorithm of measuring objects. An example of measuring
a point defined by two intersecting lines on a stucco wall, Figure 5.1, will be used to illustrate
the algorithms. Subsequently, we give a more detailed discussion of the algorithms in section 5.2. The chapter ends presenting some cases in section 5.3 and conclusions in section 5.4.

Corner point to
be measured

Figure 5.1: Example for measuring a corner point on a stucco wall.
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5.1 Basic approach
The procedure for measuring non-cooperative, but natural objects is independent of their
structure. It is based on four main tasks:
•
•
•
•

Object identification in the image
Rough localization with pixel accuracy
Accurate localization with sub-pixel accuracy
Measuring the object distance

→ yields the Hz and V angle
→ yields the third dimension

There are many possibilities to detect the object in the image. A wide field of research focuses
on object recognition [Castleman, 1996]. However, it is extremely difficult to automatize the
object identification in a reliable way because of the wide range of different objects. Thus,
this study does not deal with object recognition algorithms. Alternatively, the user selects the
objects manually.
Similar to the measurement with a total station, we are interested in measuring object points.
We employ two possible schemes to define these points:
1. The user interactively places multiple lines or a polyline in the image to define the object.
The corners of the polyline, the line intersections or the centerline of two parallel lines
specifies the point(s) to be measured in 3D.
2. The user interactively clicks on the point to be measured, and then automatic edge/line
detection is performed. All possible line combinations that intersect in the proximity of
the desired object point are displayed. The user selects the lines that define the desired
target point.
The second approach requires basic image recognition algorithms and thus slows down the
execution. Further, the possibility to produce a huge set of line connections from which the
correct one must be selected complicates the interaction process. Thus, we will only focus on
the simpler and more adequate first approach.
The flowchart in Figure 5.2 describes the individual steps measuring non-cooperative object
points. In the following, we outline those steps in detail, where the heading lines define the
four main tasks described in detail in section 5.2.
•

•

Object approximation by manually placing approximate lines
The user identifies the object point to be measured in the image. The intersection of
two manually placed lines or the corner point of a polyline defines the point to be
measured. For a circular object, the user places a circle where the circle center defines
the desired point. The manually placed lines, named approximate lines (AL), approximate objects, which finally define the point.
Rough object determination, based on edge detection
An appropriate edge detection algorithm determines intensity changes near the AL.
Those edge pixels describe the object in the image.
Edge pixels are linked to form continuous lines.
The algorithm extracts the lines matching the object the best. If there are ambiguities
the user can select the valid lines manually.
Analyzing the intensity profile perpendicular to the line results in type and thickness
of the line (not always needed).
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•

•
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Accurate object reconstruction, based on matching techniques and fitting
Applying matching procedures determines the object boundary with sub-pixel accuracy. Thus, the exact position of many object points is known.
Underlying a formal description (modeling) of the object, we will only focus on linear
objects, where a geometrical structure can be fitted into the boundary points. For linear
objects, a straight line is fitted. The residuals of the fit can be used for outlier detection
and elimination.
The intersection or corner point, known with sub-pixel resolution, describes the object
position in the image. Based on the back-transformation the horizontal and vertical
angles can be found.
Distance measurement
Finally, to get the third dimension of the object point, the distance is measured. The
position where to measure the distance can be on the object point, using the Hz and V
angle, or it can be defined interactively.
Place approximate
lines (AL) to describe
the point to be measured

Analyze profile perpendicular
to the line to determine the
line type and thickness

Find edge pixels in
the image that
describe the object

Local matching to determine
the object boundary with
sub-pixel resolution

Combine edge pixels
to lines

Fit straight lines into
boundary pixels

Determine lines that
describe the object best

Calculate intersection point
of the fitted lines
=> Hz and V angles
Measure distance of
object point
=> Distance

Figure 5.2: Flowchart describing the basic approach for measuring noncooperative object points that are defined by intersecting lines or by corner points.
In the ongoing sections we will focus on details of the individual parts of the measurement
procedure.
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5.2 Algorithms used for measuring objects
This section describes the algorithms defined in the previous section in detail. It is divided
into the four main tasks, object approximation, rough and accurate object localization and the
distance measuring.

5.2.1 Object approximation
The user approximates the object to be measured by manually placing lines in the image. An
image is recorded and displayed on the screen. In the prototype solution we use a PC monitor,
but later on it will be displayed on any graphic screen such as Handheld-PC or Tablet-PC.
The user draws the line using a mouse or a pen. The result of placing a line is shown in
Figure 5.3
a)

b)

Figure 5.3: Image with manually placed lines approximating the object. a) Showing the zoom range. b) Detailed view.

5.2.2 Rough object determination
Before the object position can be determined with sub-pixel accuracy, it must be roughly detected. Based on the knowledge of the approximate object position in the image from the AL
combined with edge detection algorithms with pixel accuracy the object is localized.
5.2.2.1 Edge detection and line segment extraction
The object to be measured is described by its boundary lines. Therefore, it is necessary to extract those boundaries, represented as an intensity edge, in the pixel image.
Much research work on edge detection was reported in the past, e.g. [Marr & Hildreth, 1980;
Haralick, 1984; Perona & Malik, 1991; Heitger, 1995]. The existing approaches cover a wide
variety of strategies, using different filter techniques. [Ziou & Tabbone 1998] gives an overview about common edge detection techniques. For our approach, it is evident to know not
only the edge strength but also the edge direction. Thus, we will use the Canny edge detection
algorithm [Canny, 1986].
The technique developed in a previous project (AMOBE; Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry, ETH Zurich) is used to extract straight lines [Henricsson, 1996]. The edge pixels
are detected with the Canny operator, which will be applied only in a region of interest (ROI)
around the AL (Figure 5.4). The ROI in the implemented algorithm surrounds the AL by a
distance of 20 pixels in perpendicular direction on either side and is extended longitudinal to
the border of the image. Edge pixels that orientation difference compared with the approxi-
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mate line exceeds a given value are eliminated, cf. Figure 5.4 b). The remaining edge pixels
are possible points of the line to be determined.
a)

b)

Figure 5.4: a) Shows the results of the Canny operator with additional thinning
applied in a region of interest in the neighborhood of the AL. b) Shows the results
after eliminating all edges that differ in orientation compared with the approximate line.
The identified edge pixels are not all linked and there are gaps between segments of connected parts, Figure 5.5. Therefore, an edge pixel aggregation method is applied to generate
contours with small gaps bridged based on the criteria of proximity and collinearity.

Figure 5.5: Line segments in the neighborhood of the approximate lines.
A straight line is fitted into each contour segment by minimizing the orthogonal distance ei,
which is also called Euclidian distance [Weisstein, 2004].

y
l

ei

Pi

Start Point
End Point
x
Figure 5.6: Fitting straight line into edge pixels.
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The points on the line segment nearest to the outer edge pixels are defined as the end points of
the line segment, as seen in Figure 5.6. Those end points are used for calculating the line
length and to connect lines.
Lines are expressed by their Hessian Normal Form, which is illustrated defined in Figure 5.7
[Stöcker, 1995].
y
l

p

ϕ
x
Figure 5.7: Definition of the parameters of the Hessian normal form.

The line is described by its distance to the coordinate system origin and the angle enclosed
between the origin and the point nearest on the line and the positive x-axis.

0 = x ⋅ cos(ϕ ) + y ⋅ sin(ϕ ) − p
where

p

ϕ

(5.1)

Distance from the origin to the nearest point on the line. We use the
term ‘origin-distance’ for p.
Angle measured counter clockwise from the positive x-axis. ϕ is
ambiguous if the line goes through the origin. We use the term ‘line
orientation’ for ϕ.

5.2.2.2 Concatenate line segments
The edge linker [Henricsson, 1996] only bridges small gaps. Because the object boundary is
often described by multiple line segments, an algorithm to link line segments has been developed. Figure 5.8 shows an example of three line segments that can be linked. We have the
possibility to link either the lines l1 (end point) and l2 (end point) or the lines l1 (end point)
and l3 (start point). All other connections are useless for describing linear structures.

Start point
End point

l2
d(1,2)
l3

l1
d(1,3)

Figure 5.8: Example for concatenating line segments.

For each possible link, defined as connection between the start/end points of two lines, a rating function is calculated. The rating is based on the distance between the points to be connected and the orientation difference of the two lines.
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WLink (i, j ) = d (i, j ) + sin(∆ϕ (i, j )) ⋅ cϕ
where

d (i, j )
∆ϕ (i, j )
cϕ

(5.2)

End/start point distance between the lines i and j.
Orientation difference between the lines i and j
Constant to increase the influence of the angle difference. In
the following evaluation this value is set to 5 pixels.

All line segments were the rating is below a certain limit are linked. A limit of 20 pixels is a
reasonable choice. If multiple links are possible, the one with the smallest rating is selected.
Certainly, the algorithm must provide no double linking to the same end/start point. Further
no overlapping lines should be selected. The linked line segments are called lines in the following. The Hessian Normal Form of the lines is again calculated using all edge pixels
underlying the linked line segments.
The similarity between the detected lines and the AL is calculated based on the angle ϕ and
distance p. We allow a maximum angle deviation ∆ϕmax and maximum distance deviation
∆pmax between the approximate and the extracted line. The procedure to determine the line
similarity is given below.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calculate the orientation angle difference ∆ϕ between each line with the approximate line
Clear each line, where the difference ∆ϕ is bigger than a given value ∆ϕmax
Calculate the distance pR of the approximate line rotated by the angle ∆ϕ
Calculate the orthogonal distance ∆p between the line and the rotated AL
Calculate the maximal allowed line distance ∆pRmax for the rotated AL based on ∆pmax and
∆ϕ
Clear all lines, where the difference ∆p exceeds ∆pRmax

The angle difference ∆ϕ is calculated by subtraction of the line orientations. The difference is
calculated to be in the range from 0 to π/2.

∆ϕ = ϕ 0 − ϕ
where

ϕ0
ϕ

(5.3)

Line orientation of the AL
Line orientation of extracted line

When calculating the difference ∆p we have to consider, that the origin-distance p changes
when a line is rotated. The new origin-distance pR for the AL rotated by ∆ϕ we get as follows:

p R = x0 ⋅ cos(ϕ 0 + ∆ϕ ) + y 0 ⋅ sin(ϕ 0 + ∆ϕ )
where

x0 , y0
∆ϕ

(5.4)

Center of the AL
Orientation difference of the AL and the extracted line

Thus, the distance difference ∆p is calculated between the rotated AL and the extracted line.
This means, if we have an extracted line with orientation angle ϕ, then the approximate line is
rotated by ∆ϕ = ϕ0 − ϕ and the origin distance pR of the rotated line is calculated. The difference ∆p = pR − p must not exceed a given value ∆pRmax depending on the angle deviation
∆ϕ.
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∆pRmax
∆pmax

∆ϕ
∆ϕmax

(x0,y0)

Figure 5.9: Definition of the maximal allowed line distance for a rotated line. The
gray lines indicate the limits of the line distance.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the definition of the maximal allowed distance difference ∆pRmax with
respect the orientation difference. The relation is chosen that the allowed distance difference
be reduced for increasing orientation difference.

∆p R max = ∆pmax ⋅

sin(∆ϕ max − ∆ϕ )
sin(∆ϕ max )

(5.5)

The similarity calculation is summarized in Figure 5.10. The AL is rotated by ∆ϕ and the distance limit ∆pRmax derived. Finally the orthogonal distance is ∆p between the rotated AL and
the extracted line is calculated.
∆pRmax
∆p

∆ϕ
p0

p

(x0 ,y )
0

ϕ0 ϕ

Ro
tate
dA
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ximat
e Line
Ex
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Figure 5.10: Relation between the approximate line and the extracted line in terms
of angle and distance difference.

It is likely, that this algorithm does not result in a unique line. Thus a final test is applied to
determine the most likely line including the angle and distance difference and further the line
length difference compared with the approximate line. The line with the smallest deviation is
selected for further processing.


∆p
∆ϕ 
 ⋅ w
+
LineDeviation = 1 +
∆
∆
p
ϕ
max
max 


(5.6)
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Weight factor based on the line length difference between the extracted and the approximate line
 1
w = max w , 
 w
Length of extracted line
w=
Length of approximation line

This function adds the relative errors of the angle and distance deviation and weights it with
the line length. If the line length differs by a factor 2, then the sum of the deviation of the angle and the distance must be half to give the same line deviation.
The evaluation of the example from above yields two lines (Figure 5.11), one the linked segments 2 and 5 and the other the segment 1, which fulfills the line similarity criteria.

Figure 5.11: Example of two possible lines, where the line segments 2 and 5 describe one possibility and the line segment 1 describes the other.

The final check (LineDeviation) will result in a single most likely line. But if the approximate
line does not match the desired object well enough, there is potential for erroneous selection.
Thus, we can query the user to specify which of the similar lines to choose for further processing. This is a good example, where user interaction can increase the reliability of the system with minimal effort and where it is not possible to automate without increasing the initial
selection process or by increasing the failure rate.

5.2.3 Accurate object determination
Based on the rough object approximation using edge detection, an accurate, local object representation is determined. Image matching is a possible procedure to apply. To reconstruct the
three-dimensional object surface or parts thereof from two-dimensional projections image
matching algorithms are used. Overviews about image matching techniques can be found in
[Heipke, 1996; Julien, 1999; Pateraki, 2000].
The term matching means the establishment of a relation between two or more images and/or
the object to be reconstructed. Depending on the geometric models used for the mapping
functions describing this relation, three cases can be distinguished as shown by [Rottensteiner,
2001]:
• Raster or area based matching: These algorithms use a raster representation of the image,
i.e. they try to find a mapping function between image patches by directly comparing the
gray levels or functions of the gray levels. They offer the highest potential for accuracy,
but they are very sensitive to occlusions [Ackermann, 1984].
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Feature based matching: In this case, a symbolic description of the images is derived first
by extracting salient features from the images using some feature extraction operator
[Förstner & Gülch, 1987]. After that, corresponding features from different images have
to be found under certain assumptions regarding the local geometry of the object to be reconstructed and the mapping geometry. These algorithms are more flexible with respect to
surface discontinuities and requirements for approximate values than raster based techniques [Gülch, 1994].
Relational matching: Relational or structural matching techniques rely on the similarity of
topological relations of features which are stored in feature adjacency graphs, rather than
on the similarity of gray levels or the similarity of point distributions. This is motivated by
the fact that topology is an image property which is invariant under perspective transformation. Matching of relational descriptions or relational matching thus is a very powerful
concept, which might work in rather general cases.

Least Squares Matching (LSM) is the most accurate image matching technique [Ackermann,
1984], thus this method is applied here to determine the object boundary. [Gruen, 1985] presented an extension to the LSM method, that is based on the minimization of the squared differences of the gray values between two or more images. [Baltsavias, 1991; Gruen &
Stallmann, 1993] presented the accuracy potential of LSM.
5.2.3.1 General framework of LSM
In the following we outline the framework of the LSM algorithm as given in [Gruen, 1985]
and extend it to special cases for matching linear boundary segments, corners and discs.

A pattern, e.g. edge, disc, corner or part of an image, is chosen as reference template, which is
to subsequently match with the image patches containing the actual object segment.
Assuming f(x,y) to be the template and g(x,y) to be the actual image patch, a matching correspondence would be established when

f ( x, y ) = g ( x , y )

(5.7)

However, considering the effects of noise in the actual image, the above equation is substituted by

f ( x, y ) − e( x , y ) = g ( x , y )

(5.8)

Through linearization, the corresponding observation equation becomes

f ( x , y ) − e( x, y ) = g 0 ( x , y ) +

∂g ( x, y )
∂x

⋅ dx +

∂g ( x, y )
∂y

⋅ dy

(5.9)

By relating template and image patch through an affine transformation

x = b1 + a11 ⋅ x0 + a12 ⋅ y 0
y = b2 + a 21 ⋅ x0 + a 22 ⋅ y 0
where

x0 , y0
b1, b2
aij

Grid locations of the data points of g0(x,y)
Shift parameter to be estimated
Affine transformation parameter to be estimated

(5.10)
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and linearization with respect to the affine transformation parameters, the observation equations for all involved pixels can be written as

f ( x, y ) − e( x, y ) = g 0 ( x, y ) + g x (db1 + x0 da11 + y 0 da12 ) + K
g y (db2 + x0 da 21 + y 0 da 22 )

where

gx, gy

(5.11)

Partial derivatives of the image with respect to x and y

or in matrix form as

− e = Ax − l
where

l

;P

(5.12)

The observation vector containing the gray value differences of
conjugate pixels (f(x,y) – g0(x,y))
The vector of unknowns consisting of the affine transformation
parameters: [db1, db2, da11, da12, da21, da22]T
The associated design matrix including the derivatives of the observation equations with respect to the unknowns
Corresponding weight matrix

x
A
P

The least squares matching solution is then obtained by minimizing the squared sum of gray
value differences as

(

xˆ = A T PA

)

−1

AT P l

(5.13)

The radiometric adjustment is calculated as proposed by [Baltsavias, 1991] based on the Wallis filtering [Wallis, 1976] and oscillations in the iteration process are handled as proposed by
[Bayer, 1992].
Because the imaging is not perfect due to blur, the artificial templates are also blurred by convolution with a 2D-Gaussian filter. σ of the Gaussian function is chosen in the range of
1-2 pixels.
The full set of affine parameter cannot be determined for all patterns. Therefore modifications
have to be applied to the LSM for the particular patterns used, namely:
• Edge segment
• Disc
• Corner
The start parameters used in the LSM are calculated from the rough object localization. The
profile perpendicular to the object boundary yields information about the edge, which can be
used to set the template parameters.
In derivations of the modified versions, we use the affine transformation separated into scale,
shear and rotation.
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a
A =  11
a 21
where

sx
sy
s

α

a12   s x
=
a 22   0

0  1 s  cos(α ) − sin (α )
⋅
⋅
s y  0 1  sin (α ) cos(α ) 

(5.14)

Scale in x direction
Scale in y direction
Shear
Rotation angle

5.2.3.2 Edge matching
[Gruen & Stallmann, 1993] and [Gruen & Agouris, 1994] presented a technique for edge
matching. We pursue the same approach with some modifications.
Due to the particular gray value distribution of the edge patch, a full set of affine transformation parameters cannot be obtained. To overcome this problem, the affine transformation that
describes the relationship between the template, which is shown in Figure 5.12, and the image
patch is substituted by a simpler one.

Figure 5.12: Edge template. The white cross indicates the desired edge position
used in further processing.
The parameter set is reduced to describe only the shift and rotation, where the shift is restricted to the direction perpendicular to the edge (Figure 5.13). The rough object determination algorithm described in the previous section determines the initial parameters. The edge
direction is given by the result of the Canny operator.

y

(xs,ys)

Final
position

Initial
position

θ

x

Figure 5.13: Initial and final template position for the edge matching. The template
shift is restricted to be along a line perpendicular to the edge.
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The transformation is given by
x = x s + t ⋅ cos(θ ) + x0 ⋅ cos(α ) − y 0 ⋅ sin (α )

y = y s + t ⋅ sin (θ ) + x0 ⋅ sin (α ) + y 0 ⋅ cos(α )
where

xs, ys
t

α
θ

(5.15)

Start position. The shift is calculated relative to this position
perpendicular to the edge.
Shift factor
Rotation angle
Direction perpendicular to the edge

The linearized version is given as

f ( x, y ) − e( x, y ) = g 0 ( x, y ) + (g x ⋅ cos(θ ) + g y ⋅ sin (θ ))⋅ dt + K

(− sin(α )(g

x + g y y0 ) + cos(α )(g y x0 − g x y0 ))⋅ dα

(5.16)

x 0

and the vector of unknowns is x = [dt, dα]T.
The least squares matching solution is then obtained using the same approach as described in
the previous section.
This least squares edge matching yields only one object point on the boundary. But we are
interested in a geometric description of the linear boundary. Thus, the edge matching is applied to each edge pixel along the roughly determined line. To prevent side effects when
matching at the line end (no edge pixels on either side of the template) the matching is only
applied to edge pixels that are half the template size away from the line end. The eliminating
of edge pixels at the line end is illustrated in Figure 5.14.
Edge Pixels
Pixels used
for LSM

Figure 5.14: Eliminate edge pixels at line end with respect to the used template
size.

Finally, the line describing the object boundary is determined by fitting a straight-line into the
positions found by edge matching, cf. Figure 5.15. Based on the residuals of the fitting, outliers can be detected and eliminated.
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b)

Figure 5.15: The black points show the object points determined by edge matching,
while the white line describes the fitted line. a) Showing all proceeded edge pixels.
b) Zoom into the image, where we can see the deviation of matched pixels from the
fitted line.

Instead of fitting several small edge templates, we can use only one, but long template, which
covers the whole line. This has the advantage, that the calculation can be reduced, because
only one matching has to be calculated. On the other hand, no local information, such as orientation of the line at a distinct position, is derived. Further, the line fitting yields directly the
deviation of the fitted line from the true line points, while with one template those deviations
must be calculated using the gray-value residuals of the LSM. The use of one template is also
not usable, if we consider objects with bent boundary, but then we have to fit not a straight
line but a dedicated geometric function, a spline for example. The decision whether to use a
lot of small templates or only one template must be made in terms of the selected object. The
computational effort using edge matching with a lot of small templates can be relaxed, if not
each line pixel is evaluated.
Furthermore the edge matching can also be used for tangential matching of nonlinear object
boundaries such as discs, ellipses or any smooth form.

Figure 5.16: Example for tangent matching on a disc. The dotted lines indicate the
edge direction and the perpendicular direction for shifting the template.

In the above figure edge matching is used for finding tangential points on a disc. If a mathematical description of the object is known, the geometrical pattern can be fit into the edge
points similar to the line fit.
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5.2.3.3 Disc matching
The matching of a disc is needed for measuring reference markers of known size. Due to rotational symmetry of the disc, rotation is not estimated. The transformation is reduced to
x = b1 + s x ⋅ x0 + s ⋅ s x ⋅ y 0
y = b2 + s y ⋅ y 0

(5.17)

The linearized relation between image and template with respect to the above transformation
is given by
f ( x, y ) − e( x, y ) = g 0 ( x, y ) + g x ⋅ db1 + g y ⋅ db2 + K
(5.18)
g x ( x0 + s ⋅ y0 ) ⋅ ds x + g y ⋅ y0 ⋅ ds y + g x ⋅ y0 ⋅ s x ⋅ ds
and the vector of unknowns is x = [db1, db2, dsx, dsy, ds]T.
In the figure below, two types of disc templates are shown.
b)
a)

Figure 5.17: Artificial disc template. a) Black and white template. b) Blurred version of a).

It is not necessary to use all pixels for calculating the gray values difference, especially for
discs of diameter bigger than about 20 pixels. The homogenous parts, the inner of the disc and
the corners of the template, don’t carry much of information and potentially contain blunders.
Therefore, those parts could be explicitly excluded from the matching.
5.2.3.4 Corner matching
There exist object shapes, where it is not possible to determine a corner point by matching
two separate lines that intersect. If the corner is too small, edge matching in the corner region
produces matching errors, because the template does not adequately correspond the reality
(Figure 5.18).
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y

Edge
template

Region producing
matching error
x
Figure 5.18: Matching at a corner using edge template produces a localization error.

Thus, we match one corner template instead of edge templates to determine the corner point,
shown in Figure 5.19. Only quadratic templates are used.
b)

a)

Figure 5.19: Two variations of a corner template. a) The inner part of the corner is
used in the matching. b) Only the region where the edge transition occurs is used
in the matching.

We can use the basic approach by applying an affine transformation as described in section
5.2.3.1 and fixing the scale in both directions to one. But this would have the drawback of
scaling the length of the two sides of the corner differently. The length difference depends on
the enclosed angle at the corner tip. The bigger the deviation of the angle from 90° the more is
the length difference. To overcome this disadvantage, a transformation allowing to shift and
to rotate the template in both directions similar to the basic approach is used, where the scale
is newly applied perpendicular to the corner’s diagonal as shown in Figure 5.20 to provide a
symmetrical stretching.
In summing, the single transformations yield
 x   b1 
cos(α ) − sin (α )  1 + s d
 y  = b  + 0.5 ⋅  sin (α ) cos(α )  − 1 + s
d
   2



where

[b1, b2]T

α

sd

− 1 + s d   x0 
1 + s d   y 0 

Shift vector
Rotation angle
Scale factor perpendicular to the diagonal

The vector of unknowns is given as x = [db1, db2, dsd, dα]T.

(5.19)
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a)

y

b)

d

d
x

Figure 5.20: a) Scaling of the template along the diagonal line. b) Geometric parameter definition of the quadratic template.

In Figure 5.21 an example of the matching process of a corner object is shown. The initial
values for the four unknown parameters are calculated from the approximate lines, because no
rough boundary localization is applied.
y

Initial
position

Final
position

x

Figure 5.21: Corner matching from initial to final position.
5.2.3.5 LSM including blur estimation
[Krauth & Wrobel, 1993] describe an approach to simultaneously estimate the affine transformation parameter and image blur using deconvolution based on the point spread function.

We want estimate the blur, which is modeled by a 2D Gaussian. There are two possibilities to
determine the blur.
• The relation between the image patch and the template is extended by convoluting the
basic template with a Gaussian. Thus the affine transformation parameters and σ of the
Gaussian, describing the blur, are estimated simultaneously. We will call this ‘inline’ estimation of the blur.
• In each iteration step of the LSM, σ is determined by comparing the image patch and the
template. A new template is calculated by blurring the basic template with the estimated
σ. This new template is used in the next iteration step of the LSM. We will call this ‘iterative’ estimation of the blur.
To prevent errors due to misalignment of the template and image patch, the blur is estimated
after the third iteration of LSM.
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The formulas that describe the inline estimation are outlined in the following. The basic template f(x,y) is convolved with a Gaussian and the image patch g(x,y) is subtracted. Due to the
symmetry of the Gaussian, the convolution can be separated in x and y.
f b ( x , y , σ b ) − e( x, y ) = g ( x , y )

(5.20)

∞ ∞

f b ( x, y, σ b ) = ∫ ∫ f ( x , y ) ⋅ G ( x − x )dx ⋅ G ( y − y )dy

(5.21)

−∞ −∞

where

fb(x, y, σb)
G (x ) =

Template filtered with a Gaussian using σb
1

−

x

2

2σ b2

e
Gaussian function
2π σ b
Through linearization, the corresponding observation equation becomes

f b0 ( x, y, σ b ) +

∂f b ( x, y,σ b )
⋅ dσ b − e( x, y )
∂σ b

∂g ( x, y )
∂g ( x, y )
= g ( x, y ) +
⋅ dx +
⋅ dy
∂x
∂y

(5.22)

0

This can be brought to the same form as the general LSM
∂g ( x, y )
∂g ( x, y )
⋅ dy − K
− e( x, y ) = g 0 ( x, y ) − f b0 ( x, y, σ b ) +
⋅ dx +
∂y
∂x
∂f b ( x, y, σ b )
⋅ dσ b
∂σ b
And in matrix form:
− e = Ax − l

;P

(5.23)

(5.24)

The unknowns are extended by one parameter to x = [db1, db2, da11, da12, da21, da22, dσb]T.
The algorithm for the iterative estimation of the blur is equivalent to the inline approach, but
no affine transformation parameters are estimated. So we get the linearized form of the observation equation

f b0 ( x, y, σ b ) +

∂f b ( x, y, σ b )
⋅ dσ b − e( x, y ) = g ( x, y )
∂σ b

(5.25)

with only one unknown parameter σb to determine.
The use and the benefit or drawback of this extension of the LSM is evaluated in chapter 7 by
means of experiments.
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5.2.4 Object distance measurement
The distance is the last component to measure to complete the 3D measurement. To this end,
we use the reflectorless laser range finder. It is important to exactly determine the distance on
the object point. But there is potential of making errors in distance measure because the laser
spot on the object is finite, in the range of 15 mm × 30 mm at 100 m [Leica, 2003].
Laser Spot

Reflection from
back surface

Reflection from
front surface

Figure 5.22: Schematic laser spot directed to the target point. Part of the laser spot
is reflected from the plane behind the object plane.

Figure 5.22 schematically shows a laser spot on the corner object (Figure 5.23 a)). The laser
beam is reflected from two planes different in depth. Thus, the distance measured is a combination of the distance to the front and the back wall [Dzierzega, 1986; Deumlich & Staiger,
2002]. Commonly this is overcome by measuring the distance at a position slightly offset
from the object to guarantee, that the full laser spot is on the same plane (Figure 5.23 b)). As
we will see in chapter 7, the range finder causes the main error in IATS system. One reason
for distance measurement errors is this effect of multipathing. But also the angle of incident of
the laser beam influences the quality of the distance measurement.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5.23: Different methods to determine the distance to the object. a) Common
approach to measure directly on the object. b) Measuring slightly offset from the
object. c) Determine a plane in 3D by measuring three points on that plane. The
pointing direction is intersected with the plane to get the distance. d) Line scanning
towards the object point. The line is extrapolated in 3D to get the distance on the
object point.

To overcome this problem, we propose an approach, where a plane is determined, given by
three 3D points, Figure 5.23 c), wherein the object point lies. The pointing direction towards
the object is then intersected with this plane yielding the distance and simultaneously the 3D
coordinates. Figure 5.24 illustrates the procedure of intersecting the pointing direction with a
plane given by three points.
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3 Points define
the plane

Plane

Pointing
Direction

Figure 5.24: Intersecting the pointing direction with a plane.
The distance can be determined more precisely, while on the other hand we are faced with
higher processing time, because three points are measured instead of only one.
In some target situations it is not possible to determine a plane, then distance can be found by
line scanning. Along a line defined by the object point and a manually set point several 3D
points are measured (Figure 5.23 d)). In Figure 5.25 the principle of the line scanning is
shown. At least two points have to be measured in 3D to determine the line trough the object
point. The object point distance is then determined by calculating the shortest distance between the scanning line and the line defined by the pointing direction. The point on the pointing direction nearest to the scanning line defines the object distance.
Point to define
the scanning line
Pointing
Direction

Figure 5.25: Principle of line scanning.
These two approaches of determine a plane or a 3D line by measuring the object distance is
rather cumbersome. But with the current prototype of the IATS we have no other possibility
for a better solution. In future one should consider a range finder with the possibility to scan
objects within the optical field of view or employ a laser beam of smaller diameter to determine the distance more precisely.
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5.2.5 Computing performance
The performance is measured with an implementation of the algorithms mainly in Matlab and
partly in C. The computer used is a MaxData with Pentium 4 processor running at 2.4 GHz.
We use the example shown throughout this section to derive the computing time for each algorithmic part.
The rough localization with pixel accuracy consists of the procedures:
• Canny edge detection
Implemented in C
• Thinning
Matlab toolbox function
• Edge linking
Implemented in Matlab
• Line segments concatenation Implemented in Matlab
The edge linking and the line segment concatenation are combined in one Matlab function
named IdentifyLineFromEdge. In our example two approximation lines are placed in the image.
Function
Total time in sec.
Lines per sec

Canny

Thinning
0.09
22.2

IdentifyLineFromEdge
0.08
1.14
25.0
1.8

Table 5.1: Computing time for rough object localization.
The accurate localization with sub-pixel accuracy is evaluated by applying the edge matching
algorithm, which is partly coded in Matlab and C. The edge patch size is 9 × 7 pixels. The
radiometric equalization by mean and variance is applied before each iteration. In total, both
lines consist of 490 valid edge pixels, not counting those at the line end. Thus, the LSM edge
matching algorithm is calculated 490 times.
Function
Total time in sec.
Points per sec

LSM edge matching
3.47
141.2

Table 5.2: Computing time for accurate object reconstruction.
There is potential of improvement in terms of reducing computation time. The algorithms
implemented in Matlab should be transferred into C code. Further the overhead of code generated during development, such as parameter checking, flexible handling of input parameters, etc. could be eliminated. The LSM matching consumes the main time. Looking at the
number of matches, 490 for two lines, there is also potential of time reduction by only matching at relevant pixel positions or by using larger templates.
There are two additional steps for measuring the object, placing the AL and measuring the
distance. The placing of the AL is an interactive procedure and its execution time depends on
the object and on the user, we propose that 5-10 sec is a realistic estimate for object approximation. The reflectorless distance measurement is specified in [Leica, 2003]. The measurement time for objects up to 30 m is below 3 sec and for objects above 30 m the time is specified as 3 sec + 1 sec / 10 m.
If we consider measuring more than one point visible in the field of view, the programming
could be further optimized to reduce the measurement time per point.
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5.3 Algorithms for selected objects
Based on the algorithms defined in the previous section a wide variety of different objects can
be determined in 3D space. In this section we introduce a collection of objects, which we use
for benchmarking.
Measuring an object line in the image is a basic operation to determine different objects in
3D. This procedure, we call it ‘line-measuring’, works as follows:
• The user places an approximate line (cf. section 5.2.1).
• Valid edge pixels representing an object boundary are determined using the rough object
localization algorithm consisting of edge detection followed by line segment concatenation (cf. section 5.2.2).
• Apply edge matching to determine the exact local boundary position and finally fit a
straight line into those boundary pixels (cf. section 5.2.3.2)
This algorithm yields an object position in the image with sub-pixels accuracy.

5.3.1 Disc measurement for reference benchmark
We use circular targets to benchmark the measurement accuracy. We describe two possibilities to determine a disc, given by its center and radius.
• Determine the disc by LSM using an artificial disc template.
• Determine the disc by matching multiple edge segments (tangents) at the disc boundary
and fit an ellipse.
The rough disc position in the image can be found by manually placing a circle or by normalized fast cross-correlation. In the latter case, the diameter of the disc in the image must be
roughly known to build a template. The diameter of the disc can be determined by using the
focus lens position to estimate the magnification.
Based on the diameter we build the template for LSM disc matching and the disc matching
delivers the disc center and the scaling to calculate the precise diameter.
An edge template is used to find positions of the disc boundary. The template size for the tangent matching should be in the order of 9 × 9 pixel (depending on the magnification) because
of discrepancy between the straight edge line and the bent disc border. Multiple tangent
matching all over the disc is calculated. The start parameters for the tangent matching must be
calculated relative to the disc center using the diameter. Finally, if multiple boundary points
are identified, an ellipse fit is calculated to find the real center and diameter of the disc. The
distance of the disc target is measured exactly in the disc center.

5.3.2 Measurement of objects defined by intersection of two lines
Many types of object points are defined by two intersecting lines, e.g. house edges, window
frames corners, door corners, etc.
An object point defined by the intersection of two lines is determined using the following algorithm:
• Apply the line-measuring algorithm for two lines that intersect at the desired object point
• Intersect the two resulting lines and calculate the position in the image
• Use the back-transformation algorithm to determine the horizontal and vertical angles of
the object point

5.3 Algorithms for selected objects
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Finally measure the distance to the point using any of the four approaches, described in
section 5.2.4.

5.3.3 Measurement of a pole
Measuring a cylinder (e.g. pole, tube or pillar) could be used for example in hidden point applications using a pole of defined length or in measuring heating tubes etc. There, the coaxial
vector and the radius of the cylinder are the desired parameters.

Center
line

Cylinder
boundary

Figure 5.26: Example of measuring the boundary lines of a heating tube.
With the line-measuring algorithm the boundary of the cylinder in the image is determined.
Then the bisecting or center line of both boundaries is calculated as illustrated in Figure 5.26.
Measuring the distances of multiple points on the bisecting line yields 3D points on the cylinder surface. Those points define the pointing direction of the coaxial vector. The pivot point
of this vector is calculated by shifting a point on the bisecting line in pointing direction perpendicular to the 3D bisecting line by the radius.
The radius is calculated based on the distance between the boundary lines. But due to the imaging, this distance represents not the real diameter as shown in Figure 5.27.

γ

Distance d

Image
Sensor

r'

r
Cylinder

Figure 5.27: Principle of imaging a cylinder on the image plane.
The radius can be calculated easily using the equation

r=
Wher
e

r
d

γ

sin (γ )
⋅d
1 − sin (γ )
Radius of the cylinder
Object distance
Half the angle between the cylinder boundaries

The coaxial vector and the radius define the cylinder in 3D space.

(5.26)
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5.3.4 Measurement of objects defined by tangents
Objects that cannot be described by linear boundaries are determined by matching tangents as
described in section 5.2.3.2 using edge matching. The user therefore specifies manually points
to be measured. Edge points, determined by the Canny detector, closest to the approximate
points define the start parameter for the edge matching. The result of all matching yields several local boundary points of the object. To measure the distance, there exist two different
methods. Either a plane is defined by measuring at least three 3D points wherein all those
tangent points lie or for each point the distance is measured. Single distance measurements
can be applied directly on the object point or at a predefined position. To get a 3D representation of the object, a geometric model must be available.

5.3.5 Measurement of a prism plate
Because the ATR (automatic object recognition) is not installed in the prototype of the IATS
it is not possible to measure automatically on prisms shown in Figure 5.28 a). Such a prism is
used to set up a theodolite station using known points or for measuring new ground points.
Thus, an algorithm is developed to measure this type of prism using the white or yellow triangles on the plate around the prism.
The corner points of the triangles in the image are determined using the line-measuring algorithm. The center of the prism is in the middle of the connection line of the two side triangles.
Further, the plumb line of the upper triangle corner to the horizontal connection line should
intersect at the same position, Figure 5.28 b). The average of those two positions is taken as
prism center for further processing. If the deviation between those two points exceeds a certain limit, then the measurement is discarded.

a)

b)

Matched
Lines

Matched
Lines

Prism
Center

Figure 5.28: a) Prism used for measuring with traditional theodolite. b) Using the
measurement algorithm two-line-intersection to determine the corner points of the
three triangles and thereof the center of the prism.
The distance of the prism is measured directly in the prism center. Instead of the reflectorless
range finder, the conventional range finder for prism installed in IATS must be used.
This is an example on how easily the basic algorithms can be extended to measure complex
objects. Instead of placing three polylines for each triangle, a pattern consisting of all triangles
can be placed. Thus, using only one template decreases the execution time and makes the object approximation more comfortable for the user, because only one approximation template
must be placed instead of 6 approximation lines.

5.4 Conclusions of the chapter
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5.4 Conclusions of the chapter
We have developed algorithms based on geometric primitives to measure complex objects in
the 3D space using image processing and matching techniques simultaneously with a laser
range finder for reflectors and reflectorless. Those algorithms can easily be extended to different other objects by combining the particular approaches.
Further developments should address the robustness. To prevent measurements on dynamic
objects, a check based on image differencing could be applied. Various approaches for detection of blunders are described in [Pateraki, 2000].
The potential and practical use of those algorithms will be shown in a benchmarking section.

6 Calibration
The Image Assisted Total Station must be calibrated as any other theodolite. But since no
visual path for direct observation is available, a new concept must be defined including the
new sensors like the CCD-camera and the focus encoder.
The following procedure has been chosen: First, the line of sight stability over temperature is
inspected. This delivers angular correction terms. After it we measure the camera constant as
function of all opto-mechanical parameters involved and finally the mapping parameter and
the theodolite axis corrections are calibrated.
There exist many approaches to estimate the parameters. A widely used one is a least squares
estimation routine described in [Höpcke, 1980; Strang & Borre, 1997; Koch, 1999]. The observation equations must be linear in terms of the unknown variables. In the following we will
use a Maximum-Likelihood estimator, cf. [Stuart, Ord & Arnold, 1999].

6.1 Line of sight stability over temperature
Traditional theodolites are calibrated within the specified temperature range. The instrument’s
axes errors, vertical-index error and collimation error dependence is then expressed by coefficients [Zeiske, 2000].

6.1.1 Framework of the temperature dependent correction
Since the vertical-index error and the collimation error depend on the temperature, we will
correct the formulas for the horizontal and vertical angles defined in section 4.2 by adding a
temperature dependent term.
Vertical angle corrected by the vertical-index error
VT ,C = VT − e1,Ref − ∆t Device ⋅ e1,Temp
where

VT,C
VT
e1,Ref
e1,Temp
∆tDevice

Vertical angle corrected by the vertical-index error
Measured vertical angle (raw angle)
Vertical-index error at reference temperature
Temperature coefficient of the vertical-index error
Temperature difference (Instrument temperature) relative to
20°C

(6.1)
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Horizontal angle corrected by collimation and tilting axis error
HzT , C = HzT −
where

HzT,C
HzT
VT,C
e2,Ref
e2,Temp
e3
∆tDevice

e2, Ref + ∆t Device ⋅ e 2, Temp
sin(VT, C )

+

e3
tan (VT , C )

(6.2)

Horizontal angle corrected by the collimation and the tilting
axis error
Measured horizontal angle (raw angle)
Vertical angle fully corrected
Collimation error at reference temperature
Temperature coefficient of the collimation error
Tilting-axis error (not depending on temperature)
Temperature difference (Instrument temperature) relative to
20°C

The objective of the line of sight stability calibration is to determine the parameters e1,Ref,
e1,Temp, e2,Ref and e2,Temp. The vertical-index and the collimation error at reference temperature
could also be determined by the axis calibration procedure described in section 6.3.

6.1.2 Calibration procedure
The calibration procedure to determine the axis error correction coefficients at different temperatures is outlined in the following. The theodolite is placed on a pole in a temperature
chamber as shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Theodolite in temperature chamber mounted on a pole.
The theodolite is focused on a collimator, which is placed behind the circular window left in
the figure. The reticle of the collimator is used as target to determine both axis errors.
The mapping parameters of the inner orientation (affine transformation without shift) are not
known. Thus they are set to initial values
= 1
Scale in x
sx
= 1
Scale in y
sy
= 0
Shear
s
=
0
Rotation
α
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This is a valid assumption, because the theodolite positions itself iteratively until the crosshair
matches with the target within ± 1 pixel. Therefore the errors based on the parameters of the
inner orientation are negligibly small.
The collimation error and the vertical-index error are determined by measuring the polar angles of the center of the collimator crosshair in both faces. The related calculations are described in section 4.2. To measure the pointing direction of the target, its image position is
found by LSM and the back-transformation algorithm is applied to get the polar angles. An
image patch of the initial image of the crosshair will be used as template for LSM to determine the actual crosshair position relative to the initial one. This template is used throughout
the calibration process. The measurement in both faces is performed rather quickly so we
have not to expect any thermal deformation of the environment.
The axis errors are determined first at temperature +20°C, then at -20°C and at +50°C and
finally again at 20°C. There was enough time between the measurements that the theodolite
reached a thermal stationary state.
We expect a hystersis error, i.e. the difference of the axis errors at the initial and final measurement at 20°C, below 3 mgon. Experience with traditional theodolites shows that the hysteresis error normally is in the order of 1-2 mgon.

6.1.3 Calibration results
Several calibration runs were performed and the results are summarized below.

Figure 6.2: Temperature dependent collimation and vertical-index error.
Figure 6.2 shows the collimation and vertical-index error relative to the first measurement at
20°C. The dotted gray line is the regression line. The hysteresis error is found as
Collimation error:
Vertical-index error:

-0.5 mgon
-0.6 mgon

Table 6.1: Hysteresis error.
The slope of the regression line corresponds to the temperature dependent coefficients e1,Temp
and e2,Temp, while the mean of the measurement at 20°C yields the correction coefficients e1,Ref
and e2,Ref.
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Temperature coefficient of
Collimation error (e2,Temp):
Vertical-index error (e1,Temp):

-1.593e-007 rad / °C
2.113e-006 rad / °C

-0.01 mgon / °C
0.14 mgon / °C

Table 6.2: Temperature coefficients for collimation and vertical-index error.
The results show that the collimation error is insensitive to temperature changes. Even temperature differences of 20°C cause only a change of 0.2 mgon, which is below the measurement accuracy of the instrument. But the influence on the vertical-index error is significantly
higher. A temperature change of only 3°C causes a change of 0.5 mgon, which is in the range
of the angle measurement accuracy.

6.2 Camera constant
As described in section 4.1.2, the camera constant c is calculated in terms of the encoder position p, the encoder origin position OL, the gradient SL of the encoder gear and the distance LS
between the rear principal plane of the front lens and the image sensor. Further, the object
distance is calculated using these four parameters and additionally the distance doffset between
the front vertex of the main lens and the standing axis. The parameters SL and doffset are well
known from the mechanical specifications and should be confirmed within the required accuracy by the calibration routine. The other parameters are approximately known from the mechanical specifications.
An obvious approach to determine the camera constant would be to use the magnification of
the optics for the actual lens position. But in praxis it is not possible to determine the magnification directly, because the object is not known a priori. Thus, the only possibility to derive
the camera constant is the use of the encoder position, which describes the optical system.
Therefore, we are forced to calibrate the encoder in relation to the opto-mechanical parameters to be able to derive the correct camera constant for each focus lens position. During the
calibration we will make use of the magnification, because the dimension of the target used
are known.

6.2.1 Calibration for any focus position
To determine the optics and mechanics parameters we use the relation between those parameters and the object distance and the optical magnification. The distance and the magnification
can be measured for a known object using the range finder and LSM, while simultaneously
the encoder position at the best focus position is measured. Using these measurements and the
relations, an estimation problem is formulated that has to be solved.
Field measurements were done, measuring the object distance, the best focus lens position
and the optical magnification. The object is placed at different distances. For each object
setup the best focus position is calculated using different contrast measurements. The object
distance is measured using the reflectorless range finder and the magnification is found from
the ratio of the real and the imaged diameter of the disc target as shown in Figure 6.3. The
target consists of two discs on each side with diameter 15 mm and 150 mm, respectively. The
diameter in the image is determined by matching an artificial disc template using LSM.

6.2 Camera constant
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Figure 6.3: Target with disc of diameter 150 mm at a distance of 34 m.
The discs are printed on a laser printer and fixed between two glass plates. The radial deviation from a disc is smaller than 0.1 mm.
Figure 6.4 shows the measured parameters from two measurement series. The encoder position and the magnification only change significantly below 50 m, for larger distances the
changes are almost not detectable.

Figure 6.4: Results of the measurement series; Encoder position and magnification
at different distances.
The different autofocus algorithms yield a repeatability of the focus lens positioning of approximately ±13 steps with a standard deviation of 10 steps (1 step =ˆ 0.92 µm).
Using the formulas defined in section 4.1.1 we can derive the mathematical model used in the
estimation.

(

d = f d p; OL , S L , LS , d offset

β = f β ( p; O L , S L , L S )

)

(6.3)
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d,β, p
d

β

p
OL
SL
LS
doffset

The true values of the observations d , β , p ∈ ℜ N
Object distance relative to the standing axis [mm]
Magnification
Encoder position [steps]
Offset of the encoder origin [steps]
Gradient of the focus motor gear [steps/mm]
Distance between image sensor and front lens [mm]
Distance between the standing axis and the front vertex of the
main lens [mm]

Because the true values p of the encoder position are not known, they are treated as unknown variables in the estimation. Thus the vector of unknowns is given by:

[

x = p; O L ; S L ; LS ; d offset

]T ∈ ℜ N + K

The stochastic model is given by
d = d + vd

(6.4)

v d ~ N (0, σ d )

( )
v p ~ N (0, σ p )

β = β + vβ

v β ~ N 0, σ β

p = p + vp

(6.5)

The standard deviations of the observed values are derived from measurements. The joint
probability density function under the above assumption is:

(

)

D vd , v β , v p =

1
3


 (2π ) 2 ⋅ σ d ⋅ σ β ⋅ σ p 



N

2
2

2
1  vd 2 vβ 2 v p 2 
−  2 + 2 + 2 
2 σ d
σβ
σp 

⋅e 

(6.6)

The unknowns have to be determined by maximizing the function D(νd, νβ, νp). This is
equivalent with the minimization of –log(D(νd, νβ, νp)), respectively with minimizing of

(

)

D2 v d , v β , v p =

=

2
2

vd

σ d2

+

2

vβ

2

+

2

σβ

2

vp

σ

2
2
p

(

)

f d p; OL , S L , LS , d offset − d

σ d2
f β ( p; O L , S L , L S ) − β

σ β2

2
2

+

2
2

+K

p− p

σ 2p

2
2

(6.7)
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In matrix form this can be expressed as

[v

T
d

v Tβ

v Tp

σ 2
 0 ⋅IN
σ d2

⋅  O N ×N



 O N ×N


]

O N ×N

σ 02
σ β2

⋅IN

O N ×N


O N ×N 

 vd 
 
O N × N  ⋅  v β  = min

  v p 
2
σ0

⋅IN 
2
σp


v T Pv = min

σ0

(6.8)

(6.9)

Multiplicative constant to produce a weight factor one for a distinct
observation.

If the residuals v are linear dependent of the unknowns x, expressed by v = A ⋅ x – l, then we
can apply the linear least squares optimization routine described in [Höpcke, 1980; Strang &
Borre, 1997; Carosio, 1998; Koch, 1999] and find the estimates of the unknowns as

(

xˆ = A T PA

)

−1

AT P ⋅ l

(6.10)

An alternative procedure minimizing (6.9) would be to use a standard mathematical software
package like the optimization toolbox of MATLAB. We could show that both procedures lead
to the same numerical results. In the following we concentrate on the results using the linearized form (6.10), because of the easier calculation of the estimated standard deviations of
the estimated parameters and the correlation matrix.
The a-priori standard deviations of the observed parameters are given by:
• Standard deviation σd of distance d:
3 mm
• Standard deviation σp of encoder position p:
10 steps
• Standard deviation σβ of magnification β:
5⋅10-5
• σ0 equals the standard deviation of the encoder position σp
The following values are taken as start parameters for the iterations:
=
SL
−1'084.858 steps/mm
=
82'942.212 steps
OL
=
146.370 mm
LS
=
86.000 mm
doffset
= Measured value steps
p
The parameter doffset is only used if the object distance is measured with the EDM. The required accuracy has not yet been specified, but mechanical specifications allow only a variation of 0.7 mm. The accuracy of the EDM is specified as σd = 3 mm + 2 ppm, meaning that
the uncertainty of doffset is small compared therewith.

Estimating SL, OL, LS, doffset and p
In a first approximation we estimate all parameters simultaneously. The estimates and their
standard deviations are shown in Table 6.3.
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Ŝ L

Estimated parameter
=
−1'097.954 steps/mm

σˆ S L

Estimated standard deviations
=
10.443 steps/mm

ÔL

=

8'3926.532

steps

σˆ OL

=

697.717 steps

L̂S

=

146.444

mm

σˆ LS

=

0.291 mm

d̂ offset

=

31.922

mm

σˆ d offset

=

27.296 mm

σˆ p

=

20.329 steps

Table 6.3: Results estimating all parameters.
Compared with the required accuracy from section 4.4.1, all estimated standard deviations
besides that of the encoder position are about a factor 12-16 too big.
The absolute values of the correlation coefficients of the single parameters are shown in
Figure 6.5. The assignment of the index to the parameters can be found in the list below.
Parameter
Index i

SL
1

OL
2

LS
3

doffset
4

p
5, ..., 21

Figure 6.5: Correlation coefficients estimating all parameters.
We note a high correlation between the parameters SL and OL (0.99, variables 1 and 2) and
between the parameters LS und doffset (0.93, variables 3 and 4). This is explainable by the mechanical relation of SL and OL, and since the screen distance LS and the offset of the vertical
axis from the front lens doffset are geometrically coupled. The variation of the image distance
directly influences the object distance, whereof doffset is a part. Further the correlation value of
the encoder positions converges to one with decreasing encoder position or equivalently with
increasing distance. The reason is the small change of the encoder position at larger distances.
Because the parameter doffset is known from the specification with an accuracy of
σ d offset = 0.7 mm, which is sufficient, this parameter is fixed to 86 mm. Then the remaining
parameters are re-estimated.
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Estimating SL, OL, LS, and p
New estimation results, where the parameter doffset is set to a fixed value of 86.0 mm.

Ŝ L

Estimated parameter
=
−1'079.342 steps/mm

Estimated standard deviations
=
4.722 steps/mm

σˆ S L

ÔL

=

82'719.023

steps

σˆ OL

=

354.223

L̂S

=

145.909

mm

σˆ LS

=

0.110

σˆ p

steps
mm

21.278 steps

Table 6.4: Results for estimating parameters SL, OL, LS, and p.
The results are slightly better than in the previous estimation, but still not sufficient. Besides
the standard deviation of the encoder position, a factor 6 is missing in the accuracy.
Parameter
i

SL
1

OL
2

LS
3

p
4, ..., 20

Figure 6.6: Correlation coefficients estimating parameters SL, OL, LS, and p.
The correlation between SL and OL remains high, because nothing changed between those two
parameters. But the correlation between SL and LS and between OL and LS could be reduced.

Estimating OL, LS and p
To improve the standard deviation of the estimated parameters, SL is set to the value given by
the mechanical specification (−1084.858 steps/mm).

ÔL

Estimated parameter
=
83'129.067 steps

σˆ OL

L̂S

=

σˆ LS

=

σˆ p

=

145.958

mm

Estimated standard deviations
=
47.201 steps

Table 6.5: Results for estimating parameters OL, LS and p.

0.102

mm

21.398 steps
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Now both parameters OL and p fulfill the requirements. σˆ LS , however, is still a factor 5 too
big also confirmed by the correlation coefficients (Figure 6.7). The correlation between OL
and LS is almost one. The geometrical configuration can be taken as reason for this. We cannot take the estimated parameters, because their estimated standard deviation is larger than the
requirements.
Parameter
i

OL
1

LS
2

p
3, ..., 19

Figure 6.7: Correlation coefficients estimating parameters OL, LS and p.
The correlation chart looks similar to the results of the previous evaluations.

Conclusions
The evaluation has shown that the estimated parameters are highly correlated and that the
estimated standard deviation is high compared with the requirements. This points to a bad
conditioning of the configuration. The estimated standard deviation of the single parameters
could be improved by setting those parameters to the fixed value known from the mechanical
specifications. But the results are still not within the requirements. Thus, we can conclude that
the above approach for calibrating the optical and mechanical parameters is not successful and
we have to find another way to determine the camera constant for the actual focus lens position.
First choice to determine the camera constant is to use an online camera constant calibration
procedure, where the camera constant is determined for each new focus position during the
measurement. This approach is described in the next section and we will use it to during the
benchmarking.
To omit the online calibration, the design of the opto-mechanical system should be reconsidered. A further possibility would be to define a calibration procedure for each individual parameter independent from the others. This requires new measurement procedures and new
calibration equipment. Before implementation in products this approach must be reconsidered.
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It is possible to measure the camera constant actively using a laser diode. The laser is imaged
through the optical system onto the image sensor. The angle ϕ of the laser beam relative to the
plane orthogonal to the optical axis is determined by a calibration procedure. With this configuration the laser beam simulates an incoming ray of an object under the viewing angle ϕ.
By measuring the position yI of the laser spot on the image sensor it is possible to calculate
the camera constant.
c=

yI
tan (ϕ )

(6.11)

This measurement procedure is applied whenever the focus lens has moved.
Laser Diode
ϕ

Mathematical
Image
Sensor

ϕ
ϕ

Optical Axis

yI

Mirror
ENP

c

Figure 6.8: Imaging of a laser beam of known angle of incident through the optical
system on the sensor for an arbitrary focus lens position.

6.2.2 Online calibration of single focus position
The goal of this calibration routine is to determine online the camera constant for the actual
focus lens position during a survey.
Pointing Axis
(Position 2)

Image Sensor
(Position 1)
c

Object Q

ϕ
q1

ENP
Pointing Axis
(Position 1)

Image Sensor
(Position 2)

q1

q2

∆r

Figure 6.9: Imaging configuration for online camera constant calibration.
In chapter 4 the relation between the theodolite pointing direction, the object polar angles and
the object position on the sensor is derived. This relation is used to determine the camera constant. The same object is measured at different pointing directions of the theodolite as shown
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in Figure 6.9. For each pointing direction, the theodolite horizontal and vertical angles and the
target position on the image sensor q1 and q2 are registered. The unknown parameters are the
camera constant c and the polar angles HzQ and VQ of the object. These parameters are determined using a least squares. In this estimation the mapping parameter must be known. Because there are 3 unknown parameters, at least two pointing directions of the theodolite are
needed to solve the estimation problem.
The target position is determined by LSM. Therefore, an image patch containing the object is
selected as template. The pointing directions are selected to cover maximal range of the angles.

6.3 Mapping parameter and theodolite axis error
There are several possibilities to calibrate the mapping parameters described by the inner and
outer orientation. For the calibration of the inner orientation parameters one can take a 2D or
3D target [Luhmann, 2000], also often used for the camera calibration in photogrammetry
[Bayer, 1987; Bayer, 1992; Gruen & Huang, 2001]. Another possibility is based on scanning
a fixed target with the theodolite [Huang & Harley, 1989].
The theodolite axis errors (vertical-index, collimation and tilting axis error) are determined by
two-face measurements of several objects [Deumlich & Staiger, 2002; Dzierzega & Scherrer,
2003]. The difference between the angles measured in both faces defines the axis errors.

6.3.1 Photogrammetric camera calibration approach
The camera calibration is performed using a 2-dimensional target. The target consists of 48
white discs on black background. The discs are arranged on an orthogonal grid as shown in
Figure 6.10. The diameter of each disc is 8 mm and the distance between the disc centers is
20 mm. The numbering of the discs is from left to right and from top to bottom. The disc
No. 37 is missing for unique target orientation, but it is also counted.

a)

b)
1

7
20 mm
8 mm

43

49
20 mm

Figure 6.10: a) Image of the gimbals-mounted 2D target. b) Schematic description
of the 2D target.
The target could be rotated around all three axes due to its gimbals-mounting, allowing to
keep the theodolite (camera) fixed (Figure 6.11). The distance between the target and the
theodolite is 15 m. Eight images of the target at different viewing angles were recorded. The
starting values for the parameter estimation are derived from the theodolite distance meas-
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urement and the angle readings of the target mount. The field of view of the camera at 15 m
equals 1.4 (Hz) × 1.1 (V) gon. Compared with photogrammetric camera the field of view is
extreme small.
Y

ϕ'

Target

X
ω'

Theodolite

κ'

Z

Figure 6.11: Setup of theodolite and 2D target for image recording.
We try to determine the parameters of the inner and outer orientation with the help of the
software SGAP [Mason, 1994]. Unfortunately, the software was not able to determine estimates for the camera constant and the principal point. The program SGAP terminated estimation process with a failure, indicating a singular matrix. It was not able to solve the estimation
problem due to numerical computation problems. The same problem occurred if the additional parameters describing the optical distortion [Brown, 1971] are estimated. Further, we
try to estimate the theodolite station coordinates, while all parameters of the inner orientations
are fixed. This results in a estimated precision of the station coordinates of 33.9 mm in X,
34.1 mm in Y and 4.0 mm in Z direction, which is not to be used further.
If the geometrical configuration of imaging the target onto the sensor is inspected, it becomes
apparent why the stations cannot be estimated accurately. In Figure 6.12 the relations are
shown. The images a and b of the target points A and B are compared with the image points
a′′ and b′′ after shifting orthogonal to the pointing axis and rotating the target, where the entrance pupil is the rotation center. The transformation (shift and rotation) is calculated such
that the image of A resides at the original position. All points on the optical axis change their
position on the image sensor.
B'
Sensor

ϕ A'
B''

B
A''

ENP

A

Target

Figure 6.12: Image of a target after shifting and rotating.

a=a''
b''
b
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The difference between the image points is given by:
1

d

∆yb = c ⋅ y B ⋅  − 2
 d d + t ⋅ y + t2 
B


where

yB
d
c
t

(6.12)

Distance of the point B from the pointing axis
Target distance from the entrance pupil
Camera constant
Shift orthogonal to the pointing axis

Further the assumption is made, that the field of view is small and therefore the following simplifications were made:
tan (ϕ ) = ϕ
sin (ϕ ) = ϕ
cos(ϕ ) = 1
We chose the rotation and the shift in a way, that the image of the object A is invariant in its
position. This means, the object point A on the optical axis is transformed to the point A′′,
which again is on the optical axis.
t
The angle ϕ is defined by tan (ϕ ) = .
d
If we use the results from the SGAP estimation, where the lateral uncertainty of the station is
approximately 34 mm we get the following result for the image displacement:
Camera constant:
Position in the image
Distance
Orthogonal shift
Rotation angle
Uncertainty in the image position

c
yB
d
t

=
=
=
=

∆ yb

=

ϕ

228
197
14.96
34
0.15
0.11

mm
mm
m
mm
gon
µm

From the calculation above we can conclude, that a shift of 34 mm of the object (or the station) can be compensated by a rotation of 0.15 gon resulting in a shift below 0.1 µm in the
image. Keeping in mind, that the LSM yields localization resolution in the order of one tenth
of a pixel (0.6−0.9 µm) in real environments, it is not possible to distinguish between shift
and rotation of the said size. This is a result of the small angle differences between the objects. The small field of view does not allow measuring objects where the angle difference is
larger. Thus, this approach could not be used to determine the inner orientation of the camera
system.

6.3.2 Scanning calibration approach
As described in the previous section, it is not possible to use standard routines and targets
from photogrammetry for calibrating the inner and outer orientation. Therefore a new calibration concept is worked out and called ‘Theodolite-Sensor-Calibration’ (TSC). According to
the results of the previous section we model the inner orientation as linear function and apply
the affine transformation without shift not considering optical distortion as outlined in section 4.3.1.
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We will measure an object from several pointing directions as shown in Figure 6.13 in both
telescope faces. The scanning is done grid wise that the image of the object moves on the image sensor. For each direction the theodolite angles (horizontal and vertical) are measured and
using LSM derives the object location on the sensor.

Hz

Hz
Ran
ge

V Range

VV

Figure 6.13: Scanning of an object with the total station.
To lower the correlation between the parameters of the inner orientation and the theodolite
axis errors, several objects at different elevations are preferable for the scanning.
The goal of the calibration is to deliver the following parameters
Parameter of the affine transformation without shift, also described by sx, sy, s, α
Theodolite vertical-index error
Theodolite collimation error
Theodolite tilting axis error

A
e1
e2
e3

Since both polar angles HzQ(i) and VQ(i) of the object i are unknown, they will be included in
the estimation.
We use the same estimation framework as described in the estimation process of the opticsmechanics parameters for the camera constant in section 6.2.1. The functional model is based
on the mapping relations between sensor space and object space expressed by the following
formulas (4.41) and (4.42)
x (TA) = f Hz ,V , s , s , s,α , e , e , e , Hz ,V

( T T x y
1 2 3
Q Q)
) = f (Hz ,V , s , s , s,α , e , e , e , Hz ,V )
y q(TA
T
T x y
y
1 2 3
Q Q
′
q′

x

(6.13)
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) (TA )
x q(TA
′ , y q′ , Hz T , V T

are

the

true

values

of

the

observations

) (TA)
N
xq(TA
′ , y q′ , HzT , VT ∈ ℜ

Parameters:
) (TA)
x q(TA
′ , y q′
HzT, VT
sx, sy, s, α
e1, e2, e3
HzQ, VQ

Position of the object in the image relative to the crosshair position [mm]
Measured theodolite horizontal and vertical angles (raw
angle, without any corrections)
Affine transformation parameter. For each target a scaling factor in x and y direction is determined, while only
one shear and one rotation angle for all measurement.
Theodolite axis corrections
Object polar angles

The values Hz T and V T describing the true theodolite polar angles are included in the vector
of unknowns:

[

x = Hz T ,V T , s x , s y , s,α , e1 , e2 , e3 , HzQ ,VQ
The stochastic model is given by
) = x (TA ) + v
x q(TA
x
′
q′

]T ∈ ℜ 2 N +K

(6.14)

( )
v y ~ N (0, σ xy )
v Hz ~ N (0, σ Ang )
vV ~ N (0, σ Ang )
v x ~ N 0, σ xy

) = y (TA) + v
y q(TA
y
′
q′

Hz T = HzT + v Hz
V T = VT + vV

(6.15)

The standard deviations of the observed values are assumed to be known. The joint probability density function under the above assumption is:

(

)

D v x , v y , v Hz , vV = K

((2π )

2

1
2
2
⋅ σ xy
⋅ σ Ang

)

2N

2

1  vx 2 + v y
− 
2
2
σ xy

⋅e

2
2+

2

vHz 2 + vV
2
σ Ang

2
2







(6.16)

The unknowns should maximize function D(νx, νy, νHz, νV) or equivalently minimize
-log(D(νx, νy, νHz, νV)), respectively of

(

)

D2 v x , v y , v Hz , vV =

vx

2
2

+ vy

2
σ xy

In matrix form this can be expressed as

2
2

+

v Hz

2
2

+ vV

2
σ Ang

2
2

(6.17)
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⋅
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N
2
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v T Pv = min

(6.18)

(6.19)

We proceed in the same way as described in section 6.2.1.
v = A⋅x−l

(

xˆ = A T PA

where

A
P

(6.20)

)

−1

AT P ⋅ l

(6.21)

Design matrix
Weighting matrix

The a priori standard deviations of the observed parameters are obtained as:
• Standard deviation σxy of the object position in the image
0.1 µm
0.3 mgon
• Standard deviation σAng of the theodolite angle measurement:
• σ0 equals the standard deviation of the object localization in the image σxy
The rather complex design matrix is shown below:
HzT,11... HzT,1N ...HzT,M1 ...HzT,MN VT,11 ... VT,1N ... VT,M1 ... VT,MN sx,1 ... sx,M sy,1 ... sy,M s a HzQ,1 ... HzQ,M VQ,1 ... VQ,M e1 e21 e22
Target 1

Pos 1
Pos N

xq'(TA)
Target M

Pos 1

Target 1

Pos N
Pos 1
Pos N

yq'(TA)
Target M

Pos 1

Target 1

Pos N
Pos 1
Pos N

HzT
Target M

Pos 1

Target 1

Pos N
Pos 1
Pos N

VT
Target M

Pos 1
Pos N

0

1

Derivative

Figure 6.14: Design-matrix structure.
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To verify the approach, a special measurement series to determine simultaneously the
theodolite axis errors and the inner orientation and axis errors (TSC) is performed. We used a
measurement setup (Figure 6.15) with a vertical collimator bench, where the illuminated
crosshairs on the collimator reticles are the targets to aim at.

Figure 6.15: Setup for scanning calibration using vertical collimator bench.
Measurement for the axis calibration
First, each target is aimed once to save the pointing direction and an image of the collimator
crosshair of size 51 × 51 pixels us saved to use later as a template in the least squares matching (Figure 6.16). During the measurement the targets are aimed automatically in both faces
applying LSM. The theodolite iteratively repositions itself until the crosshair matches the object within an accuracy of 1 pixel. Therefore, any effects of caused by the parameters of the
inner orientation can be neglected. Finally the polar angles of the object are calculated using
the back-transformation algorithm.

Figure 6.16: Template; Image of the collimator crosshair.
The theodolite angles are measured without any axis correction. 7 collimators are taken for
the measurement, where each is aimed 5 times in both telescope faces.
Calibration value
Vertical-index error e1
Collimation error e2
Tilting axis error e3

1.021 mgon
0.591 mgon
-1.580 mgon

Standard deviation
0.081 mgon
0.025 mgon
0.043 mgon

Table 6.6: Results of the theodolite axis error calibration.
The results are compared later with the results of the TSC.
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Measurement for the TSC
The same targets and templates are used as in the axis error calibration above. The objects are
scanned on a 7 × 7 grid in both faces as shown in Figure 6.13. Each target is scanned twice. In
the table below, different configurations for the dataset used in the estimation are listed. This
should show, how many targets and scanning points are necessary to provide accurate results.
Evaluation
Number

Number of Number of Scanning
targets
scans
of grid
each target

1
2
3
4
5

7
4
4
3
2

7×7
7×7
3×3
3×3
3×3

2
1
1
1
1

A priori standard deviation of
Pixel
[mm]
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

position Theodolite
angles [mgon]
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

Table 6.7: Different datasets used for evaluation.
The two tables below show the results of the estimation, the estimated parameters and the
estimated standard deviations.
Eval. sx
e1
e2
e3
sy
s
α
No.
[1]
[1]
[1]
[gon]
[mgon]
[mgon]
[mgon]
1
0.99560
0.99604
1.34e-4
0.499
1.039
0.563
-1.767
2
0.99559
0.99604
1.30e-4
0.500
1.031
0.580
-1.823
3
0.99559
0.99622
1.18e-4
0.501
1.039
0.618
-1.794
4
0.99558
0.99624
8.10e-5
0.499
1.019
0.624
-1.800
5
0.99576
0.99621
1.12e-4
0.502
1.022
0.571
-1.832

Table 6.8: Estimated parameters for each evaluation.
Eval.

σˆ s

No.
1
2
3
4
5

[1]
[1]
[1]
[mgon] [mgon] [mgon] [mgon] [mgon] [mgon]
6.29e-5 8.36e-5 3.89e-5
1.63
0.008
0.009
0.017
0.024
0.022
6.47e-5 8.69e-5 5.32e-5
2.24
0.011
0.012
0.021
0.026
0.023
1.44e-4 1.93e-4 1.18e-4
4.98
0.031
0.032
0.058
0.070
0.062
1.50e-4 2.03e-4 1.43e-4
6.03
0.038
0.036
0.062
0.075
0.065
1.45e-4 2.05e-4 1.73e-4
7.48
0.047
0.044
0.065
0.080
0.066

x

σˆ s y

σˆ s

σˆ α

σˆ e1

σˆ e2

σˆ e3

σˆ HzQ

σˆ VQ

Table 6.9: Estimated standard deviations of the TSC optimization.
The estimated standard deviation of the shear is in the same order as the estimated value. The
standard deviation of the shear is small, its influence is below 0.04 pixels for an object position at the sensor border and thus it will neglected it. All other parameters are in the expected
range.
We note a high correlation between the shear s and the rotation α (Parameters 9 and 10,
ρs,α = 0.66) and between the collimation error e2 and the tilting-axis error e3 (Parameters 21
and 21, ρ e2 ,e3 = 0.47) as shown in Figure 6.17, where the absolute correlation coefficients are
displayed. As stated above, the influence of the shear is neglected due to its smallness and
thus the correlation with the rotation has no negative influence. In spite of the fact that the
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correlation of the collimation error and the tilting-axis error is high, both parameters could be
estimated precisely enough. All other parameters are uncorrelated.
Parameter
i

sx
1-4

sy
5-8

s
9

α

κQ

ωQ

10

11-14

15-18

e1
19

e2
20

e3
21

Figure 6.17: Absolute correlation coefficients of the estimated parameters for
evaluation 3.
Concerning the rotation angle α: the maximal standard deviation for evaluation No. 5 corresponds to a movement of 0.04 pixel for a point in the image corner which is considered as
sufficient accurate.
The difference between the axis correction parameter found by the TSC and by the separate
axis calibration is below 0.04 mgon for the collimation and the vertical-index and below
0.25 mgon for the tilting axis error.

Figure 6.18: Residuals of target position on the sensor for evaluation 3.
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The residuals of the target position in the sensor plane yield information on the quality of the
estimation. In Figure 6.18 the results of evaluation No. 3 are displayed. The thick frame symbolizes the image sensor. The residuals for each target in both faces are drawn.
As can be seen: the residuals are randomly distributed and in the range of about 0.1 pixel.
Table 6.10 lists the mean value of the estimated standard deviations of the observations
( σ xq , σ yq , σ HzT , σ VT ) and the estimated multiplication constant σˆ 0 , which initially is set to
the standard deviation of the localization of the object position in the image.
Eval. No

σˆ xq

σˆ yq

[µm]
1
2
3
4
5

σˆ HzT
[mgon]

[µm]
0.361
0.371
0.466
0.489
0.482

0.391
0.407
0.498
0.524
0.535

σˆ 0

σˆ VT
[mgon]
0.118
0.124
0.152
0.161
0.170

[µm]
0.110
0.114
0.142
0.149
0.153

0.529
0.551
0.643
0.675
0.683

Table 6.10: Estimated standard deviation of the observations.
The estimated standard deviations show about the same precision in x and y direction and in
Hz and V, respectively. They further are about a factor two better than the assumed standard
deviation of 1 µm in the localization of the object in the image and of 0.3 mgon in the angle.
The precision reached in the object localization in the image is approximately pixel/20. This
corresponds well with the expected precision of the LSM and can therefore be accepted. The
precision increases with the number of objects and with a larger scanning grid. But the gained
improvement does not justify the higher computing effort.

Summary
We have shown that the TSC using object-scanning procedure is sufficient. The required precision has been reached. If the theodolite angle measurement is assumed to be error free, we
get residuals in the image position of the object in the range of 0.1-0.2 pixels, which corresponds to an angular error of 0.5 mgon. Further, we can conclude that at least two objects has
to be used for calibration, which are scanned at a 3 × 3 grid in both faces, to deliver sufficient
good results. But as pointed out by [Dzierzega & Scherrer, 2003] at least 6 objects with different vertical angles (Zenith angle range of 40 gon) should be used to determine reliably the
theodolite axis correction parameters.
This approach is also suitable to calibrate the instrument in the field. Any object can be used
as target. But the same constraints as for traditional theodolite calibration hold. The targets
should be well distributed in the vertical direction to provide stable estimation of the tilting
axis error. Certainly, the axis error can be determined iteratively before the TSC is done. In
this case the requirement of the object distribution is relaxed.

7 Benchmarking
To verify the capabilities of the measurement developed and to test the calibration, a benchmark is defined. This benchmark should point out the potential of an IATS system in terms of
accuracy. The limits are evaluated using well-known reference markers of circular shape.
Secondly, the capability to measure non-cooperative targets is outlined. A practice related test
is done by measuring parts of a historic building in Rheineck/Switzerland, the Löwenhof, and
a kinematical test to determine the six degrees of freedom of an object at different positions
and from different views.

7.1 Measurement of known circular reference markers
To evaluate the limits of the accuracy of an IATS in a natural environment, circular reference
markers are measured. Two different test approaches are used to determine the limits. The
first approach consists of 19 measurement series on 10 targets spread out over 17 days, while
in the second one the targets are measured during several hours.
The circular, black target has a small white disc in the center and additionally a symbolized
crosshair, which is used for manually aiming to get a reference measurement. The dimensions
of the target are defined in Figure 7.1. The diameter of 40 mm of the inner disc assures that
the laser spot of the range finder is reflected only from the white part.

150 mm

40 mm

Figure 7.1: Circular reference target.

The base of the target is an achromatically anodized aluminum plate, which is of quadratic
shape with a side length of 200 mm. The discs are printed using silk-screening.
The targets are mounted on two different buildings at Leica Geosystems (cf. Figure 7.2).
Measurements of distances in the range of 50 – 90 m are possible. The angular range is approximately 30 gon horizontally and 10 gon vertically. The aluminum plates are directly
screwed on the concrete to guarantee high stability.
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a)

b)
T1

T2

T10

T7

T6
T3

6

T4

T5

T9

10

3 5 8
2

T8

7

1

4

9

Northing
St100

St200

Easting

Height
Figure 7.2: a) Leica building with circular targets. b) Schematic representation of
the configuration.

The theodolite is set up in an office opposite to the buildings where the objects are placed,
referred as station St200. The origin of the coordinate system shown in Figure 7.2 b) indicates
the theodolite station. We use target T9 to define the Northing direction (Azimuth zero).
The targets are measured manually using a traditional TPS1100 Total Station. The comparison data is derived from averaging the measurement from both positions St100 and St200.
Station St200 equals the location in the office, while the other station St100 resides on the
parking lot.
The stations have the following coordinates:
Station St100
Easting [m]
Northing [m]
Height [m]

Station St200
102.423
131.955
99.942

100.000
100.000
100.000

Table 7.1: Station coordinates.

To evaluate the accuracy limits of a system, reference data are needed that are a factor 5-10
better than the accuracy of the inspected system. In our case it was not possible to get such
reference data, because of the lack of methods and surveying equipment. Thus we will treat
the measurement described above not as reference but as comparison measurement. The tests
outlined in the following sections will not deliver the accuracy limits of the IATS system, but
it shows the precision determined by repeated measurements.

7.1.1 Short series
This measurement shows the difference between manual and automated measurement in
terms of an absolute measurement. To validate the comparison measurement, all targets are
again manually measured from station St200. In total, five series by two persons, including
three station setups, were done.
Manual measurement
Table 7.2 below summarizes the results. It shows the mean value and the standard deviation
of the five measurements. Further, the deviation compared to the comparison measurement in
all three dimensions is listed.

7.1 Measurement of known circular reference markers

Mean Value

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
Avg.

Standard Deviation

E
N
H
E
N
H
[m]
[m]
[m]
[mm] [mm] [mm]
73.458 156.959 108.132
1.3
0.5
0.9
73.819 165.107 108.099
2.0
0.5
0.7
74.404 178.459 108.213
2.5
1.2
0.9
84.053 161.788 102.973
2.8
1.1
0.4
84.899 181.067 102.959
2.9
0.9
0.8
78.308 186.713 111.812
1.3
0.9
0.8
87.904 186.303 111.814
1.5
1.1
0.8
93.627 186.049 104.785
2.6
0.7
0.7
100.000 185.775 104.789
2.6
1.5
1.1
99.131 185.818 111.822
1.9
2.8
1.0
2.1
1.1
0.8
−
−
−
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Difference to comparison measurement
E
N
H
[mm] [mm] [mm]
-0.6
0.9
0.6
-1.8
1.1
1.5
-1.8
1.0
1.9
-2.2
3.9
1.3
-1.1
1.6
2.2
-4.6
10.6
4.8
-0.9
3.9
2.8
-0.7
2.5
3.0
-0.4
3.6
1.8
-0.2
3.2
2.5
-1.4
3.2
2.2

Table 7.2: Result of the manual measurement on the circular targets from station
St200.

The achieved standard deviation in the average is about of 2.5 mm in all three dimensions.
The difference compared with the comparison measurement ranges from –5 mm up to 10 mm,
while in the average we have a difference of approximately 2−3 mm. Mainly for target T6 a
difference of 10 mm in the Northing is noted. The same problem occurs in the comparison
measurement on T6. Thus, this effect can be explained by an erroneous distance determination caused by the bad angle of incidence of the laser beam.
Automatic measurement
The discs are automatically measured using the measurement procedures described in section 5.3.1. The discs are determined either using disc matching or by matching several edge
segments at the disc border (Tangent matching). Table 7.3 presents the summarized results of
19 single measurement series on 10 targets at different positions spread out over 17 days and
under different weather conditions. One measurement procedure on a target consists of 5 single shots without moving the theodolite. The outliers are detected by comparing the results of
the single shots with the median. If the deviation is bigger than 10 mm, the measurement is
not accepted. The disc matching produced 1 outlier for target T5, while in the tangent matching we had 6 outliers for Target T3, 3 outliers for T5 and 13 outliers for T9. Those outliers
have to be seen with respect to 950 single measurements (19 series × 10 targets × 5 single
shots).

The results for the disc matching in Easting and Height are a factor two better than those determined with the tangent matching (Table 7.3). Easting and Height are mainly influenced by
the angular measurement, this means by image processing, while Northing mainly depends on
the distance measurement, because the pointing direction is towards Northing. This explains,
why no difference in the Northing coordinate between both measurements can be seen. From
this test, we can derive that the disc matching approach leads to more stable results than those
of the tangent matching.
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Target
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
Avg.

Standard deviation for the disc matching
E [mm]
N [mm]
H [mm]
0.8
1.0
0.8
1.4
2.4
1.4
0.8
2.6
0.8
1.4
2.6
1.4
1.3
2.9
1.3
0.6
1.0
0.6
1.3
3.3
1.3
1.2
3.0
1.2
1.3
2.6
1.3
1.5
2.6
1.5
1.1
2.4
1.1

Standard deviation for the tangent
matching
E [mm]
N [mm]
H [mm]
0.8
1.0
0.8
1.5
2.4
1.5
5.1
2.6
5.1
1.5
2.6
1.5
3.4
2.9
3.4
0.7
1.0
0.7
1.0
3.3
1.0
1.2
3.0
1.2
8.3
2.7
8.3
1.4
2.6
1.4
2.6
2.4
2.6

Table 7.3: Standard deviation of the automated measurements using disc and tangent matching.

The results above describe only the repeatability of the measurement. But we are also interested in the deviation to the comparison measurement. Figure 7.3 shows the deviation of the
mean value of each of the 19 measurements from the comparison value.

Figure 7.3 Variation of the measurement results, comparing the automated measurements with the comparison data.

Again, a higher variation in the Northing direction compared with Easting and Height can be
noted. The deviation from the comparison measurement in general is below 10 mm and in the
lateral (Easting and Height) below 5 mm.
Summarizing the manual and the automated measurement
Figure 7.4 summarizes the results and shows the deviation of the manual and the automatic
measurement from the comparison measurement for the targets: T1, T4, T7, T8 and T9. On
the left the difference is calculated using the raw measurement data and on the right, the
measurements are corrected by a systematic error. The systematic error equals the mean deviation of all measurements from the comparison measurement calculated individually in all
three dimensions and can be interpret as a station position error.

7.1 Measurement of known circular reference markers
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Figure 7.4: Summarized results of the manual and automatic measurement on circular targets compared with the comparison measurement. The circles indicate an
error radius of ±5 mm and the thin dashed lines describe the pointing directions of
the theodolite.

The numbers in the image identify the corresponding targets; the letter T is omitted in order
not to overload the image. The dashed thin black lines towards the objects symbolize the
pointing direction in the horizontal plane. The circles indicate a range of ±5 mm. The lower
part shows the deviation in the horizontal plane, while the upper part shows the error in the
Easting-Height-plane.
Most of the measurements are within a range of ±5 mm. But a systematic error in the Northing is apparent, obviously indicated by the error for targets T4 and T8 in the horizontal
plane. Correcting the systematic error reduces the error variation. We can conclude that this
benchmark yields an accuracy of the IATS below 3 mm on well-known circular targets at an
object distance up to 90 m.

7.1.2 Long series
In contrary to the short series that are done in a time range of several minutes, the long measurement series are carried out during several hours. Further, different evaluation methods are
compared, as listed below:
• Least squares disc matching, as described in section 5.2.3.3. The blur applied to the template is set to a fixed value.
• Simultaneously to the discs, the position of a prism is measured with a second total station.
• Least squares disc matching, where the blur is iteratively determined and corrected.
• Disc determination by local tangent matching followed by matching an ellipse.
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Least squares disc matching applied to sub-sampled images. This simulates an image sensor of coarser resolution.

Target Number

The start parameters for the LSM are determined by normalized cross-correlation using the
generated disc template. The measurement consists of many repetitions measuring consecutively the different targets. A series of single determinations of the polar angles and the distance defines a repetition. The measurement process is illustrated in Figure 7.5.
Tm

Repetition 1

Repetition 2

Ti

T1

Repetition 1

Repetition 2

Repetition 3
Time

Figure 7.5: Repeated measurement of different targets.
The measurement of a target in a single repetition corresponds to the following measurement
procedure:
• Set focus lens based on distance measurement
• Determine camera constant by online calibration
• Roughly detect target using normalized cross-correlation based on the template later used
for LSM
• Measure the target several times (single measurements) without changing the focus and
using the same camera constant. Register the following parameters
Theodolite pointing angles
Theodolite inclination angles
Internal temperature
Distance
Object position in the image determined by LSM
The object polar angles are determined by back-transformation.
Several measurements during a day are made. Here we will present a series, where 80 repetitions with 5 single measurements each on targets T1, T5, T9 and T10 are done. The measurement started at 9 a.m. and lasted 8 hours until 5 p.m..
In the figures the deviation of the measurement value relative to the first measurement will be
shown. The x-axis indicates measurement time. The displayed value is calculated as the average of one repetition of the current object, after elimination of all outliers. Different types of
outliers can occur. The LSM does not converge to a correct result or the number of optimization steps exceeds a certain limit. Further it is possible that the camera constant could not be
found correctly by the online camera constant calibration. Finally, all measurements in a repetition where the deviation from the median exceeds a certain limit (for the angle measurements this is 2 mgon) are eliminated. The remaining values of that repetition are averaged to
get the final measurement value. If the standard deviation of the remaining values exceeds a
limit (for the angle measurements 1 mgon), the measurement value is not used. In the tables
below, for example Table 7.4, the number of outliers are listed for each series. Further, the
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standard deviation of the measurements of each target is given. Additionally, the standard
deviation is calculated using a moving window of size 10 samples. That means, the standard
deviation is calculated for 10 consecutive values, yielding N-9 local standard deviations, cf.
Figure 7.6, where N is the number of measurement samples. The average of all those local
standard deviations is listed in the tables, e.g. last two columns in Table 7.4 labeled “Std Hz,
Mov. window” and “Std V, Mov. window”.
Standard deviation is
calculated for a subset
of the data

Measurement
Value
Moving Window

Moving Window

Index
1

N

Figure 7.6: Definition of a moving window. The window is shifted over the measurement samples and at each position the standard deviation of the dataset within
the window is calculated.
7.1.2.1 Standard evaluation: LSM disc matching
Disc matching determines the center and the diameter of the target. The radiometric parameters are iteratively estimated and the template is blurred using a Gaussian with σ = 2 pixel.
The start parameters are calculated using normalized cross-correlation. The results of the
measurements are displayed in Figure 7.7.
The variation of the horizontal angle is higher than the variation in the vertical angle. This can
be explained by the different pixel size. Because the pixels in vertical direction are 1.5 times
smaller than in horizontal direction, the vertical object position in the image can be determined more precise. The factor 1.5 is also identified if the standard deviations in Hz and V
are compared, cf. Table 7.4.
Target
T1
T5
T9
T10

Std Hz
0.22 mgon
0.35 mgon
0.25 mgon
0.26 mgon

Std V
0.14 mgon
0.12 mgon
0.13 mgon
0.12 mgon

# Outliers
0
0
1
0

Std Hz
Std V
Mov. window
Mov. window
0.16 mgon
0.14 mgon
0.23 mgon
0.10 mgon
0.15 mgon
0.11 mgon
0.19 mgon
0.10 mgon

Table 7.4: Standard deviation and number of outliers for the disc matching.
The outlier for target T9 is caused by an erroneous online camera constant calibration. No
other outliers were detected. The standard deviation of the angle measurement is below the
specified angle accuracy for TPS1100 Series Instruments.
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Figure 7.7: Measurement results for disc matching.
7.1.2.2 Simultaneously measuring with a second total station using the ATR
In the previous evaluation a variation of the inclination in the range of 2 mgon can be seen.
This leads to the conclusion that the buildings where the total station is set up and where the
targets are mounted are not stationary. Therefore, a second theodolite (TPS1100) is placed
3 m beside the Image Assisted Total Station and 2 prisms are mounted below the targets T5
and T9. With the second total station, the prisms are measured simultaneously to the measurement of the IATS on the corresponding discs. The prisms are automatically measured using the automatic target recognition (ATR) function.
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Figure 7.8: Disc target T9 with corresponding prism.
The prism is mounted approx. 40 cm below the target as shown in Figure 7.8. It is likely that
the prism is not as stable as the target, because it is mounted using a special holder, away
from the wall. The result of the disc matching compared to the measuring of the prisms is
shown in Figure 7.9. The vertical angle is very stable for both measurements, while there is a
drift in the horizontal angle, mainly for the ATR measurement.
The trend of the angle measurements is similar for both theodolites, even if the direction is
not the same. We can see that there are some movements. Also the inclination angle correlates, which leads to the conclusion that the building or the floor is not stationary.
The results for the disc measurement equals those listed in the previous section.
Target
Std Hz
Std V
# Outliers
Std Hz
Std V
Mov. window
Mov. window
T5
0.35 mgon
0.12 mgon
0
0.23 mgon
0.10 mgon
Prism T5
0.85 mgon
0.25 mgon
0
0.37 mgon
0.22 mgon
T9
0.25 mgon
0.13 mgon
1
0.15 mgon
0.11 mgon
Prism T9
0.87 mgon
0.25 mgon
0
0.32 mgon
0.18 mgon

Table 7.5: Standard deviation and number of outliers for the disc matching and
the ATR measurement.
The lower standard deviation of the circular target measurement can be explained by the
amount of pixels used for the disc determination. The diameter of the circular target in the
image is about 50 pixels while the spot size for the ATR is about 5 pixels. If we take the disc
boundary as the “information” used in the matching and assume that the accuracy depends on
the root of the number of pixels used, then we get a factor of three between the two evaluations, which equals the ratio of the standard deviations determined. The ratio is reduced to a
factor of two when the standard deviations are calculated using the sliding window. The outlier for target T9 is the same as described in the previous section.
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Figure 7.9: Comparing the results of the disc matching with those of the ATR
measurements.
From this experiment we can derive that movements of the floor and the buildings can explain
some drifts of the measured object angle.

7.1.2.3 Disc LSM with additionally estimating the blur
In the standard measurement a constant blur is applied generating the template used for LSM.
Now, we want to inspect the influence, if the blur is iteratively estimated during the LSM
process, cf. section 5.2.3.5.
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The same images and measurements as for the standard evaluation are used. The only difference is that a modified LSM algorithm determines the object position, where the blur is iteratively estimated.
Again, we will compare the results of the standard evaluation, referred to as ‘T_ ref’, with the
results of additionally estimating the blur, referred to as ‘T_ blur’. Figure 7.10 below shows
the results for the targets T5 and T9, the same as used in the previous section.

Figure 7.10: Comparing the results of the standard disc matching with those of the
disc matching extended by estimating the blur.
It is hardly possible to distinguish between the two evaluations. Both lead to the same results.
If we look closer at the standard deviation, only a slight difference in the horizontal angle is
noted. But we can conclude that both evaluations yield the same precision.
Target
T5 ref
T5 blur
T9 ref
T9 blur

Std Hz
0.35 mgon
0.40 mgon
0.25 mgon
0.25 mgon

Std V
0.12 mgon
0.14 mgon
0.13 mgon
0.14 mgon

# Outliers
0
0
1
1

Std Hz
Std V
Mov. window
Mov. window
0.23 mgon
0.10 mgon
0.26 mgon
0.11 mgon
0.15 mgon
0.11 mgon
0.15 mgon
0.11 mgon

Table 7.6: Standard deviation and number of outliers for the disc matching and
the disc matching extended by estimating the blur.
For target T9 we have again the outlier caused by the erroneous camera constant determination. Because both results are equal and the LSM with blur estimation increases the amount of
computation, it is not recommended to iteratively estimate the blur.

7.1.2.4 Disc determination by local tangent matching followed by ellipse fitting
Another method to determine the center of the disc is to match several tangents, short step
edge segments, at the disc border followed by matching an ellipse into those tangent points.
The results are referred to as ‘T_ edge’. In this experiment 8 matching positions, equally distributed around the disc, are used. The benefit of such an approach is that the templates for the
step edge have 30 times less pixel than that for the disc, which will decrease the computing
time. But the occurrence of mismatches will increase, which requires robust outlier detection.
For the same targets as above the results of the standard disc-matching algorithm are compared with the tangent matching-algorithm.
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Figure 7.11: Comparing the results of the standard disc matching with those of the
tangent matching.
The precision of both approaches are comparable and in the same range. But according to
Table 7.7 there are significantly more outliers for the tangent matching.
Target
T5 ref
T5 edge
T9 ref
T9 edge

Std Hz
0.35 mgon
0.47 mgon
0.25 mgon
0.32 mgon

Std V
0.12 mgon
0.13 mgon
0.13 mgon
0.13 mgon

# Outliers
0
9
1
9

Std Hz
Std V
Mov. window
Mov. window
0.23 mgon
0.10 mgon
0.42 mgon
0.11 mgon
0.15 mgon
0.11 mgon
0.21 mgon
0.11 mgon

Table 7.7: Standard deviation and number of outliers for the disc matching and
the tangent matching.
The outliers are caused by a too high standard deviation between the five single measurements in a single repetition. We can conclude that this matching method is not to be used
without developing more reliable outlier detection or by matching more local tangents. But
this would increase the computing power and the benefit of smaller templates is lost.

7.1.2.5 Checking the influence of sub-sampling
This experiment examines the influence of using fewer pixels on the precision. The original
image is sub-sampled, meaning that n×n pixels are averaged to one new pixel. The results are
calculated using the images and measurements on target T5. The object position is determined
with the standard evaluation using disc matching. We will apply sub-sampling factor 1, which
equals the standard measurement, and further the factors 2, 4 and 6. The maximal factor 6
corresponds to a pixel size of 59×38 µm. Using the same image sensor but widening up the
field of view of the optics could cause a similar effect. Thus this experiment gives information
about the precision to expect with a wider field of view.
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Figure 7.12: Comparing the results for different sub-sampling factors using target T5.
Target
T5

Sub-samp.
Factor
1
2
4
6

Std Hz

Std V

0.35 mgon
0.44 mgon
0.66 mgon
1.09 mgon

0.12 mgon
0.15 mgon
0.20 mgon
0.29 mgon

# Outliers
0
0
0
0

Std Hz
Std V
Mov. window Mov. window
0.23 mgon
0.10 mgon
0.29 mgon
0.11 mgon
0.45 mgon
0.16 mgon
0.77 mgon
0.21 mgon

Table 7.8: Standard deviation and number of outliers for different sub-sampling
factors using target T5.
The standard deviation increases by a factor of 2 to 3 where the number of pixels is reduced
by factor 36 for sub-sampling factor 6. But we have to be careful that this can only be done if
the target is of sufficient size. In case of no sub-sampling, the disc diameter is 50 pixels. For
sub-sampling factor 6 the diameter is still approx. 8 pixels, which is sufficient to apply LSM.
According to the results, the field of view could be extended by a factor of 2 without loosing
too much precision and still fulfilling the specification of a TPS1100 Series Instrument.

7.1.3 Conclusions of the section 7.1
We compared the absolute measurements of circular targets employed with the IATS with
manual measurements using a total station from the same series as the IATS prototype. The
comparison of both measurements leads to a conformity of 3-5 mm, where the difference is
mainly caused by the distance measurement. Further the precision of the measurement during
a period of several hours satisfies the requirement of a standard deviation of the angular
measurement of 0.5 mgon equal to that of a TPS1100 instrument.
The disc matching approach applying a fixed blur to the template provides the best results. In
this benchmark the average of five single shots is used as the final measurement value. That
means, the distance measuring and the matching is performed 5 times. Even that those repetitions can be calculated efficiently, the distance is known from the first measurement and thus
no adjustments are needed and for the matching the same start points and parameters can be
used as in the previous calculation, it needs more time than a single shot. To increase the precision and to detect outliers three single shots should be employed. But because no outliers
due to measurement inconsistency are detected in the circle matching, measurements with
only one single shot are best practice in standard applications.
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7.2 Measurement of non-cooperative, structured targets
The measurement of non-cooperative, structured targets is the purpose of an IATS. Thus, the
benchmarking is extended to non-signalized targets. We will present two different measurement setups. One uses the same scene outdoors as used for the disc measurement. There,
points defined by two intersecting lines are evaluated and compared with a comparison measurement. A second benchmarking is done inside, where objects of different shape, such as
corner, cylinder, bar and disc are used. For those targets the repeatability of the measurement
is evaluated.

7.2.1 Point measurement results outdoors
In Figure 7.13 the scene used is shown together with the four objects to be measured. All four
objects are corners of windows. The station setup and comparison measurement is exactly the
same as for the disc benchmark.

a)

b)

N11 N16

N16

N1

N9
N11

N1

Northing
St100
St200

N9

Easting

Height
Figure 7.13: a) Leica building with natural targets specified. b) Schematic of the
setup configuration with the two station positions St100 and St200 and the object
labeling.
Figure 7.14 shows a detailed view of the targets. The angle of incidence of the laser beam on
the targets N1 and N9 is in the range of 15−25 gon and for the targets N11 and N16 almost
perpendicular in a range of 85−95 gon. The corner-like lines indicate the lines approximating
the objects, while the crosses define the positions where to measure the distances.
N1

N9

N11

N16

Figure 7.14: Detailed view of all four targets with lines approximating the object to
be measured and a cross indicating where to measure the distance.
The same procedure as for the long series used in the disc measurement is applied here. Totally 42 repetitions were done and each repetition consists of five single measurements. The
series lasts from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. The horizontal and vertical angles are determined using
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the back-transformation algorithm. The distance is only measured at one specified point that
is manually defined. The object position in the image is calculated using the measurement
procedure for objects defined by the intersection of two lines explained in section 5.3. The
results relative to the first measurement are shown below.

Figure 7.15: Results for all targets.
There are drifts for the polar angles, but they are small and they correlate with the temperature. Thus, a movement of the object could cause this, as we have seen in the evaluation of the
disc targets in conjunction with the ATR measurement. The variation of the distance of the
targets N1 and N9 is significantly higher than those of the other two targets. The reason for
this could be the bad angle of incidence of the laser beam on these targets.
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Target
N1
N9
N11
N16

Std Hz
0.24 mgon
0.27 mgon
0.39 mgon
0.34 mgon

Std V

# Outliers

0.17 mgon
0.18 mgon
0.18 mgon
0.17 mgon

0
0
0
0

Std Hz
Std V
Mov. window
Mov. window
0.17 mgon
0.12 mgon
0.18 mgon
0.14 mgon
0.32 mgon
0.12 mgon
0.25 mgon
0.13 mgon

Table 7.9: Standard deviation and number of outliers for natural targets.
The standard deviation for horizontal and vertical angles is in the same range as evaluated in
the disc benchmark. No outliers were detected. But this gives no information on the 3D coordinates measured. Thus, in the following we will compare with the comparison coordinates
listed below.
3D Coordinates

N1
N9
N11
N16

Easting
Northing
Height
[m]
[m]
[m]
73.869
165.536
110.822
84.241
164.745
103.251
78.030
186.513
110.706
92.271
185.899
114.240

Difference between station St100 and
St200 measurement
Easting
Northing
Height
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
5
-31
-5
9
-26
2
8
-1
1
-4
3
1

Table 7.10: 3D coordinates of the natural targets determined by a comparison
measurement.
Additionally to the 3D coordinates the difference between the manual measurement from the
two stations, St100 and St200, are listed. The difference has two significant outliers for the
Northing direction for the targets N1 and N9. This comes from the same effect as described
above caused by the distance measurement.
In Figure 7.16 the differences between manual and comparison measurements are shown.
This figure has similar outline as Figure 7.4, where the dashed thin black line towards the
objects symbolize the pointing direction in the horizontal plane and the circles show an error
range of ±5 mm. The two targets aimed at more or less orthogonal (N11 and N16) show high
accuracy, while the other two (N1 and N9) have a deviation from the comparison up to
40 mm in pointing direction.
We can conclude that it is extraordinary important to measure the distance at the correct position. The angle of incidence of the EDM beam is mainly responsible for an erroneous distance
measurement. Thus, the objects to be measured should be aimed at incidence angles near 90°.
Otherwise, we can produce an error in pointing direction that leads to erroneous 3D coordinates. An approach against this effect is to measure the plane wherein the object lies and intersect this plane with the pointing direction. In the next section we shall evaluate this approach.
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Figure 7.16: Difference between the manual and the comparison measurement.
The circles indicate an error range of ±5 mm and the thin dashed line describes the
pointing direction of the theodolite.

7.2.2 Object measurement results indoors
The benchmarking done indoor focuses on the measurement of targets of different shapes. We
will measure the precision in a repeated measurement on the same target during several hours.
The measurement algorithms developed in section 5.3 are tested using a corner-like object
and a wooden bar on a stucco wall, a heating pipe and a circular target, namely a power
socket. Further, the influence of the distance measurement approach, either using only one
shot at a distinct position or to measure a plane by three points and intersect it with the pointing direction, is inspected.
The numbering of the measurement is chronological and does not match the sequencing in the
following sections.

7.2.2.1 Corner measurement
We will point out the difference between measuring an object either using line intersection in
conjunction with multiple, local edge matching or using a corner template and only matching
once. For corner matching only the border part of the corner template is used. Further the influence of the distance measurement is investigated. There are two possibilities to determine
the object distance. One is measuring the distance by a single shot and the other is to measure
three points in 3D and determine the plane wherein the object lies. Then the pointing direction
is intersected with this plane yielding the distance.
The four possibilities investigated of measuring the same object are illustrated in Figure 7.17.
We will use an identification number of each measurement even if it is the same object. Addi-
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tionally to the approximation lines and the position where to measure the distance (cross) the
length of the lines is given. This defines the size for the corner template and gives a relation to
the number of pixels used in the match0ing. The distance to the object is 11.6 m.
Single distance measurement

Line Matching and Intersecting
I4

Corner Matching
I6

Line length
Plane measurement

174 and 122 pixels
I5

44 and 28 pixels
I7

Line length

167 and 181 pixels

24 and 41 pixels

Figure 7.17: Definition of the four different approaches to measure a corner like
object.
The results of 17 repetitions with 5 single measurements during 8 hours are listed below. We
will treat the average of the 5 single measurements as the measurement result. There is a systematic difference between the two-line-intersection and the corner-matching measurement
for the horizontal angle, cf. Figure 7.18. The difference of 3 mgon at 11.6 m corresponds to a
shift of only 0.5 mm, which thus can be caused by the different fitting procedure of the templates. Further, there is a constant difference between the distance determined by a single shot
(I4 and I6) and by the intersection of the pointing direction with a plane (I5 and I7). The difference is in the order of 6 to 8 mm, which again points out the importance of a correct distance measurement.
Target
I4
I5
I6
I7

Std Hz
0.46 mgon
0.45 mgon
0.54 mgon
0.48 mgon

Std V
0.39 mgon
0.34 mgon
0.65 mgon
0.55 mgon

# Outliers
0
0
0
0

Std Hz
Std V
Mov. window
Mov. window
0.36 mgon
0.27 mgon
0.36 mgon
0.22 mgon
0.37 mgon
0.40 mgon
0.35 mgon
0.40 mgon

Table 7.11: Standard deviation and number of outliers for the corner target.
The standard deviation of the two-line-intersection is up to a factor 2 better than the results of
the corner matching. This is explainable by the number of pixels used for the matching, which
is significantly higher for the two-line-intersection.
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Figure 7.18: Results of the corner measurement, relative to the first measurement
of repetition I4.
Talking about robustness, we can mention one important effect to consider. When measuring
another object than described above, where the illumination is not this homogeneous, some
outliers occur. Because of illumination effects, there were some bright spots nearby the edge.
Those spots shifted the edge to the right, Figure 7.19. Line 2 is taken instead of the line 1,
because it better fits the manually placed lines in terms of distance and angle between the
lines.

Line 1 Line 2

Figure 7.19: Shift of an edge due to illumination effects.
This problem can be overcome by user interaction. If there are ambiguities, the user must decide, which line to be used for further computation. Another approach to solve the ambiguities
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is to use the fact that the object to be measured is a corner and thus use the properties of a line
and a corner.

7.2.2.2 Space vector
Not always a single point is of interest, but the orientation vector of an object. Therefore, we
will measure the central line of a wooden bar, which is defined as the middle line of the two
borderlines, Figure 7.20. It is about the same object as for the corner measurement discussed
in the previous section.

Figure 7.20: Wooden bar on a stucco wall.
The purpose of this measurement is to determine the boundary lines of the bar in the image
and thereof derive the central line. Then, five pointing directions corresponding to points on
the central line are calculated and thereon the distance is measured. Finally a 3D line is fitted
into the resulting five points yielding the direction vector of the central line. The results are
displayed relative to the average pointing vector b0. Two different parameters are evaluated.
The angle variation, meaning the angular deviation of any measurement compared with the
average pointing direction, Figure 7.21 a). The difference is calculated using the dot product.
Secondly the orthogonal distance s between any line and the average line as shown in Figure
7.21 b) is computed. The length of the central lines is approximately 200 mm, which equals
the size of the field of view for an object distance of 11 m.

a)

b)

bi

bi

b0

b0
ϕ

s

Figure 7.21: a) Definition of the variation of the pointing vector. b) Distance between arbitrary pointing directions relative to the average pointing direction.
The measurement lasts 8 hours and 17 repetitions were measured. The results in Figure 7.22
show a precise repeatability of the pointing vector, as well as for the angular variation and for
the distance between the pointing vectors
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Figure 7.22: Results of measuring the wooden bar.
The standard deviations indicate a high precision and no outliers were detected. The high precision could be explained both by the small range taken into consideration and the good reflectance of the object provide stable distance measurement. Note that the unit of the variation
of the pointing direction is given in gon.
Value
Pointing direction
Vector distance

Std

Std
#Outliers
Mov. window
0.016 gon
0.017 gon
0.024 mm
0.019 mm

0
0

Table 7.12: Standard deviations of the pointing direction.
The result of the measurement can be compared with the one measuring corners. Figure 7.23
illustrates, how the pointing direction of the central line is determined using two separate corner measurements. The left and the right corner are measured and the pointing direction is
computed by the vector difference of both corners in 3D. This pointing difference is compared to the one obtained by measuring the central line of the bar. The vector based on the
corner measurement equals the average of multiple measurements and is taken as reference.

Figure 7.23: Measuring the direction of the wooden bar by determining the center
line or by measuring two corners and calculating the difference vector.
Because the distance is not measured on the same line for both measurements, we will only
compare the direction vector of the measurement and not the absolute position.
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Figure 7.24: Pointing difference between central line and corner measurement.
From the figure above we see, that the mean difference is in the range of 0.45 gon. This
equals a shift of 7 mm for a vector length of 1 m. This systematic offset between both vectors
could be caused by the fact that the boundary lines of the wooden bar are not exactly parallel.

7.2.2.3 Pole measurement
A heating pipe is measured similarly to the wooden bar. It is not an easy task to measure cylindrical objects using total stations, because first the boundary is determined by manually
measuring the pointing angles and there from the middle of the cylinder is aimed to measure
the distance. A second way is to continuously measure the distance and stop measuring when
the nearest distance is found. This position corresponds to a point on the central line of the
cylinder .The IATS simplifies this procedure. The central line of the pipe is determined by
image processing and the distance is then measured at several positions on this central line
(cf. Figure 7.25).
Boundary
lines

Positions
to measure
the distance

Central
line

Figure 7.25: Heating pipe approximated by two lines, derived central line and positions where to measure the distance.
The results are organized as those of the wooden bar. The variation of the pointing vector and
the distance between the vectors is calculated and illustrated in Figure 7.26, while the standard deviations are listed in Table 7.13.
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Figure 7.26: Results of measuring the heating pipe.
Value

Std

Coaxial pointing direction
Vector distance

Std
#Outliers
Mov. window
0.042 gon
0.037 gon
0.027 mm
0.022 mm

0
0

Table 7.13: Standard deviations of the pointing direction.
The precision reached is about a factor two worse than the results of the wooden bar. The
maximal error of 0.15 gon equals a shift of 2.3 mm for a pole length of 1 m.
The pole measurement can be used in hidden point applications, where the direction of a pole
of known length and diameter is determined to measure a ground point not in the field of
view.

7.2.2.4 Circular target measurement (Socket)
It is not possible to approximate all objects with linear boundaries. Thus, tangents are used to
locally determine boundary points. Using those points and a geometrical model of the object,
a description in 3D can be derived. The object used in this experiment is a power socket. Totally 31 repetitions with 5 single shots each are measured. The measurement lasts 3 hours.
a)

I2

b)

I3

Figure 7.27: Determine a disc by measuring five tangential points on the disc
boundary. a) Pointing direction is intersected with a plane defined by 3 points. b)
For each tangent the distance is separately measured.
Proceeding two different measurements, where once the pointing directions are intersected
with a plane, I2, and secondly for each tangent the distance is measured separately, I3 (cf.
Figure 7.27). The plane intersection approach will reduce measurement time because only
three points have to be measured compared with multiple distance measurement for each tangent. Because of the object shape it is not possible to measure the distance at the front surface
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of the socket. Thus, the distance is measured to the wall behind the socket. This offset does
not corrupt the measurement results, because it can be seen as constant for all positions.

Figure 7.28: Position of the disc center relative to the first measurement of I2 and
the disc radius.
The measurement results are displayed relative to the first measurement of I2 (cf.
Figure 7.28). The variation of the disc center in 3D and the radius are printed. There is a systematic offset between the two series for the disc center and likewise for the disc radius. The
reason for this could be that the socket sticks out the wall, which result in an offset.
Disc center

Std

I2
I3

Std
#Outliers
Mov. window
0.07 mm
0.05 mm
0.06 mm
0.04 mm

0
0

Table 7.14 Standard deviation of the disc center position.
Radius
I2
I3

Std

Std
#Outliers
Mov. window
0.02 mm
0.01 mm
0.03 mm
0.01 mm

0
0

Table 7.15: Standard deviation of the radius.
The standard deviation of the center and the radius (Table 7.14 and Table 7.15) indicate a
high repeatability, but we have to consider that a shift of 0.05 mm at an object distance of
11 m results in an angular shift of 0.3 mgon, which is the expected precision.
A possible error source in object boundary detection is illustrated in Figure 7.29. If the illumination is not ideal, it is likely that not the correct edge is used for tangential matching. In
the left image, the wrong edge where the socket is mounted on the wall is chosen, while in the
right image the correct one is taken.
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Figure 7.29: Ambiguity and illumination problem.
To solve ambiguities user interaction is used as already mentioned in section 7.2.2.1.

7.3 Application examples
The results of the above benchmarking are now verified in a practice test to outline the current
limits of an IATS. Surveying of architectural parts of the Löwenhof in Rheineck (Switzerland) defines a first test. A second one is a kinematics test, where a robot station moves
around a solid test body. The total station has to determine the actual six degrees of freedom
of the test body.

7.3.1 Löwenhof in Rheineck
Measuring different objects on the facade of the Löwenhof should give an impression of the
capabilities and limitations of the IATS in practice. Figure 7.30 a) shows an image of the front
facade of the Löwenhof, while in b) the situation and the definition of the local coordinate
system is given. The total station is set up on three different stations (100, 101 and 102) to
provide different views of the objects.

a)

b)

102

N

of
enh
Löw

101

100
E

Figure 7.30: a) Image of the front and parts of the east (in the local coordinate system) facade of the Löwenhof. In front the tripod is setup over station 100. b) Recording configuration, three stations (100, 101 and 102) and definition of the local
coordinate system.
Table 7.16 lists the station coordinates and the actual height of the instrument.
Station
100
101
102

Easting [m]
Northing [m]
Height [m]
Instrument height [m]
100.000
100.000
400.000
1.687
88.496
114.829
399.695
1.616
69.898
121.174
399.815
1.607

Table 7.16: Station coordinates.
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We had beautiful and warm weather during the measurement campaign. Thus, heating up effects caused by the sun are likely.
204

203

205

202

206

200 201

51

207

60-69

26

21
23 24

400 - 422

27

25

300 - 322

22

20

50

Figure 7.31: Definition of the five objects measured in the benchmarking: Window
head (200 − 207), capital (50, 51), volute (60 − 69), window frieze (20 − 26) and pillar (300 − 322 and 400 − 422).
In Figure 7.31 the five objects measured are defined and the distinct object points are numbered. In the Table 7.17, the objects and the goal of the measurement is clarified.
Object
Capital
Window frieze
Window head

Point Numbers
50 and 51
20 − 27
200 − 207

Volute

60 − 69

Pillar

300 − 322 and
400 − 422

Measurement goal
Both points are measured from all three stations
All points are measured from stations 101 and 102
All points are measured from all three stations. The
points 202 - 205 are not geometrically defined. Therefore, different points from all three stations are measured. Those points are used to define the arc.
The volute is measured from all three stations. The
single points are chosen as tangent points on the volute. They do not correspond to each other from the
different stations. The goal is to get 3D points of the
volute from each station to fit a curve describing the
object.
The pillar is only measured from station 102.

Table 7.17: Detailed description of the measured objects.
In the following sections, the results of the measurements are described.
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7.3.1.1 Capital
In Figure 7.32 the images used to determine the object polar angle of point 50 are shown. The
white line indicates the object approximation, while the gray cross shows the position where
the distance is measured. Due to the smallness of the object, it is not possible to measure the
distance directly on the object point. Thus, it is measured slightly beside it. The object localization in the image is based on the two-line-intersection method.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 7.32: Object point 50 from a) Station 100, b) Station 101, c) Station 102.
The line to approximate the object is white, while the gray cross indicates the position where to measure the distance.
The onsite measurement has pointed out that it is difficult to find an appropriate position to
measure the distance. Therefore, the resulting distance corresponds not exactly to object distance. Due to the fact that the same object is measured from three stations, we will calculate a
reference object coordinate in 3D using forward intersection based on the polar angles and not
using the distance information. This reference point is compared to the measured 3D coordinates, to the reflectorless measured distance and to the horizontal and vertical angle.
Point
50
Station
100
102
103

E [m]
N [m]
H [m]
73.401
101.067
414.511
∆E [mm]
∆N [mm]
∆H [mm]
∆Hz [mgon] ∆V [mgon]
∆Dist. [mm]
59.5
0.7
-28.4
7.7
-1.3
-66.5
6.5
2.7
-3.4
-9.3
-2.5
-7.2
-0.5
-17.3
8.6
9.3
4.2
19.2

Table 7.18: Results for point 50.
Point
51
Station
100
102
103

E [m]
N [m]
H [m]
72.657
101.524
414.511
∆E [mm]
∆N [mm]
∆H [mm]
∆Hz [mgon] ∆V [mgon]
∆Dist. [mm]
-12.5
-0.4
4.8
-2.3
-0.0
12.8
23.5
21.6
-18.2
5.4
-4.6
-36.7
-3.5
29.6
-22.2
-1.0
4.8
-36.8

Table 7.19: Results for point 51.
If we take a closer look at the results displayed in Table 7.18 and Table 7.19, it is obvious that
the error of up to 60 mm in the Cartesian coordinates (E, N, H) is caused mainly by the distance measurement. The variation of the polar angles goes up to 10 mgon, which at a distance
of 30 m equals 5 mm. But, the variation of the distance is up to 67 mm. We also note that the
angular error is in the same range for each station, while the distance error varies widely between the single measurements.
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7.3.1.2 Window frieze
The measurement of the window frieze is rather similar to the capital measurement, but the
possibility to measure the distance is much better, because the laser beam of the range finder
can be placed near the object. Two views for the object point 22 from station 101 and 102 are
shown in Figure 7.33.
a)

b)

Figure 7.33: Object point 22 from a) Station 101, b) Station 102.
We will use the same evaluation as above and calculate the reference point using forward intersection using the horizontal and vertical angle. The object point in the image is determined
using the two-line-intersection method. Due to the better distance measurement possibility
provided by the shape of the object, we expect a higher accuracy for the Cartesian coordinates.
Pnt. No.

Station

20

101
102
101
102
101
102
101
102
101
102
101
102
101
102
101
102

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

∆E
[mm]
-2.9
9.1
1.2
-3.8
0.8
2.8
2.0
2.0
4.1
-12.9
1.4
-8.6
-0.8
1.2
-2.0
-5.0

∆N
[mm]
-7.0
-22.0
3.7
8.7
1.4
-6.6
5.0
-5.0
8.2
29.2
2.8
19.8
-1.0
-4.0
-3.5
12.5

∆H
[mm]
4.5
2.5
1.0
-4.0
1.8
-0.2
0.2
-0.8
-1.0
-8.0
0.3
-6.7
1.0
0.0
2.4
-4.6

∆Hz
∆V
∆Dist.
[mgon]
[mgon]
[mm]
0.1
-6.5
9.2
1.0
4.8
23.6
0.1
-5.2
-3.3
0.8
3.8
-10.0
0.1
-5.7
-1.4
0.8
4.2
7.0
0.1
-5.1
-5.3
0.7
3.8
5.1
0.1
-4.6
-8.2
0.7
3.4
-32.5
0.1
-4.9
-2.7
0.7
3.7
-22.5
0.2
-4.1
1.0
0.6
3.1
4.5
0.2
-5.0
4.3
0.8
3.9
-13.6

Table 7.20: Results for the window frieze, points 20 − 27, measured from stations
101 and 102.
The results in Table 7.20 show significantly better results than for the capital. The measurements with an error higher than 15 mm are marked in light gray. Again the same effect caused
by the distance measurement can be noted. The horizontal location is reasonably precise,
while the vertical precision of maximal 6.5 mgon equals a displacement of about 3 mm,
which is still within the expected limits. The variation of the distance measurement can also
be explained by the bad angle of incidence of the laser beam for station 102. In connection
with the laser placement besides the object, this can lead to an erroneous object distance. The
fact that higher errors only occur for measurements from station 102 emphasizes this.
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Due to bad illumination and the gray color of the object, it can happen that an edge cannot be
identified in the image.

7.3.1.3 Window head
The window head consists of two parts, the four points 200, 201, 206 and 207, which we assume to be on a straight line and the points 201−206 defining the arc. The image of object
point 206 from the three stations is shown in Figure 7.34.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 7.34: Object point 206 from a) Station 100, b) Station 101, c) Station 102
We will distinguish two different evaluations. First the points defining the straight line are
compared with a reference point calculated again by forward intersection. Second a disc is
fitted into the points defining the arc. The deviation of the measured points from the arc and
the variation of the radius between the different measurements are compared.
The results for the points on the straight line are listed in Table 7.21. The point 200 could not
be measured form station 102, because no distance information is available.
Pnt. No.

Station

200

100
101
102
100
101
102
100
101
102
100
101

201
206
207

∆E
[mm]
3.9
11.9
----15.5
1.5
2.5
16.5
6.5
-1.5
-2.7
7.3

∆N
[mm]
3.9
5.9
---0.5
0.5
-12.5
3.8
-7.2
0.8
2.1
6.1

∆H
[mm]
-1.6
-9.6
---7.3
0.3
6.3
-13.9
-6.9
13.1
3.3
-4.7

∆Hz
∆V
∆Dist.
[mgon]
[mgon]
[mm]
10.8
-0.6
-3.5
-15.7
3.2
-15.2
---------1.9
0.1
16.4
-2.1
-3.4
-0.2
3.1
3.0
14.3
8.6
11.9
-20.5
-30.0
17.1
-3.2
3.0
-30.0
6.3
5.2
-3.2
3.8
-3.5
-2.4
-10.9

Table 7.21: Results for the points 200, 201, 206 and 207.
Besides the point 206, the results are within the same accuracy as the previous evaluations.
Measuring the false object edge for point 206 from station 101 causes a difference of 30 mgon
in Hz and V, cf. Figure 7.34. The main problem in measuring the window head is that the
object border is round. Thus, there is no distinct edge that defines the object. The object border changes for different viewing angles.
To evaluate the measurement of the arc, we project the measured points on a plane fitted into
the measured 3D points. This assumes that the front of the window head lies in a plane. The
orthogonal distances of the object points from the fitted plane are in the range of ±12 mm
(Figure 7.35) and this confirms the assumption. The standard deviation of the orthogonal distances for the measurements from all three stations is 6.8 mm.
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Figure 7.35: Orthogonal distance between the fitted plane and the measured 3D
points of the window head for each station.
To determine the best arc, a disc is fitted into the measurement points projected on to the
plane. In Figure 7.35 the results for each station are shown. The measured points are different
for each station.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7.36: Best fit of an arc and two linear parts considered in a plane for the
measurement from a) Station 100, b) Station 101, c) Station 102. d) Radial deviation of the measurement points from the arc for all three stations.
Figure 7.35 d) describes the radial deviation of the measurement points in the plane from the
fitted disc. The maximal deviation is ±11 mm and the average standard deviation over all is
6.4 mm.
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The orthogonal distance and the radial error are in the same range of ca. 7 mm. Thus, taking
into account the measurement errors from the evaluation of the other objects, this is an acceptable result.

7.3.1.4 Volute
To determine the 3D position of a volute using a total station is a challenge, which will be
solved by measuring local tangents and the corresponding distance to determine 3D points of
the object, cf. Figure 7.37.
a)

b)

c)

Figure 7.37: 10 local tangents approximate the volute. The position where the corresponding distance is measured is marked with a white dot. The images are taken
from a) Station 100, b) Station 101 and c) Station 102.
Similar to the evaluation of the window head, we will project the measured 3D points into a
best-fitted plane. Thus, the calculations are reduced to a 2D case. Figure 7.38 shows the orthogonal distances between the measured points and the fitted plane. Besides one outlier the
variation is ±6 mm and the standard deviation 4.8 mm. Thus the transformation from 3D to
2D is acceptable.

Figure 7.38: Orthogonal distance between the fitted plane and the measured 3D
points of the volute for each station.
The forming of the 2D points leads to the conclusion that the spiral could be logarithmic. The
spiral is defined by two parameters. Using polar coordinates, we get the formula for the logarithmic spiral:

r = a ⋅ e b⋅ϕ
where

r, ϕ
a
b

Polar coordinates of points in the plane
Scaling factor
Angular offset

(7.1)
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A spiral of above defined form is fitted into the measurement points. The resulting spiral and
the measured object points are shown in Figure 7.39. Depending on the station, different tangent points are measured. The same numbers are used for the single measurements from different stations, even they do not describe physically the same point.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7.39: Best fit of a logarithmic spiral considered in a plane for the measurement from a) Station 100, b) Station 101, c) Station 102. d) Radial deviation of the
measurement points from the fitted spiral for all three stations.
Figure 7.39 d) shows the radial error between the fitted spiral and the measured points for
each station. The deviation is in the range of ±11 mm, while the standard deviation is 5.4 mm.
Similar to the window head evaluation, the accuracy is in the expected range.
This example shows that it is possible to measure objects of non-linear shape using an IATS.
To produce more reliable results, not only a few tangents should be measured but the overall
boundary. It is sufficient then to measure the distance at some distinct points.

7.3.1.5 Pillar
The pillar is measured solely from station 102. The aim of this measurement is to investigate
the symmetry of the pillar, e.g. the symmetry of corresponding points on the left and the right
side of the pillar as shown in Figure 7.40.
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Figure 7.40: Symmetrical points measured at the pillar.
For simplicity and for visualization purposes, the evaluation is outlined in 2D. Thus the measured 3D object points are projected on to a best-fitted plane. Because the pillar points are not
in this plane, it results in a variable orthogonal distance from that plane for different points.
Symmetrical points should have the same deviation. Figure 7.41 a) shows the distance between the plane and the points. The results for the points on the left (numbers 300−322) and
on the right (numbers 400−422) are separately plotted. Both curves are similar and Figure
7.41 b) shows the difference of the orthogonal distances for symmetrical points. Besides one
outlier, the variation is below ±5 mm.

a)

b)

Figure 7.41: a) Distance between measured points and fitted plane. b) Distance difference between symmetrical points.
In the lateral and vertical difference between symmetrical points is calculated in the plane.
Figure 7.42 shows the projected points for the left and right border of the pillar. The vertical
line indicates the symmetric axis of the pillar. The difference between the points is drawn
from the symmetric axis. We use another scale as for the coordinate axis, which is defined
below the symmetric axis for an error of 10 mm (Scale factor: 15).
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Figure 7.42: Lateral and vertical difference between corresponding points on the
left and right side.
In the lower part of the pillar, the error is in the range of 5 mm (besides an outlier at the bottom), while in the upper part it increases up to 14 mm. There is a systematic for the lower and
upper part. Thus, this can be caused not by an erroneous measurement but by the pillar itself.
Furthermore, the lateral error is significantly larger than the vertical error. This is explainable
by the object structure. The horizontal edges used for measuring the vertical angle are bigger
than the vertical edges used to determine the horizontal angle. Therefore, the vertical angle
can be determined more accurately.

7.3.2 Kinematics test
A final benchmarking is defined by a kinematics test. We will measure the six degrees of
freedom of a rigid body at different positions in space. This simulates the application of placing components on a construction site.
The test object is made of aluminum and shown in Figure 7.43. The dimensions of
70×90×100 mm are chosen such that the whole object is imaged onto the image sensor at a
distance of 10 m. Due to the problems caused by the distance measurement as seen in the previous test, on each side of the test body a white disc is added to enable a reasonable distance
measurement. The two tips on top are used to set the orientation of the robot relative to the
object.
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a)

b)

10

0

m

m

90 mm

50 mm

70 mm

Figure 7.43: a) Schematic of the rigid body used in the measurement. b) Photo of
the aluminum test body.
We note that the edges of the test body are somewhat rounded. Thus, the corner points are
defined to an order of one tenth of a millimeter.
The rigid body is mounted on a robot as shown in Figure 7.44 a). It is possible to shift and
rotate the object with respect to the six degrees of freedom. The measurement configuration is
shown in Figure 7.44 b), where the IATS is in the foreground and the robot in the background.

a)

b)

Figure 7.44: a) Rigid body mounted on the robot. b) In front the theodolite with
the robot behind.
The repeatability of the robot is specified as ± 0.1 mm. Additionally the error of measuring
the orientation of the test body relative to the robot coordinate system must be considered.
Experiments have shown that an absolute positioning accuracy in the order of ± 0.5 mm can
be expected.
To determine the six degrees of freedom of the object, the polar angles of several object
points are measured and at least one point (disc) is determined in 3D (polar angles and distance). These measurements are used to estimate the position and the rotation angles of the
rigid body. The transformation is given by:
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ri = T + R ⋅ ri 0
where

ri0
R

T

(7.2)

Initial vector to an object point i at the rigid body
Rotation matrix. Combination of rotation around all three axes.
The rotation sequence is given by
R = Rx(ω) ⋅ Ry(ϕ) ⋅ Rz(κ)
Shift vector [x,y,z]T

The shift vector T and the rotation matrix R are known for each position from the robot positioning. We will compare the results from the IATS measurement and the estimation with the
reference data from the robot.
The measurements are employed for ten distinct object positions at a distance between
10.188 m and 10.430 m. Images of the object at all positions are shown in Figure 7.45.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

Figure 7.45: a)-j) Images of the rigid body at 10 different robot positions.
We use the two-line-intersection method to measure the polar angles of corner points. The
disc center is determined by disc matching yielding the polar angles. Additionally the distance
is measured at the disc centers. The polar angles used in the estimation are derived from a
two-face measurement to eliminate influences of the theodolite axis errors.
Table 7.22 lists the difference of the shift vector (∆x, ∆y, ∆z) and the rotation angles (∆ω, ∆ϕ,
∆κ) between the reference data given by the robot and the measurements with the IATS. The
last column denotes the number of corner points used in the position and orientation estimation.

7.4 Conclusions of the chapter

Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
RMS
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# Points
∆x
∆y
∆z
∆ω
∆ϕ
∆κ
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mgon]
[mgon]
[mgon]
-1.9
0.4
-0.8
-127.8
-298.1
-783.3
5
0.2
-0.1
-0.2
-275.9
-164.8
-168.5
6
0.2
-0.8
-0.4
-111.1
394.4
179.6
15
1.0
-0.3
-0.2
218.5
292.6
216.7
12
-1.0
1.1
0.0
100.0
218.5
296.3
15
-0.6
1.1
1.1
283.3
209.3
-357.4
12
0.7
-0.6
0.8
-51.9
316.7
-240.7
9
0.8
-0.9
-0.3
283.3
631.5
244.4
8
0.7
-0.6
-0.1
148.1
296.3
70.4
15
0.2
-0.6
-0.9
-24.1
509.3
-35.2
10
0.9
0.7
0.6
186.6
359.9
325.7

Table 7.22: Difference of the shift and the orientation between the robot data and
the IATS measurement.
The RMS of the shift vector is below 1 mm in all three dimensions. Transforming the rotation
error in a shift error considering the object length of 100 mm results in an error of 0.6 mm for
360 mgon. Thus, also the rotation error is below 1 mm. Considering the initial error of the
robot positioning in the order of 0.5 mm, those results are very promising.
[Aebischer & Braunecker, 2003] have shown, that the orientation of a coded circular cylinder
recorded with a total station could be found with an RMS error of about 130 mgon (7 arcmin).
Thus, the results with the IATS using a non-coded target are satisfactory.

7.4 Conclusions of the chapter
The benchmarking tests discussed in this chapter have shown that it is possible to determine
the polar angles of an object with the same precision as with a traditional total station. But at
the same time those benchmarks have shown the weak points of the image-assisted approach.
In the following we give a list of configurations leading to problems:

•

•
•
•

The distance measurement causes the main error in the 3D measurement. For several objects it is even not possible to measure the distance, e.g. copper roof of the Löwenhof. The
reasons for the failure of the EDM are manifold:
The angle of incidence of the laser on the object is far from 90°. Thus, the energy returned to the receiver is too small for a correct distance measurement.
The reflectivity of the object is poor, means it has a low albedo. This is the case for
dark objects.
We have a multipathing situation, where parts of the laser spot are reflected from different surfaces. The result of the measurement is either a mix of all distances to the
surfaces or a measurement error.
Different illumination can change the visibility of an edge in the image so that it is not
possible to extract the object boundary.
The integration time of the image sensor is difficult to adjust when the illumination is not
homogenous or if there is backlight.
If the EDM is used for coarse focusing, the desired object to be measured must be in the
center of the image otherwise the distance to a different object is measured for calculating
the best focus position. Also, the contrast method can lead to focusing errors if multiple
objects of different depths are in the field of view.
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Dynamic objects such as vehicles or shadow from clouds can disturb the measurement.
It can happen that there is dirt on the lenses. This is difficult to detect and can produce
measurement errors.

The MMI and the algorithmic processing are implemented on a desktop computer with Windows 2000 installed. The PC is placed on a trolley and situated besides the IATS, because
they are wired for serial communication and for transmitting the image. Thus, the change
from one position to the other took quite a long time. Further the PC need a 220V power supply, which was solved by using two 12 V acid batteries and a transformer and is also not
handy. But as already pointed out, this will not be the case if the IATS leaves prototype phase,
where the MMI will be implemented on a palm computer or a tablet PC and the data are transferred wireless.
The handling of the IATS can be compared with the handling of a traditional total station. The
objects to be measured are roughly aimed using the optical sight. Unfortunately, we cannot
use the overview camera, because their vertical range is too small to capture the scene. This is
a real disadvantage, because there are objects were a larger image of the surrounding would
help to identify and select the correct object. Therefore, the overview camera must be redesigned and fully integrated into the telescope.
The placing of the approximation lines and the specification where to measure the distance
using the graphical MMI is quite easy. It is also possible the assign a description and a number to the object that is measured. The result of the measurement is displayed in a window, as
well graphically as numerically. In case of multiple possibilities of lines describing the object,
a dialog and a graphics are shown from where the correct one can be selected interactively.
The handling of the interface was self explaining and easy.
In average the measurement of a single point is in the range of 1 minute and 40 seconds. This
is a summation of several different tasks, which are listed in Table 7.23.
Task
Time
Coarse aiming the object:
20-40 s
There are two ways of completing this task. Either the object is aimed using the
optical sight or the image of the camera or a combination of both. It is possible
to get the live image while the theodolite turns.
Selection of the target type and placing the approximation lines:
20-30 s
Using the MMI the target type, e.g. “intersection of two lines” or “pole”, is
specified and a description and a number are assigned to the object to be measured. Further the approximation lines are placed and the position where to
measure the distance specified using the actual image displayed.
Theodolite initialization:
7s
The theodolite is positioned as defined, the image integration time adjusted, the
image grabbed and transferred to the PC, and finally the theodolite horizontal
and vertical angles and the inclination angles are registered by the computer.
Algorithmic processing
4-6 s
Detailed description of the computing performance can be found in section 5.2.5.
Interactive selection of the correct line if ambiguities occur
3-7 s

7.4 Conclusions of the chapter

Distance measurement:
Theodolite is positioned to point to the object as defined for distance measurement and the distance is measured.
Online camera constant calibration:
This is only needed, if the focus lens position has been changed since the last
online calibration, otherwise the camera constant from the previous measurement can be used. As outlined in section 6.2 this will be replaced in a further
development.
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3-6 s
20 s

Table 7.23: Time consumption of the single tasks employed when measuring a single point.
Potential of reducing the time employed for a single point measurement can be seen in the
multiple selection of object points within a overview image and in the elimination of the
online camera constant calibration. The selection of the target type and the placing of the approximation lines contains also potential for time reducing. The algorithmic processing takes
only a small part of the overall time used for a single point measure.
Future developments should address those problems.

8 Summary, conclusions and outlook
8.1 Summary
In this thesis I present the development and the calibration of a prototype of an ‘Image Assisted Total Station’ IATS, based on a modification of a Leica TPS 1100 Professional Series
Total Station. The main goal of an IATS is to measure the 3D coordinates of non-cooperative
but structured targets. The development work includes the concept layout, the hardware modifications, the implementation of new calibration routines and measurement algorithms and
finally the benchmarking to outline the capability, but also the limits of this new system. In
the following we summarize the main results of the thesis, as presented in the single chapters.

Measurement concept
The measurement concept of the IATS is based on a permanent interaction between the user
and the instrument. This ‘hybrid’ mode will lead to a higher measurement efficiency that
doubtless improves the user productivity. The user still has to select the object manually, has
to define the measurement field of view and permanently controls the reliability of the results,
while the instrument completes the routine work of the fine aiming and the measuring sequence.
Prototype
The most important hardware modification is the integration of a coaxial looking CCD sensor
with autofocus capability into the theodolite. The image data are transferred to a PC using a
synchronized frame grabber. Different autofocus algorithms are examined and the one best
suited for the IATS operation is selected. It is a combination of a direct distance measurement
performed by the range finder, with a contrast maximization method based on a Sobel filter
algorithm. Any hardware modification inside a mechanically optimized total station is risky
and may lead to pointing errors, especially due to unavoidable thermal gradients in the warmup phase. Tests were therefore undertaken to check the mechanical stability of the CCD
mount, the exact linear movement of the motorized focus lens and the stress free installation
of the limit switch. After switching-on the CCD, pointing errors of maximal 0.4 mgon are
observed, which disappeared after one hour of operating keeping the pointing stability within
the specifications. This drift has no influence on the benchmarking results where the
theodolite is operated in a steady state. But these initial drifts observed must be eliminated by
constructional means when going to production.
Modeling
An IATS is similar to a video theodolite and thus combines the typical features of a normal
theodolite and a small angle photogrammetric camera. Analyzing the optical subsystem in its
imaging properties shows that a pinhole model can be used to describe the overall imaging
process, which allows to explain e.g. defocus phenomena. The model has to take into account
all known error sources like those of the theodolite axes. The main part of this chapter describes the transformation of a point on the sensor plane back to the object space. The chapter
ends with a discussion of the accuracy needs for the focus lens positioning, and how the accuracies of all sensors involved, like angle, tilt, distance, image processing, etc., contribute to
the final measurement error. It becomes apparent that the main contribution to the error
budget results from the ‘reflectorless’ range finder.
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Measurement algorithms
Objects of different shape and structure will be measured by the IATS. In this thesis we concentrate on objects of relatively high structural complexity, which can be sufficiently well
approximated by geometrical ‘primitive’ structures. The algorithmic work is then reduced to
find the best position and orientation match between the real object structure and its virtual
‘primitive’ counterpart. The algorithms are flexible enough to operate on a wide variety of
object structures.
The measurement sequence is as follows: After the object identification, a rough localization
with pixel accuracy is performed based on an edge detection algorithm. This is followed by
the localization routine using least squares matching algorithms and the back-transformation
with sub-pixel accuracy. The results are the polar viewing angles of the object. Finally the
object distance is measured to complete the 3D object coordinates. These procedures are currently implemented for discs, for object points defined by an intersection of two lines or by
tangents, for poles and also for the center of a prism plate.

Calibration
The IATS must be calibrated like any other theodolite, too. But since the visual path for direct
observation is eliminated, the standard calibration concepts have to be revised, now including
the CCD-camera and the focus encoder. We chose the following process: First the line of
sight stability over temperature is measured, which delivers angular correction terms. Then
the camera constant c depending on the opto-mechanical parameters is calculated. These parameters vary when changing the focus. Since the accuracy achieved for c is not sufficient to
fulfill the specifications needed, a newly developed ‘on-line’ calibration routine has to be performed at any focus lens position. Finally the mapping parameters for the back-transformation
are determined by a scanning approach. The results indicate that the accuracy to localize an
object in the image plane is about one tenth of a pixel, which corresponds to 0.25 mgon for a
pixel size of 9 µm and a focal length of 228 mm.
Benchmarking
The benchmarking section is divided into three main parts: first measuring on known circular
reference markers, secondly measuring on non-cooperative, but structured targets and third
performing two realistic field applications. The measurements on the circular markers show
an angular accuracy below 0.4 mgon. The overall positioning accuracy of about 3 mm is
mainly limited by the distance measurement. The second test on non-cooperative targets is
done with true objects. The accuracy obtained depends on the object and reaches from several
millimeters up to 30 mm. The two field applications demonstrate the benefits, but also outline
the limits of the IATS in practice. First, different objects like ‘capitals’, ‘volutes’ and ‘window friezes’ on the facade of the historic ‘Löwenhof’ palace in Rheineck / Switzerland could
be localized with a positioning accuracy of maximal 10 mm, depending on the illumination
conditions and again on the rangefinder results. Finally a kinematical test is undertaken to
determine the six degrees of freedom (6DoF) of a rigid body mounted on a robot drive, about
10 m away from the IATS. Here we found a position error of about 1 mm and an orientation
error smaller than 360 mgon with respect to the robot coordinate system, which correspond to
theoretical expectations.
Presentations
Parts of this thesis were presented, however in a rather early state, at the ‘6th Conference on
Optical 3-D Measurement Techniques’ in Zurich 2003 [Walser & Braunecker, 2003].
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8.2 Conclusions
The results of this thesis work emphasize that the traditional high end total station, operated
visually by an experienced geodetic engineer, can be substituted by a ‘pseudo-digital’ system
where the coaxial looking eyepiece is replaced by a digital sensor. The classically achieved
high performance is based on the human capability to interpret sceneries, even for point-like
measurements. Thus our IATS solution tries to copy this process by sharing the task between
the expert and the semi-automated system according to their inherent strengths: the capability
of the user to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant conditions and the instrument's
powerful and reliable detection mode for well defined object structures. The received point
resolution of a tenth of a pixel, which is more or less the same as in the classical method, encourages us to regard the IATS as successful demonstrator of a ‘Digital Total Station’.

8.3 Outlook
Future work must be directed towards improving the hardware and software of this demonstrator. The current hardware components are commercially available add-on parts and must
be properly selected and integrated on system level when going to production. The same
holds for the software and the algorithms. The feedback from the application side is needed to
decide about the final hardware and software layouts of a series model.

8.3.1 Software
The current software implementation can handle only objects with linear boundaries. The
measurement of few object points should be mostly sufficient to reconstruct the full object in
3D. Thus the possibility to match the measurement data e.g. with a CAD model of the object
should be implemented as next step. Further, the instrument should also be capable to track
incomplete structures like edges, if the object is only partially visible. This would enable the
automatically measurement of more complicated structured objects.
Introducing more sophisticated image recognition algorithms can obviously increase the degree of automation. The relation between user guidance and automatic task execution of the
instrument can so favorably be shifted towards more automation.
A great potential is seen by applying ‘knowledge-based system concepts’ as proposed by
[Reiterer, Kahmen, Egly & Eiter, 2003b] or at least by integrating CAD data into the IATS
similar to the work of [Streilein, 1999], from which the relevant measurement points are derived. Furthermore the virtual object can be layed over the image of the real object to visualize the matching quality. Another interesting point is the processing of spectral information
[Niessner, 2003], an important information to characterize and extract special objects to analyze e.g. their deformation.

8.3.2 Hardware
The hardware improvement concerns not only the components like the sensor, but also their
integration into the mechanical housing, the heat management and the calibration routines.
The elimination of the direct visual channel will have consequences for the optics, which
must be redesigned.
The benchmarking experiments identified the ‘reflectorless’ range finder as main contributor,
which limits the accuracy. We propose for improvement to integrate a micro-scanner in the
IATS, which steers the ranging laser beam to any desired position within the field of view.
The laser beam can then be directed to spots located close to the contour of the selected templates. This additional local information leads to an overall better determination of the contour
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position and orientation. Furthermore the laser can be swept to areas of missing objects
points to stabilize the overall object reconstruction. Due to the variable and fast pointing possibility of the laser beam one can measure quasi-simultaneously several objects. Thus the use
of a micro-scanner, which in its functionality is well known as fine pointing device in many
optical free space communication instruments, will considerably increase the overall flexibility and the operating speed of the IATS and will finally lead to a more reliable distance information from the range finder.
To add a small wide-angle camera helps to acquire more easily the objects. The camera
should be integrated into the telescope body, looking into the same direction as the smallangle IATS sensor. A coaxial integration is not necessary, since the resulting parallactic errors
can be mostly ignored in the acquisition mode and if required, can be easily corrected.
Currently a PC operates the IATS and controls the image display. Later the computer and the
display, preferably in color, must be integrated in the instrument.

8.3.3 Specifications of an IATS
In the following we try to specify more quantitatively the IATS, based on the experience
gained with the prototype. Baseline of our consideration is that all the performance data of
traditional total stations must be maintained like the accuracy of the polar angle measurements with 0.3 mgon and of the tilt angle sensor with 0.2 mgon. Also the positioning speed of
typical 50 gon/sec must be kept. The weight, the size, the power consumption, the operating
and storage temperature range, all environmental tests, the integration into the mechanical
theodolite structure, etc, all these features must be kept due to compatibility reasons with former models.
However some variations are recommended:
• The measurement field of view should be variable between 1.7 gon and about 5 gon, corresponding to a maximum field of view of 2.4 m squared at an object distance of 30 m. It
is then easier to identify and measure several objects in the field of view.
• The measurement rate for a dynamic measurement mode, means measuring the same object repeatedly, without distance measurement should be below 1 sec.
• The micro-scanner should be capable to address 10 positions randomly distributed in the
field of view within 1 sec. In case of points located on a regular grid, the scan rate should
be increased to about 100 points per sec.
When using the IATS to measure and track the 6DoF of a rigid object, which might be fixed
on larger bodies, some requirements for the object size, structure, texture, etc would facilitate
the work:
• In dynamical applications the complete object or at least parts with sufficient information
like boundary lines should be visible inside the field of view.
• The objects ideally should possess good visible edges that can be easily identified. Instead
of these structures also textures or even barcode pattern might be foreseen.
• In order to get more reliable distance values by the range finder measurement, it is advantageous to use objects with a planar patch from which the laser is reflected. Objects with
rough surfaces are not well suited for the ‘reflectorless’ EDM.

8.3.4 IATS Applications
The IATS is defined as upgrade of the traditional total station to measure single points with
more reliability. Besides this the IATS offers more and new possibilities. In this section we
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will first comment the differences to scanners and photogrammetric cameras to outline applications fields being unique for the IATS. Finally we will show special applications where the
IATS can replace existing surveying systems.
There is a wide variety of application fields where an IATS shows noticeable advantages
compared to either classical theodolites or to competitive systems like photogrammetric cameras or laser scanners.
IATS offers
• A much higher pointing precision compared to laser scanning systems:
The angular accuracy of Total Stations like the TPS 1100 Professional Series is specified
with 0.5 mgon, where e.g. the Cyrax HDS3000 high speed scanner is specified with
3.8 mgon and the Riegl LMS-Z360i with 2.8 mgon. The IATS operates therefore by a factor 5 to 7 more precise.
• A better economy of sales:
The IATS measures only points or structures with user defined relevance and must not
collect those huge amounts of ‘data point clouds’ as laser scanners have to do when analyzing unknown sceneries. Therefore IATS does not need extensive data handling and
data storage means.
• An immediate availability of the results:
Scanning and photogrammetric surveys need time intensive post-processing work to extract the relevant data out of the data cloud or pictures, while the IATS measurement results are immediately present, since the relevance selection is done when defining the object.
• A good depth perception:
The combination of image processing with the point-wise distance measurements, which
will be adaptively guided by the micro-scanner, allows dynamically performed 6DoF
measurements of rigid objects without changing the instrument position.
Further IATS advantages are:
• The IATS as total station is motorized and therefore allows tracking of objects moving out
of the instantaneous field of view.
• The autofocus option gives the possibility to permanently focus on those object details,
describing best its position and orientation. Especially in industrial measurement applications, where the object can carry a barcode, the autofocus option allows a large working
volume in which the object can move.
• The IATS is much smaller and lighter than modern scanners of comparable performance,
a significant advantage in daily work. The weight of the laser scanner Cyrax HDS2500 is
about 15 kg, while that of total stations is about 5 - 7 kg.
• The power consumption of the Cyrax scanner is about 60-80 W, while total stations need
about 5-7 W. Thus the IATS does not need the large and heavy acid batteries as laser
scanners do. However, when increasing the computing power, inserting micro-scanners
and adding more sensors for wide-angle optics will doubtless need more power. We estimated about 10 to 12 W.
We should also mention IATS related weaknesses:
• The dependence on the correct definition of the object structure. This can be solved by a
better understanding and a more appropriate modeling of the object shape; by using more
efficient algorithms for e.g. scale, position and rotation invariant object recognition in a
pre phase.
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The sensitivity to bad illumination profiles. Here we think to introduce an active, but cost
reduced illumination set as being now installed in Leica industrial trackers.
The limited accuracy of the range finder. As improvement we mentioned to perform ranging with the micro-scanner in case of natural sceneries. For tracking rigid bodies with apriori known topology for general 6DoF applications, we mentioned as simple, but effective improvements the use of planar patches for better beam reflection. Other possibilities
are the installation of small retro-reflectors like in Leica T-probe scanners.

Industrial metrology
Industrial metrology is in general an interesting application field of growing importance. The
environmental conditions are well defined and the illumination profile can be adapted to the
object structure. Since the objects are known from construction, the optimal templates to
match their shape can be defined in advance and stored in the IATS databank. CAD data can
also be used to drive the measurements and to compare permanently the degree of coincidence of the actual with the theoretical data.
Construction
Extending the idea of kinematical measurements will lead to general dynamic tracking applications. After the object is identified, the IATS locks on and determines the actual position
and orientation data. This will be done with rather coarse accuracy during track and with the
required high accuracy when approaching the final destination. This dynamic mode is extremely useful on large building sites, where prefabricated elements have to be placed. The
instrument can track, measure and guide the total laying of these components. However, the
current rather small field of view allows only small object sizes. We proposed to increase the
field of view to 5 gon, since then the size of object details with sufficient information could be
up to 2.4 m at a distance of 30 m. Another possibility is to perform the track with the wideangle camera, but use the high resolution small field of view sensor to guide to the final positioning.
Deformation analysis
Deformations of objects can be well analyzed by the IATS. The system “knows” the objects
either from an initial measurement or from stored data like from CAD data bases. Due to the
micro-scanner option multiple points can easily be measured in depth and angle. An update
rate of the measurements for a single point of 1 Hz is desirable. If the objects are larger than
the measurement field of view, the IATS will scan across the object with a maximal speed of
50 gon/sec.
Forensic cases
Further applications concern forensic cases, where contact-free measurements are indispensable.
Dedicated applications
To conclude this section, we show some applications, where the IATS can replace or complement other surveying systems. Lots of those applications can be found in [Gruen & Kahmen, 2003].
• Traditional close range photogrammetry techniques and scanning systems need to set control points around the objects to be measured, using them as reference points to merge adjacent object field of views to a large observation field. It is well known that the setting of
real control points is a very time consuming and labor intensive job. IATS can select and
measure any structured object as virtual control point.
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Many tasks require measuring the position of hidden points or of points inside tubes or
cavities. By measuring the position and the orientation of a pivot point at the pointer stick
and knowing the geometry of the stick allows to calculate the coordinates of its end point,
where it touches e.g. the hidden surface point. This task is easily performable by the
IATS. The image based calculations yield both polar angles and the ranging microscanner measures the distance to at least two sticker points. Applications are to obtain the
depth of water holes or on construction sites to get the details behind larger components.
Currently the hidden point measurements require a stick with two or three reflecting
prisms. Then the stick must be kept motionless, while the TS measures sequentially to the
prisms. The IATS implementation with micro-scanner allows shortening the measurement
time by a factor about 5 to 10.
Structural deformation monitoring is typically undertaken using sparse point-wise observation techniques. These include contact sensors (e.g. dial gauges, LVDTs) and noncontact methods (e.g. theodolite intersection, close-range photogrammetry). IATS is a
powerful alternative to these traditional sensors. An example of such a measurement is the
controlled loading of a timber beam. It is easy to find planar patches there to facilitate the
distance measurement. Furthermore, these objects offer enough edge structure to get reliably the polar angles by image analysis. It would also be advantageous to add some
markers, similar as done in photogrammetry.
Another interesting possibility is the deformation monitoring of a complicated structure
during its construction phase. A recent example is the measurement of the North Atrium
of Federation Square in Melbourne, which consists of galvanized structural frames in triangular geometry, developed into a folded 3D structure that is glazed on the inside.
Automated close-range photogrammetry is applied so far to provide comprehensive, highaccuracy 3D deformation data. Employing IATS would be an efficient alternative, because the measurement points are well defined by the structure and the structural frame
offers enough planar patches for accurate distance measurements.
A rather special application for IATS is the gait analysis. To fulfill the high speed demand, the IATS tracks the person and measures the distance to only some characteristically points, but saves the complete images. These are later evaluated for the polar angle
determination.
Building reconstruction is mostly done using close-range photogrammetry or laser scanning. But IATS could be a complementary instrument to complete this task. Thus, the
IATS is not intended to replace, but to complement the ‘basket’ of surveying equipment.
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